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ABSTRACT

With the ever growing number of proposed density functional theory (DFT) functionals it becomes necessary to thoroughly screen any new method to determine its merit. Especially relevant methods include a proper description of the van der Waals (vdW) interaction, which can prove vital to a correct description of a myriad of systems of technological importance. The first part of this dissertation explores the utility of several vdW-inclusive DFT functionals including optB86b-vdW, optB88-vdW, optPBE-vdW, revPBE-vdW, rPW86-vdW2, and SCAN+rVV10 by applying them to model systems of small organic molecules, pyridine and thiophene, on transition metal surfaces. Overall, we find the optB88-vdW functional gives the best, most balanced description of both thiophene and pyridine on transition metal surfaces while revPBE-vdW, rPW86-vdW2, and SCAN+rVV10 functionals perform especially poorly for these systems. In the second part of this dissertation we change our focus to potential applications of DFT. Specifically, we study the hydrodesulfurization (HDS) process and molecules that could be used in molecular electronics. The removal of sulfur containing molecules from petrochemicals through HDS is an exceptionally important process economically, and the field of molecular electronics is rapidly developing with hopes of competing with and replacing their silicon analogues. First we investigate the hydrodesulfurization of thiophene. In this dissertation we manage to map the HDS rate of thiophene in realistic reaction conditions to the charge transfer and adsorption energy of thiophene on bare transition metal surfaces in hopes of predicting ever more active HDS catalysis. Finally we look at the adsorption of polythiophenes and 5,14-dihydro-5,7,12,14-tetraazapentacene (DHTAP) on Au(111) and Cu(110). We find that
polythiophenes may dissociate of Au(111), presenting an issue for their use in molecular electronics. DHTAP, in contrast, proves to a suitable candidate for use practical devices.
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OTFT: organic thin film transistor

O-LEFT: organic light-emitting film transistor

PAW: projector augmented wave

PBE: Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof

RPA: Random-Phase Approximation

SCAN: Strongly Constrained and Appropriately Normed

STM: scanning tunneling microscopy

VASP: Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package

vdW: van der Waals

XPS: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

This dissertation aims to complete two main goals. First this work compares the accuracy of several new and promising quantum mechanical modeling methods with already well-established ones. The second part of this dissertation applies the method the first part of this dissertation found most accurate to systems of technological interest.

Quantum mechanical modeling, often utilized in tandem with experiments, has become an ever more popular tool for investigating both the electronic and geometric properties of materials. Density functional theory (DFT) [1], one specific quantum mechanical modeling scheme, in particular achieved a substantial amount of success in the past few decades due to its accuracy, often low computational cost, and the wide variety of both free and commercially available DFT codes. The basic idea of DFT is to model systems on the atomic scale using electron density. The total energy of a system in DFT formalism then becomes a functional of electron density. Despite its success, DFT research is a never ending affair as researchers strive to push the method’s overall accuracy to new limits. While this continual advancement is beneficial to an increased understanding of matter, each time a new improvement to DFT is proposed, it must be rigorously tested against both experimental data and high accuracy quantum chemical calculations. This is done as a safeguard to ensure that any step forward in DFT’s evolution is a correct one.

While chapter 2 serves as a basic introduction to density functional theory, chapter 3 of this dissertation undertakes the necessary task of screening several new DFT methods. The methods targeted in this work attempt to accurately describe the long range van der Waals (vdW) forces.
Throughout a good portion of DFT’s long history the method, in its standard implementation, failed to accurately describe long range dispersion. This becomes problematic as the long range vdW forces appear to be key to describing a myriad of systems [2-11]. Researchers made a number of attempts to rectify this problem [12-20]. The vdW-DF [2,17-18] and the vdW-DF2[19] methods in particular stand out among recent attempts to correctly describe the vdW interaction. These methods work at the level of approximation of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) [21-23], and offer a seamless self-consistent treatment of the vdW forces that adds little computational cost beyond the cost of a standard GGA functional. Meta-GGA [24-28] functionals, the next natural step beyond GGA functionals, add substantially more computational cost than GGA type functional, but are expected to be more accurate. Promising among recently developed meta-GGA functionals that seek to incorporate the long range vdW forces is the SCAN+rVV10 functional [29]. It combines the SCAN [30] meta-GGA functional with the rVV10 [12] correlation functional which tackles, self-consistently, the long range vdW interactions. In this dissertation we will screen the vdW-DF, vdW-DF2, and SCAN+rVV10 methods by exploring systems where the vdW interaction is thought to play an important role. Specifically we explore the adsorption of two small organic molecules, pyridine (NC₅H₅) and thiophene (SC₄H₄), on various transition metal surfaces. Notably we study the adsorption of pyridine on Rh, Pt, Pd, Ni, Ag, Au, and Cu(111), pyridine on Cu, Ag, Au, and Pt (110), and thiophene on Rh, Pt, Pd, Ni, Ir, Cu, Ag, and Au (100). For these systems we present a detailed analysis of both the geometric and electronic structure of the calculated equilibrium adsorption geometry with a thorough comparison to the available experimental results.
Improving DFT is meaningless without target applications. Thus the next chapter of this dissertation centers on applying the method found in the previous chapter of this dissertation that gave the best, most balanced results, vdW-DF, to systems of technological interest. These calculations were completed in tandem with experiments performed by our collaborators, and we specifically target systems that may be useful in the creation of organic electronics.

Lately, many research proposals have focused on organic electronics. These devices tend to be cheaper and more flexible than their inorganic counterparts. Recent studies have demonstrated the potential impact of devices such as organic light emitting diodes [31,32] (OLED), organic light-emitting film transistors (O-LEFT) [33], organic field-effect transistors (OFET) [34], and organic thin film transistors (OTFT) [35]. Currently their relatively low performance limits these organic devices’ ability to replace their inorganic counterparts. The physics of the interface of a semiconducting organic material with a metal substrate, specifically the charge transfer across and along this boundary, often determines the capability of these organic devices. Therefore, crucial to the advancement of these novel organic electronics is an improved understanding of how organic molecules interact with metal substrates. To this end, in chapter 4 of this dissertation, we study the adsorption of polythiophene molecules on Au(111) and 5,14-dihydro-5,7,12,14-tetraazapentacene (DHTAP) on Cu(110) using the vdW-DF method. Each one of these systems has the potential to be quite useful in molecular electronic devices, making each one of these molecule/substrate systems a great candidate to explore with DFT.

Another practical use of DFT tackled in chapter 4 of this dissertation is the study of catalysts. With increasing government regulations focusing on environmental protection, petrochemical
companies have been forced to produce less and less poisonous fuels. Sulfur (S) containing compounds are often the first molecules targeted for removal from fuels as the burning of S containing compounds causes smog and acid rain [36]. These S containing compounds are removed from petrochemicals with the aid of a catalyst through a process known as hydrodesulfurization (HDS). Thiophene, a small S containing organic molecule previously mentioned in this work, is frequently the subject of HDS studies as it is one of the simplest S containing compounds but also one of the hardest to desulfurize due the stability of its aromatic ring [37]. In this dissertation we not only, in the third chapter, study thiophene on transition metals as a model to screen various computational methods but we also study, in the fourth chapter, thiophene on metals commonly used in commercially available catalysts, along with some other metal surfaces for comparison, with the goal of modeling and improving the understanding of the HDS process. We expressly chose to study thiophene on Al(100), Nb(100), Cr(100), V(100), Ta(100), W(100), Co(10-10), and Mo (100) in chapter 4 of this dissertation.

Finally, in chapter 5 of this dissertation, we present the conclusions of our work. We present an in depth comparison of the vdW-DF, vdW-DF2, and SCAN+rVV10 methods with a heavy focus on how well each method reproduces the available experimental results. We then go through the systems we studied with one method, vdW-DF, in conjunction with our experimental collaborators. We will then discuss the potential each system has for use in future commercially available devices with a focus on how DFT can supplement and illuminate experimental results. We will also analyze how well DFT can reproduce what is already known experimentally about these systems in order to further our discussion about the merits of the vdW-DF method.
CHAPTER TWO: DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY

As mentioned density functional theory is a quantum mechanical theory that models systems at the atomic scale as a continuous electron density. It is a versatile tool that one may use to calculate the properties of any atomic system. In this work we limit ourselves to use it to calculate the equilibrium adsorption geometry, adsorption energy, change in the work function and density of states of the surface, core-level shifts, and charge transfer of small organic molecules on transition metal surfaces. DFT, however, can also be used to calculate HOMO-LUMO gaps, elastic constants, piezoelectric tensors, and much more.

In this chapter we present a brief but thorough introduction to DFT from the ground up. The introduction assumes the reader possesses basic knowledge of quantum mechanics and calculus of variations. In section 1, we start with the reasons DFT exists by looking at the many-body Schrödinger equation. In the next section we touch on the two theorems that DFT sprung out of: the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems. In section 3 we delve into how the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems give rise to the Kohn-Sham equations, and demonstrate how these equations form the bedrock of DFT. In section 4, we explain how one can model the exchange-correlation interaction and its importance within the theory. This section is further broken up into three subsections which each cover a different approximation to the exchange-correlation energy. These approximations, in order of their appearance in this dissertation, are the local density approximation (LDA), the generalized gradient approximation (GGA), and the meta-GGA approximation. Moving forward, section 5 of this chapter is devoted to the vdW inclusive functionals as most of calculations presented in this dissertation are carried out using vdW inclusive functionals.
Specifically we discuss the vdW-DF and vdW-DF2 methods in subsection 2.5.1, and the SCAN+rVV10 method in subsection 2.5.2. Finally in section 6 we go over some of the general computational parameters one must take into consideration when performing any DFT calculation including choosing a basis set, k-point sampling, and pseudopotentials. We also cover the general algorithms all DFT codes perform to solve the Kohn-Sham equations in this section. The introduction presented in this dissertation is fairly broad and thus it is by no means exhaustive. Many textbooks and review articles have been solely devoted to DFT and are available to the curious reader [1,38-41].

2.1 Schrödinger’s Equation: The Motivation behind DFT

To describe a system at the quantum level one must solve Schrödinger’s equation, which, from basic quantum mechanics, for a system with N nuclei and M electrons looks like:

\[
H\Psi(R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_N; \mathbf{r}_1, \mathbf{r}_2, \ldots, \mathbf{r}_M) = E\Psi(R_1, R_2, \ldots, R_N; \mathbf{r}_1, \mathbf{r}_2, \ldots, \mathbf{r}_M)
\]  

In this equation the Hamiltonian operator is denoted by H, the total energy of system is denoted by E, and the wave function of the system is denoted by \( \psi \). The wave function of the system includes all the information that can ever be known about the system. For this equation and the rest of the equations that appear in this dissertation, vectors will be **bolded** and operators will be *italicized*. The wave function is a function of the N-position coordinates of the nuclei and the M-position coordinates of the electrons. Furthermore, the Hamiltonian operator can be further broken down into several parts: the kinetic energy of the electrons (\( T_e \)), the kinetic energy of the nuclei (\( T_n \)), the electron-electron interactions (\( V_{e-e} \)), the nuclei-nuclei interactions (\( V_{n-n} \)), and the
nuclei-electron interactions ($V_{n-e}$). If one were to write out each individual term one would get
the following equations:

\[ T_e = -\sum_{i=1}^{M} \frac{\hbar^2 \gamma_i^2}{2m_e} \quad (2) \]

\[ T_n = -\sum_{k=1}^{N} \frac{\hbar^2 \gamma_k^2}{2m_n} \quad (3) \]

\[ V_{e-e} = \sum_{i=1}^{M} \sum_{j>i}^{M} \frac{e^2}{4\pi \varepsilon_0 |r_i - r_j|} \quad (4) \]

\[ V_{n-n} = \sum_{k=1}^{N} \sum_{l>k}^{N} \frac{e^2 Z_k Z_l}{4\pi \varepsilon_0 |R_k - R_l|} \quad (5) \]

\[ V_{n-e} = -\sum_{k=1}^{N} \sum_{i=1}^{M} \frac{e^2 Z_k}{4\pi \varepsilon_0 |R_k - r_i|} \quad (6) \]

Now as one may remember, the exact solution to this equation is only known for a few simple
systems, notably the H atom. More complex systems cannot even be solved numerically let
alone exactly as the wave function is a function of 3(n+m) variables, three position variables for
each nucleus and electron. Even for a simple molecule like thiophene, for example, the wave
function would have 159 variables. Solving for a wave function with this many variables would
require an enormous amount of calculations and an unattainable amount of computational time.

Therefore, to solve for the ground state of a quantum system one must make approximations. As
the nuclei are much more massive than the electrons, a single proton is over 1800 times more
massive than an electron, one can first assume that the nuclei are stationary, which eliminates the
nucleus kinetic energy term from the Hamiltonian (equation 3), makes the nucleus-nucleus
interaction a constant (equation 5), and eliminates 3n coordinates from the wave function. This
approximation is known as the Born–Oppenheimer approximation. While the Born-Oppenheimer approximation greatly simplify our problem, it is still not enough. Using thiophene again as example, even with the Born–Oppenheimer approximation the wave function would possess 132 coordinates, yielding a problem still way beyond the limits of computational physics. Thus the motivation for DFT is simply to reduce the intractable problem of having a wave function with many independent variables into a tractable problem with fewer variables. DFT accomplishes this by assuming the total energy of any system is a functional, a function of a function, of electron density. We can then write the total energy, using the Born–Oppenheimer approximation, as:

\[ E[n] = T[n] + V_{\text{ext}}[n] + V_{\text{ee}}[n] \]  

(7)

In the above equation \( T \) is the kinetic energy of the electrons, \( V_{\text{ext}} \) is the interaction of the electrons with the field created by the stationary nuclei which we will, from now on, call the external potential, and \( V_{\text{ee}} \) is the electron-electron interaction. If one can justify equation 7 then DFT successfully reduces the number of variables involved in modeling a quantum system from 3m position variables down to a single variable, the electron density. Justification can be found through the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems.

### 2.2 Hohenberg Kohn Theorems

The Hohenberg Kohn theorems are two theorems used as the basis and justification of DFT. In this section will briefly go over their derivation and significance. The first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem simply states that the external potential is a unique functional of the electron density within a trivial additive constant [42], or in other words there is a one to one correspondence
between the external potential and the electron density. The proof proceeds via a *reductio ad absurdum*. Let $V_{\text{ext}}(r)$ be an external potential with a ground state $\psi_1$ that leads to a density $n(r)$. Now assume there is some second external potential, $V_{\text{ext}2}(r)$, with a ground state wave function $\psi_2$ leads to the same charge density $n(r)$. From this hypothetical situation one will first notice that $\psi_1$ and $\psi_2$ cannot be equal to one another, unless $V_{\text{ext}1}(r) - V_{\text{ext}2}(r) = \text{constant}$, since they are solutions to different Schrödinger’s equation. Remember that $H_1$ and $H_2$, the Hamiltonian’s for our two systems, must be different as they both include a different external potential and the same kinetic energy and electron-electron interaction terms.

$$H_1 = T + V_{\text{ee}} + V_{\text{ext}1}$$  \hspace{1cm} (8)

$$H_2 = T + V_{\text{ee}} + V_{\text{ext}2}$$  \hspace{1cm} (9)

It follows from basic quantum mechanics that:

$$E_2 = \langle \psi_2 | H_2 | \psi_2 \rangle$$  \hspace{1cm} (10)

$$E_1 = \langle \psi_1 | H_1 | \psi_1 \rangle$$  \hspace{1cm} (11)

From the variational principle and quantum mechanics, we know that the ground state wave functions $\psi_1$ and $\psi_2$ minimize the energy for the systems represented by Hamiltonian $H_1$ and $H_2$ respectively. Therefore, if we swap out $\psi_2$ in equation 10 for $\psi_1$ we will get:

$$E_2 = \langle \psi_2 | H_2 | \psi_2 \rangle < \langle \psi_1 | H_2 | \psi_1 \rangle = \langle \psi_1 | H_1 - V_{\text{ext}1} + V_{\text{ext}2} | \psi_1 \rangle$$  \hspace{1cm} (12)

Which we can simplify down to:

$$E_2 < E_1 + \int n(r) [V_{\text{ext}2}(r) - V_{\text{ext}1}(r)] d^3r$$  \hspace{1cm} (13)
We can then write $E_1$ in the same fashion and simplify appropriately.

$$E_1 = \langle \psi_1 | H_1 | \psi_1 \rangle < \langle \psi_2 | H_1 | \psi_2 \rangle = \langle \psi_2 | H_2 - V_{\text{ext2}} + V_{\text{ext1}} | \psi_2 \rangle$$ \hspace{1cm} (14)

$$E_1 < E_2 + \int n(r) \left[ V_{\text{ext1}}(r) - V_{\text{ext2}}(r) \right] d^3r$$ \hspace{1cm} (15)

For the next step in the proof we will add equation 13 and 15 which results in equations 16:

$$E_1 + E_2 < E_2 + E_1$$ \hspace{1cm} (16)

Clearly this cannot be true. Therefore our initial assumption must be incorrect. The external potential must be a unique functional of electron density. In other words a one to one correspondence must exist between the electron density and the external potential. This is a huge leap forward in being able to model quantum systems using electron density. However, an astute observer may ask how do we know an electron density is really the ground state electron density. The second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem answers this question. It states that a functional of electron density yields the ground state energy if and only if the input electron density is the ground state electron density\[42\]. This theorem can handily be proved using the variational principle. First, however, sticking to Hohenberg and Kohn’s derivation we first introduce a universal functional $F[n]$:

$$F[n] = \langle \Psi[n] | T + V_{ee} | \Psi[n] \rangle$$ \hspace{1cm} (17)

This universal function is valid for any external potential, meaning it does not depend on the atomic structure or the number of particles. With this universal function defined, we can write the total energy of any system as:
\[ E[n] = \int V_{\text{ext}}(r)n(r)d^3r + F[n] \]  

(18)

Now we simply insert a trial wave function, \( \Psi' \), with its own charge density \( n'(r) \), its own external potential \( V'_{\text{ext}} \), and its own Hamiltonian \( H' \) into equation 18.

\[ E[n'] = \langle \Psi' | H' | \Psi' \rangle = F[n'] + \int V_{\text{ext}}(r)n(r)d^3r \]  

(19)

We know through the variational principle that since this wave function is not the ground state wave function, \( \psi \), its energy when operated on by the Hamiltonian must be higher than the ground state energy.

\[ \langle \Psi' | H | \Psi' \rangle = E[n'] > E[n] = \langle \Psi | H | \Psi \rangle \]  

(20)

Thus we have proven the second Hohenberg-Kohn theorem which states that a functional of electron density yields the ground state energy if and only if the input electron density is the ground state electron density. With the proofs out of the way we may now move on to how to make practical use of these two theorems.

### 2.3 Kohn-Sham Equations

The Kohn-Sham equations are a set of equations that aim to utilize the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems [43]. Kohn and Sham devised these equations roughly a year after the ground breaking paper in which the Hohenberg-Kohn theorems appeared. Recall from the previous section that if we know the universal function, \( F[n] \), we could easily minimize the total energy of the system, hence finding the ground state. However, this turns out to be impossible as we only know the form of classical electron-electron interaction exactly. To remedy this situation, Kohn and Sham
had the clever idea to build a reference system of non-interacting electrons that delivers the same ground state electron density such that

\[ n(r) = \sum_{i=1}^{N} |\varphi_i|^2 \]  
(21)

In this equation we introduce the Kohn-Sham orbitals, \( \varphi_i \). Summing the moduli squared of these orbitals leads to the correct electron density connecting our fictitious system of non-interacting electrons to the real system we are interested in. The benefit of using a system of non-interacting electrons is that we know the kinetic energy of a system of non-interacting electrons.

\[ T_{KS} = -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} (\varphi_i | \nabla^2 | \varphi_i) = -\frac{1}{2} \sum_{i=1}^{N} \int \varphi_i^*(r) \nabla^2 \varphi_i(r) d^3r \]  
(22)

In this equation, and the ones following, we will work in natural units; \( e, \hbar, (1/4\pi\varepsilon_0) \) and \( m \) all equal 1. First note that the kinetic energy of our fictitious systems is of course not equal to the kinetic energy of our real system. Kohn and Sham accounted for this by modifying the universal function, \( F[n] \), to include the error introduced by using a system of non-interacting electrons.

(23)

In this updated universal function \( T_{ks} \) is of course the kinetic energy of our system of non-interacting electrons, \( J \) is the classical electron-electron interaction, and \( E_{xc} \) is the newly introduced exchange-correlation energy. This term can be further broken apart into:

\[ E_{xc}[n] = T_c[n] + E_{xc}[n] \]  
(24)

In this equation \( T_c \) is the kinetic energy correlation term. It includes the error in the kinetic energy by assuming our electrons are non-interacting. \( E_{xc} \), on the other hand, is the electron-
electron exchange-correlation term. $E_{xc}[n]$ not only contains electron-electron correlation
energy but also the exchange energy of the electrons (electrons are fermions and cannot occupy
the same quantum state at the same time), and also any electron self-interaction error.
Altogether, the exchange-correlation term contains all the information we do not know exactly.
We can now write the total energy of any system by combining equation 23 and 18:

$$E[n] = T_{KS}[n] + J[n] + E_{xc}[n] + \int V_{ext}(\mathbf{r})n(\mathbf{r})d^3r$$  \hspace{1cm} (25)

To find the ground energy we can apply the variational principle to this equation:

$$\frac{\delta E[n]}{\delta n(\mathbf{r})} = \frac{\delta T_{ks}[n]}{\delta n(\mathbf{r})} + \frac{\delta J[n]}{\delta n(\mathbf{r})} + \frac{\delta E_{xc}[n]}{\delta n(\mathbf{r})} + V_{ext} = \frac{\delta T_{ks}[n]}{\delta n(\mathbf{r})} + V_{ee} + V_{xc} + V_{ext} = \frac{\delta T_{ks}[n]}{\delta n(\mathbf{r})} + V_{eff}$$  \hspace{1cm} (26)

As we can see from equation 26 we have successfully reduced down our original problem down
to the problem of a system of non-interacting electrons interacting with a single effective
potential $V_{eff}$. This problem can be solved by using the single particle Schrödinger’s equation:

$$\varphi_i \left( -\frac{\hbar^2}{2m} + V_{eff} \right) = \varepsilon_i$$  \hspace{1cm} (27)

Equation 27 or rather all of the equations denoted by the subscript (i) are the Kohn-Sham
equations. In these equations we see the reappearance of the Kohn-Sham orbitals and a new
quantity, $\varepsilon_i$, the Kohn-Sham eigenvalues or energies associated with each one of the Kohn-Sham
orbitals. With the Kohn-Sham equations we have successfully simplified modeling a quantum
system down to one variable, electron density. This is orders of magnitudes simpler than the
many-body Schrödinger’s equation covered in the first section of this chapter. Furthermore, this
theory is indeed exact if one knows the form of the exchange-correlation interaction. This is,
however, where an approximation must be made. In contrast to the kinetic energy, the classical electron-electron interaction, and the external potential, the exact form of the exchange-correlation term is unknown. In the next section we will cover some of the popular treatments of the exchange-correlation interaction.

2.4 Modeling the Exchange-Correlation Interaction

In the previous sections we demonstrated how one can model the ground state of any quantum mechanical system. We covered the formalism of Kohn-sham DFT and illustrated that DFT is exact if we know the exact form of the exchange-correlation functional. Unfortunately, no one knows its exact form. However, there are some features of the exact exchange-correlation functional we are aware of. In fact there are 17 known exact constraints an exchange-correlation functional should fulfill [30]. Along with these constraints, researchers often design their exchange-correlation functionals to satisfy appropriate norms. They design their functionals to correctly describe systems that a functional can be expected to describe exactly or very accurately.

Despite appropriate norms and the 17 constraints an exchange-correlation functional should fulfill, one still must make approximations when designing an exchange-correlation functional. The most basic approximation is the local density approximation (LDA) where one assumes the exchange-correlation functional depends only on the electron density at each point in space. The next natural step one can take to increase an exchange-correlation functional’s accuracy is to let it depend not only on the electron density but also on the gradient of the electron density at each point in space. This approximation is known at the generalized gradient approximation (GGA). One can go even further than the GGA and let the exchange-correlation functional depend on the
electron density, the gradient of the electron density, and the Laplacian of the electron density at each point in space. Functionals that take into account the Laplacian of the electron density are known as meta-GGA functionals. Both meta-GGA and GGA functionals are classified as semi-local functionals as they go beyond only taking into account the electron density at each point in space. They are not classified as nonlocal because in a truly nonlocal functional the exchange-correlation energy at a single point in space would depend on the electron density at every other point in space. In this section we focus on local and semi-local DFT starting with LDA and working our way to more complex levels of approximation.

2.4.1 The Local Density Approximation (LDA)

The simplest approximation one can make when constructing an exchange-correlation functional is to assume that the functional at each point in space only depends on the electron density at that point in space. This approximation is called the local density approximation (LDA) or the local spin density approximation (LSDA) when working with spin-polarized calculations [44-48]. Kohm and Sham theorized that the LDA should provide a good description of systems in which the electron density slowly varies. If we write out the exchange-correlation energy in the LDA approximation we get the following:

\[ E_{xc}^{\text{LDA}}[n] = \int \varepsilon_{xc}[n(r)]n(r)d^3r \]  

(28)

In the above equation \( \varepsilon_{xc} \) is the exchange-correlation energy per electron at \( r \). In theory one can design \( \varepsilon_{xc} \) as one wishes. In practice one makes an approximation to \( \varepsilon_{xc} \) derived from the homogenous electron gas (HEG) model. These expressions for \( \varepsilon_{xc} \) based upon the HEG model
have achieved a great deal of success. In the HEG model the exchange energy per electron is known analytically:

\[ \varepsilon_x[n(r)] = -\frac{3}{4} \left(\frac{3n(r)}{\pi}\right)^{\frac{1}{3}} \]  

(29)

There are not any analytical solutions for the correlation energy per electron, however researchers tend to use the results from Monte Carlo simulations conducted by Ceperly and Alder [50]. These calculations suggest the correlation energy per electron in the low density limit behaves as:

\[ \varepsilon_c[n(r)] = \frac{\gamma}{1 + \beta_1 r_s^{1/3} + \beta_2 r_s} \]  

(30)

And in the high density limit the correlation energy per electron behaves as:

\[ \varepsilon_c[n(r)] = Alr_s + Bln r_s + Cln r_s + Dr_s \]  

(31)

Where \( r_s \), the Wigner-Seitz parameter, is a dimensionless quantity related to the electron density:

\[ r_s = \left[\frac{3}{(4\pi n)}\right]^{1/3} \]  

(32)

As the LDA approximation in this form has achieved a large degree of unexpected success, LDA functionals have become popular tools for analyzing a wide array of systems at the atomic scale. It should be noted, however, that LDA functionals tend to underestimate lattice constants and overestimate the bonding of small molecules.
2.4.2 The Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA)

The Generalized Gradient Approximation [21-23,50-53] (GGA) goes beyond the LDA approximation by assuming the exchange-correlation functional depends not only on the electron density but also the gradient of the electron density. GGA functionals, like LDA functionals, can also handle spin polarized calculations when the density of spin up and spin electrons are unequal. For the case when the spin up and spin down electron densities are equal we can write the exchange-correlation energy in the GGA as:

\[ \varepsilon_{xc}^{GGA} = \int \varepsilon_{xc}[n(r), \nabla n(r)] n(r) d^3r \]  

(33)

The parameter \( \varepsilon_{xc} \), as with the LDA, is the exchange-correlation energy per electron which now depends on both the electron density and the gradient of the electron density. Unlike with the LDA, there are many parameterizations of \( \varepsilon_{xc} \). One exceedingly popular GGA functional, used frequently in the dissertation, is the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) functional [51]. PBE models the exchange interaction, for the case when spin is not polarized, as:

\[ E_X^{GGA}[n] = \int d^3r \, n \varepsilon_{x}^{LDA}(n) F_X(s) \]  

(34)

This equation combines the LDA exchange energy per electron with a new quantity \( F_X \), the so-called exchange enhancement factor, which depends on a dimensionless gradient, \( s \):

\[ s = \frac{|\nabla n|}{2(3n^2)^{1/3}n^{4/3}} \]  

(35)

The exact form of PBE’s exchange enhancement factors looks like

\[ F_X(s) = 1 + \kappa - \frac{\kappa}{(1 + \mu s^2/\kappa)} \]  

(36)
with $\kappa$ being set at 0.804 and $\mu$ being set at 0.21951. The correlation part of the PBE exchange-correlation interaction is a fair bit more complicated than the exchange part so we will not go into too much detail. However at its basic level it is the LDA correlation with an added correction.

$$E_c^{GGA}[n] = \int n(\epsilon_c^{LDA}(n) + H(r_s, t))d^3r$$  \hspace{1cm} (37)

The added correction, $H$, depends on both $r_s$, the Wigner-Seitz parameter, and $t$, which is just another dimensionless gradient. For a detailed derivation of PBE’s correlation term see the original paper by Perdew, Burke, and Ernzerhof [51].

Overall, GGA type functionals, like PBE, are expected to be more accurate than LDA type functionals, meaning a GGA functional should give better results for a larger array of systems than a LDA functional. A LDA functional may perform better than a GGA functional for a particular system or a particular group of systems, but overall a GGA functional should give better result than a LDA functional.

2.4.3 Meta-GGA

Going further, meta-GGA functionals [24-28,30] cost even more computational time than LDA or GGA functionals. This increase in computational cost is believed to be rewarded with an increase in accuracy. The reason why meta-GGA functionals cost more than GGA functionals is because they are more mathematically complex than GGA functionals. Meta-GGA functionals, in contrast to all the functionals discussed previously, allow the exchange-correlation interaction to depend on the electron density, the gradient of the electron density, and the Laplacian of the electron density:
As with GGA functionals, there are many different parameterizations of $\varepsilon_{xc}$. In this dissertation we focus on the SCAN (Strongly Constrained and Appropriately Normed) functional [30]. As with PBE, SCAN’s $\varepsilon_{xc}$ can be divided further into an exchange and correlation energy per electron. SCAN’s exchange energy per electron is exceedingly complicated and possesses a large amount of parameters. Its general form however is:

$$E_x = \int n \varepsilon_{xc}^{\text{LDA}}(n) F_x(s, \alpha) d^3r$$

From our discussion of the PBE functional we are familiar with all the terms in the above equation except $\alpha$, which is a dimensionless Laplacian of the electron density.

$$\alpha = \frac{\tau - \tau_w}{\tau_{\text{unif}}} > 0$$

Where $\tau$ is the Laplacian of the electron density, $\tau_w$ is the single-orbit limit of $\tau$, and $\tau_{\text{unif}}$ is $\tau$ in the uniform-density limit. With these definitions $\tau = \tau_w$ or $\alpha = 0$ corresponds to the single-orbit limit or the limit of a single covenant bond, and $(\tau - \tau_w) = \tau_{\text{unif}}$ or $\alpha = 1$ corresponds to the uniform-density limit or the metallic limit. SCAN’s exchange energy per unit electron was constructed as an interpolation between $\alpha = 0$ and $\alpha = 1$, and an extrapolation to $\alpha = \infty$. Explicitly, $\tau_w$ and $\tau_{\text{unif}}$ are:

$$\tau_w = |\nabla n|^2 / (8n)$$

$$\tau_{\text{unif}} = (3/10)(3\pi^2)^{2/3}(n)^{5/3}$$

The expression for SCAN’s correlation energy possesses an even more complicated form than SCAN’s exchange energy so we will omit it here. We will mention though, like the exchange
energy, the correlation energy is a functional of the dimensionless Laplacian of electron density, \( \tau \), and that it was constructed as an interpolation between single-orbit limit, \( \alpha=0 \), and the uniform density limit, \( \alpha=1 \), and as an extrapolation to \( \alpha=\infty \). The interested readers will find the correlation energy along with the rest of the derivation of SCAN in Sun’s original paper [30].

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, 17 exact constraints are known which the exact exchange-correlation should fulfill. SCAN was designed to fulfill all 17 constraints in addition to being appropriately normed on systems for which one can expect a semilocal functional to perform exceedingly well on [30], making SCAN a very promising functional and a great candidate for thorough testing. The very initial testing of SCAN demonstrated that it captures the intermediate vdW forces quite well. Nonetheless, SCAN, like many other semilocal functionals, fails to appropriately account for the long range vdW interactions. This can become especially problematic for the numerous systems where the long range vdW forces are thought to be important [2-11].

### 2.5 Treating Long Range Dispersion

Several groups with varying degrees of success have tried to compensate for semilocal DFT’s failure to appropriately model long range dispersion by adding a correction term to the correlation energy [12-20]. It is useful to group these so-called vdW inclusive functionals by how they incorporate long range dispersion. Klimeš et al. [5] give a convenient way to classify methods based on how well they treat long range dispersion interactions utilizing the well-known “Jacob’s Ladder”. Each method lies on a specific rung of the ladder. The higher we go up on the ladder the better the methods describe the underlying physical properties that govern dispersion, and usually the more computationally expensive the methods are. On the ground
rung of the ladder we have methods that do not give the correct $1/r^6$ asymptotic behavior for molecules in the gas phase [5]. Standard LDA, GGA, and meta-GGA methods lie on this rung. One rung higher we have methods, like DFT-D2 [13], that give the correct $1/r^6$ asymptotic behavior for molecules in the gas phase by adding a dispersion energy of the form [5]:

$$E_{\text{dis}} = \sum_{A,B} C_6^{AB} \frac{r_{\text{AB}}}{r_{\text{AB}}^6}$$

(43)

Immediately one may notice a problem with this type of correction. The $C_6$ parameters are completely predetermined and independent of the environment of the atom. Methods on rung two try to rectify this problem by including $C_6$ coefficients that vary with the environment of the atom. Examples of these methods include the DFT-D3 [14], vdW(TS) [16], and the Becke-Johnson (BJ) [15] model. While these methods have had their fair share of success, the coefficients in these models, while being able to change in response to the environment of the atom, are still predetermined or require predetermined input such as atomic polarizabilities. Methods one rung further avoid requiring predetermined input by adding a nonlocal component to the local or semi-local correlation functional such that the exchange-correlation energy reads [5]:

$$E_{\text{xc}} = E_{\text{xc}}^0 + E_{\text{xc}}^{nl}$$

(44)

Where, from left to right, we have some semilocal exchange-correlation energy paired with a non-local correlation energy. By adding this nonlocal correlation one can compute the long range dispersion interactions directly from the electron density. Examples of this type of method include the vdW-DF [2,17-18], vdW-DF2 [19], vv10[20], and rVV10[12] methods. Despite the
improvements introduced by the methods on level three of the ladder, all the methods so far have been pairwise additive. They fail to consider the medium that separates atoms and by treating the atoms separately ignore any possibility of collective excitations [5]. Any method that tries to treat these shortcomings by going beyond pairwise addition lies on the fourth and final rung of the ladder [5]. As an example of a method that lies on the forth rung of the ladder we give the Random-Phase Approximation (RPA) treated within the framework of the adiabatic-connection fluctuation dissipation theorem (ACFD) [54-56]. Methods, like RPA, that lie on the forth rung of the ladder are usually computationally prohibitive for even modestly sized systems. For that reason we focus on methods that lie on the third rung of the ladder: vdW-DF, vdW-DF2, and SCAN+rVV10. We also run calculations using PBE, a method on the ground rung of the ladder, for comparison.

2.5.1 The van der Waals (vdW) Functionals

The first two methods we focus on in this dissertation are the vdW-DF and vdW-DF2 methods. Both methods have an exchange-correlation interaction of the form:

\[ E_{XC} = E_X^{GGA} + E_C^{LDA} + E_C^{BL} \]  \hspace{1cm} (45)

They combine a GGA exchange term, the first term, with the LDA correlation term, the second term, and a nonlocal correlation term, the last term. In this dissertation we study four different flavors of the vdW-DF method: optB86b-vdW [2], optB88-vdW [17], optPBE-vdW [17], and revPBE-vdW [18,57]. We also look at one flavor of the vdW-DF2 method, rPW86-vdW2 [19,58]. While all of these methods contain the LDA correlation functional they differ on which
exchange functional, denoted by the first name of the method, and/or nonlocal correlation functional, denoted by the second name of the method, they include.

Going into the details of both methods, the mathematical form of both vdW-DF and vdW-DF2’s nonlocal correlation functional can generally be written as,

\[
E_{\text{c}}^{\text{nl}} = \frac{1}{2} \int d^3r \, d^3r' n(r)n(r') \varphi(r, r') \quad [46]
\]

where \( \varphi \) is the correlation kernel. \( \Phi \) for both the vdW-DF and vdW-DF2 methods is quite complex, but can be found in reference 18 and 19 respectively [18,19]. Note that the nonlocal nature of this functional enters this expression through the two radial vectors, \( r \) and \( r' \), which express the distance between two different points in the electron density.

The exchange functional for these methods, on the other hand, is semilocal and much less mathematically complex than the correlation kernel. The exchange functional is actually of the exact same form as the PBE exchange functional with different enhancement factors. The exact from of the enhancement factors for optB86, optB88, optPBE, revPBE, and rPW86 are given below in equations 47-51 respectively:

\[
F_X(s) = 1 + \frac{\mu s^2}{(1 + \mu s^2)^{4/5}}, \mu = 0.1234 \quad (47)
\]

\[
F_X(s) = 1 + \frac{\mu s^2}{[1 + \beta \text{arcsinh}(cs)]^{4/5}}, \mu = 0.1234, \beta = 0.1576, c = 7.7956 \quad (48)
\]

\[
F_X(s) = 1 + \kappa - \frac{\kappa}{(1 + \mu s^2/\kappa)}, \mu = 0.175519, \kappa = 1.04804 \quad (49)
\]

\[
F_X(s) = 1 + \kappa - \frac{\kappa}{(1 + \mu s^2/\kappa)}, \mu = 0.21951, \kappa = 1.245 \quad (50)
\]
2.5.2 SCAN+rVV10

Besides pairing a nonlocal correlation correction with a GGA type functional one can also pair a nonlocal correlation correction with a meta-GGA type functional. We already mentioned that the SCAN functional, which was designed to fulfill all 17 constraints a semilocal functional should fulfill, demonstrated a lot of promise. Naturally one would want to explore the possibility of pairing SCAN with a nonlocal correlation functional to further improve its accuracy. To date, SCAN often is paired with the rVV10 nonlocal correlation functional creating the SCAN+rVV10 functional. The rVV10 functional is nothing more than a slightly revised version of the VV10 functional. SCAN+rVV10 takes the semilocal exchange and correlation terms provided by SCAN (see section 2.3.3) and tacks on the rVV10 correlation, which has a very similar form to the vdW-DF and vdW-DF2 correlation:

\[
E_{\text{nl}} = \frac{1}{2} \int d^3r \int d^3r' n(r)n(r') \varphi(r, r') + \beta
\]  

(52)

In this expression a new parameter, \(\beta\), is needed to ensure that the nonlocal correlation energy goes to zero in the limit of a uniform electron gas. Besides \(\beta\) we note the reappearance of the correlation kernel, \(\varphi\). The rVV10’s correlation kernel contains two empirical parameters \(C\) and \(b\) which grant the rVV10 method more flexibility than either the vdW-DF or vdW-DF2 methods. The first parameter, \(C\), is chosen to give accurate vdW interactions at long range. The second parameter, \(b\), controls the damping of this interaction at short ranges. Peng et al. fits \(b\) to an Ar dimer curve calculated using the CCSD(T) method. They found \(b=15.7\) minimized error. They left the \(C\) at its original value, 0.0093 [29], for SCAN+rVV10. We will briefly mention the
original C and b values for rVV10 are C=0.0093 and b=6.3 and for VV10 are C=0.0093 and b=5.9.

Initial testing of this method involved calculating the interaction energies for the S22 set of molecular complexes, calculating the atomization energy and lattice volume for 50 solid systems, calculating the adsorption height and energy of benzene on coinage metals, and calculating the lattice constants and inter-layer binding energy for 28 layered materials [29]. This initial testing revealed this functional to be a promising candidate to describe a wide range of system, making it an appealing candidate for further screening.

2.6 General Computational Considerations

Now that we have covered some of the important theoretical aspects of DFT, we will now move on to some of the more technical aspects of running DFT calculations. All of our technical discussion will be geared towards running calculations in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP) as that was the software package used to produce the results for this dissertation. Nonetheless, a great deal of our analysis will apply well to any DFT software package. In this section we will start our discourse by examining the plane wave basis sets for approximating wave functions. We will then move on to discussing the k-point sampling of the Brillouin zone. We then go over pseudopotentials and finish our discussion with the general algorithm for solving the Kohn-Sham equations.

2.6.1 Basis Sets: The Plane Wave Basis

To actually run any DFT calculations one must first choose a basis set for the wave functions. Some popular choices for a basis set include Slater-type orbitals, Gaussian-type orbitals, contracted Gaussian-type orbitals, and plane waves. While the first three basis sets are quite
popular in the quantum chemistry community, a plane wave basis set is often used in computational solid state and condensed matter physics. The reason for this is simple. Solid state and condensed matter physicists often deal in periodic systems to which a plane wave basis set lends itself well to. To see this, let’s first look at Bloch’s theorem, which states that if electrons move in a periodic potential then one can write their wave function as [59].

\[ \Psi(k, r) = e^{i(k \cdot r)}u(r) \] \[53\]

Where

\[ u(r + R_i) = u(r) \] \[54\]

Bloch’s theorem allows us to write the wave function of an electron in a periodic potential as the product of a periodic part, \( u(k, r) \), and a plane wave part, \( e^{i(k \cdot r)} \). It also tells us that the wave function is not periodic in space but can vary by some exponential phase factor even though all the observables, such as electron density, are periodic in space. However, more importantly, as part of our wave function already looks similar to a plane wave it makes sense to write the periodic part of our wave function using a plane wave expansion.

\[ u(r) = \sum_G C(G)e^{i(G \cdot r)} \] \[55\]

Here we have specifically chosen to expand the periodic part of wave functions in terms of the reciprocal lattice vector \( G \). Plugging this equation into equation 53 we get:

\[ \Psi(k, r) = \sum_G C(G + K)e^{i((k+G) \cdot r)} \] \[56\]
Further plugging this new equation into the single particle Schrödinger’s equation, eq. 27, and multiplying on the left by $e^{i(k+G') \cdot r}$ we get:

$$
\sum_G [ |k + G|^2 C(G + K) \delta_{GG'} + \int V(r) e^{i(G' - G) \cdot r} d^3 r \ C(G + K)] = E(k) C(G + K) \quad [57]
$$

By diagonalizing this system of equations we can solve for the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the Kohn-Sham equations and thus solve for the electron density. Using this plane expansion has a few advantages. The basis is orthogonal, plane waves are easy to integrate, and the wave function is periodic in reciprocal space that is $\Psi(k, r) = \Psi(k+G, r)$. The disadvantage is that this methods assumes a periodic system, meaning when running calculations your system interacts with images of itself in the x, y, and z directions. For non-periodic systems, like a surface or molecules, this can be problematic. The solution lies in placing vacuum strategically in the unit cell. For molecules one needs to place enough vacuum around their molecule to assure that it does not interact with its images. For surfaces one can use the slab method and allow the surface to extend infinitely in the x and y direction. For the z direction, however, one must place enough vacuum to assure that the surface, represented by a slab, does not interact with itself.

Finally we must mention, using this expansion, we cannot allow our sum over $G'$ to go to infinity as we could not compute that. Therefore, we must choose an appropriate cutoff for $G'$. Usually this cutoff is given as an energy cutoff:

$$
E_{\text{max}} = \frac{\hbar^2}{2m} G_{\text{max}}^2 \quad [58]
$$
Choosing a larger cutoff will lead to more accurate results but increase the computational cost of the calculations. One should try several different plane wave energy cutoffs when running new calculations to ensure a well converged calculation.

2.6.2 k-point Sampling

As seen from equation 57, when using a plane wave expansion one is generally working in the reciprocal space. Therefore, we usually need to sample a few k-vectors in reciprocal space to calculate a well converged total energy. It turns out that solutions to equation 57 can be completely characterized by their behavior in the first Brillouin zone [59] (BZ). The BZ is the fundamental volume defined by the reciprocal lattice.

\[ A_{\text{BZ}} = \mathbf{G}_1 \cdot (\mathbf{G}_2 \times \mathbf{G}_3) \]  

(59)

DFT software packages usually save time by analyzing the symmetry of the system in question and using the symmetries of the point group of your system to reduce the BZ down to the so-called “irreducible BZ”. The software then only picks a few points in the irreducible BZ to save even more computational time. In this dissertation we use the Monkhorst and Pack grid method for sampling the BZ. This method samples k-points uniformly in the BZ [60]. The user only need specify the number of k-points they wish to sample in z, y, and z directions. The more k-points one samples the greater the accuracy, but the larger the computational cost. A large k-point grid is needed to accurately calculate the electronic properties of your systems, but not to reach structural convergence.
2.6.3 Pseudopotentials

One problem that exists when using a plane wave basis is that strong or deep potentials, resulting from localized states, require a huge number of plane waves to achieve reasonable accuracy. Researchers deal with this problem by introducing pseudopotentials [61,62]. The first step in the pseudopotential approximation is to break the potential into core and valence electronic states. As the core electrons are bound tightly to the atom they produce the most localized states and strongly oscillating wave functions. Moreover, they usually do not contribute to chemical bonding. Therefore, we can calculate their contribution to the potential once for an isolated atom. We can then keep this part of the potential frozen in further calculations. This approximation both reduces the number of electrons we have to deal with, and rids our calculation of the most localized and rapidly oscillating electronic states. However, valence states can still oscillate rapidly in the core region. To solve this problem, we divide the volume around the atom into a core and a valence region and create a pseudopotential. Outside the core region the pseudopotential and the real potential are identical. Inside the core region, the pseudopotential is constructed such that the new wave function, a pseudo wavefunction, is nodeless and converges smoothly to a finite value. This greatly reduces the number of plane wave required in each calculation and thus saves a great deal of computational time. In this dissertation, to take advantage of pseudopotentials and improve accuracy, all calculations are actually run using the projector augmented wave (PAW) [61,63]. In this method the Kohn-Sham equations are solved using pseudopotentials. After the pseudo wave functions have been calculated, projector wave functions are built using a projection procedure. These new projector wave functions have nodes inside the core regions of the atoms, and it is from these new
functions, which are more accurate than the pseudo wave functions, that the ground state properties of our system are calculated.

2.6.4 General Algorithms for Solving the Kohn Sham equations

Now that we have covered some of the basic technical considerations of a DFT calculation, we will now go over the general algorithm all DFT software packages use to solve for the ground state of a quantum system. The general algorithm is illustrated in figure 1. First we must build our unit cell including the coordinates of each individual atom. Using the positions of each atom we can construct the external potential, step 1. After constructing the external potential we must choose the appropriate pseudopotentials and select a trial electron density, step 2. From the trial electron density we can then calculate the classical electrostatic potential, $V_{ee}$, and the exchange-correlation term, $V_{xc}$, step 3. With all the terms in our effective Hamiltonian set we can then solve the Kohn-Sham equations, step 4, which will allow us to calculate a new charge density and the corresponding total energy, step 5. If the change in the total energy of the system, advancing from one charge density to the next, is less than some predetermined value then the electronic calculation has converged. If the electronic calculation failed to converge then we build a new charge density using the density calculated in step 5. We then proceed back to step 3 continuing this process until our charge density has converged. Once the charge density has converged, we calculate the forces on each atom using the Hellmann-Feynman theorem [64] from quantum mechanics:

$$F_i = \langle \Psi(R) | H_i(R) | \Psi(R) \rangle$$  \hspace{1cm} (60)
If the forces calculated this way are less than some predetermined condition, then the system has fully relaxed. If the forces are greater than the predetermined input condition then the atoms are moved using an optimization algorithm. In this dissertation we exclusively use the conjugate gradient [65,66] (CG) method or the quasi-Newton method [67]. After the atoms are moved we then calculate a new charge density and external potential and proceed back to step 3.

Figure 1: General algorithm for solving the Kohn-Sham equations.
CHAPTER THREE: SCREENING THE VDW INCLUSIVE METHODS

In this chapter we explore the adsorption of pyridine and thiophene over several different transition metal surfaces with the purpose of screening the optB86b-vdW, optB88-vdW, optPBE-vdW, revPBE-vdW, rPW86-vdW2, and the SCAN+rVV10 functionals. To isolate the effect of the vdW interaction we also run calculations using the PBE functional which fails to properly describe long range correlation. It does not predict the correct $1/r^6$ asymptotic behavior for molecules in the gas phase. We chose pyridine and thiophene for the purpose of screening as they are small organic molecules. Pyridine is composed of 11 atoms while thiophene is composed of only 9 atoms. Their small size allows us to efficiently run many calculations over a wide variety of surfaces. Moreover, as stated in the introduction, the vdW interaction is thought to play an important role in the binding of organic molecules to transition metal surfaces. Thus it makes sense to use systems of organic molecules, such as pyridine and thiophene, on transition metal surfaces to determine which vdW inclusive functional performs the best.

While the primary purpose of this chapter is to screen the optB86b-vdW, optB88-vdW, optPBE-vdW, revPBE-vdW, rPW86-vdW2, and SCAN+rVV10 functionals we also run these calculations in hopes of better understanding how pyridine and thiophene interact with transition metal surfaces, and how the vdW interaction mediates the adsorption process. As mentioned in chapter 1, the interaction of organic molecules with a substrate often determines the performance of various organic electronic devices. Therefore, we yearn to gain insight on how these small organic molecules, which are often used as the building blocks of larger organic molecules used in organic electronic devices, interact with our chosen transition metal substrates.
In the first five sections of this chapter we look exclusively at the optB86b-vdW, optB88-vdW, optPBE-vdW, revPBE-vdW, and rPW86-vdW functionals. In section one we explore the adsorption of pyridine on coinage metal surfaces: Cu, Ag, and Au(111). The vdW interaction should play an especially important role in the bonding of pyridine to these relatively unreactive surfaces. On these surfaces we also explore the effect of coverage, running calculations in both a 3x4 and 2x2 unit cell.

In the next section we look at the adsorption of pyridine on more reactive transition metal surfaces: Rh, Pt, Pd, and Ni(111) surfaces. By comparing the results in this section to the results in the previous section, where we explored the adsorption of pyridine on the coinage metal surfaces, we can more fully understand the role of the element of the surface in the adsorption of pyridine on (111) transition metal surfaces. We can also examine how the role of the vdW interactions changes in the adsorption of pyridine as we go from the right to the left side of the periodic table.

In the third section we examine adsorption of pyridine on Cu, Ag, Au, and Pt(110) surfaces. By changing the crystal face but keeping the metal the same, that is by going from Cu, Ag, Au, and Pt(111) to Cu, Ag, Au, and Pt(110), we can gain insight into how the coordination number of the surface atoms influences the bonding of pyridine to these transition metal surfaces. Note that atoms on an fcc(111) have coordination 9, while those on an fcc(110) have coordination 7.

In the fourth section of this chapter we change the molecule we study from pyridine to thiophene and explore its interaction with Cu(100) and Ni(100). Moving from pyridine to
thiophene allows us to examine the role of the heteroatom in the adsorption of organic molecules on transition metal surfaces.

Section five builds off of section four, investigating thiophene on Ag, Au, Cu, Rh, Pt, and Pd(100) surfaces. By probing the adsorption of thiophene over these group 9-11 transition metal surfaces, we aspire to gain a more complete understanding of the effect of the element of the surface on the adsorption process of thiophene.

In the last section we finally run calculations using the SCAN+rVV10 functional. We use it to study the adsorption of thiophene on Rh, Ir, and Ag(100) surfaces. With the results from section 5 and further calculations of thiophene on Ir(100) using optB88-vdW, we can compare the performance of SCAN+rVV10 with the vdW-DF method.

3.1 Pyridine on (111) Coinage Metals

Pyridine on the (111) coinage metals has been extensively studied in the literature [67-85]. From the literature, one will notice that these systems can exhibit a wide range of behavior. Pyridine can bond to a coinage metal surface in one of three ways. It may bond through the lone pair of electrons situated around its N atom, resulting in a vertical adsorption configuration where the plane of the molecule sits perpendicular to the surface. It may bond through the \( \pi \) orbitals of its aromatic ring, resulting in a flat configuration where the plane of the molecule sits parallel to the surface. Finally neither bonding through the N’s lone pair of electrons nor the \( \pi \) orbitals may dominate resulting in a tilted configuration. Additionally, changing the coverage of pyridine on these surfaces can induce a phase transition, forcing pyridine to move from a flat to a vertical configuration as one increases the coverage of pyridine [67-72]. The plethora of possible
final adsorption configurations and the possibility of a coverage driven phase transition provides a robust way to test any computational method. Therefore we study the adsorption of pyridine on the Cu, Ag, and Au(111) surfaces at two different coverages of pyridine with the goal of testing the optB86b-vdW, optB88-vdW, optPBE-vdW, revPBE-vdW, and rPW86-vdW2 functionals.

In the first subsection we address the computational details. In the next subsection we discuss the stability of the initial adsorption configurations. In the third subsection we go over the adsorption energetics and geometry of the equilibrium adsorption configurations. In the fourth subsection we tackle the electronic structure of the equilibrium adsorption configurations including charge transfer to the molecule, change in the surface’s work function, and change in the d-band of the atoms that compose the first layer of substrate upon the adsorption of pyridine. In the fifth subsection we examine the role of coverage in this adsorption problem by discussing the results obtained in a smaller unit cell, i.e. at a higher coverage of pyridine. In the final subsection we present our conclusions.

3.1.1 Computational Details
We perform all calculations in VASP version 5.3.5[86-89], which uses the PAW method. To model the exchange-correlation interaction we utilize the vdW inclusive optB86-vdW, optB88-vdW, optPBE-vdW, revPBE-vdW, and rPW86-vdW2 functionals. For comparison we also run calculations using a standard GGA type functional, the PBE functional.

As VASP uses periodic boundary conditions we model the (111) coinage metal surfaces using six-layer slabs. We place at least 25 Å of vacuum in between neighboring slabs to avoid
interaction between slabs. We construct all slabs using the calculated lattice constants, taken from reference 90, which we list in table 1. For comparison, we also list the experimental lattice constants, taken from reference 91, in table 1. In order to investigate the effects of coverage we explore two different superstructures. The first superstructure consists of a six-layer slab with 12 atoms composing each layer, a (3x4) atom unit cell. For this (3x4) unit cell we sample the BZ with a 6x6x1 Monkhorst-Pack grid. The second superstructure consists of a six-layer slab with 4 atoms composing each layer, a (2x2) atom unit cell. For this (2x2) unit cell we sample the BZ with a 12x12x1 Monkhorst-Pack grid. Other than this difference in k-point sampling we keep all the input parameters for the (2x2) and (3x4) unit cell calculations the same, including a 400 eV plane wave energy cutoff.

Table 1: Calculated lattice constants for Cu, Ag, and Au taken from reference 90. Experimental lattice constants taken from reference 91 are given for comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Cu(Å)</th>
<th>Ag(Å)</th>
<th>Au(Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>optB86-vdW</td>
<td>3.59890</td>
<td>4.11090</td>
<td>4.14090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW</td>
<td>3.62690</td>
<td>4.14790</td>
<td>4.17890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW</td>
<td>3.64890</td>
<td>4.17990</td>
<td>4.19790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW</td>
<td>3.70290</td>
<td>4.25890</td>
<td>4.26190</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2</td>
<td>3.74790</td>
<td>4.32990</td>
<td>4.35290</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE</td>
<td>3.63590</td>
<td>4.15490</td>
<td>4.17090</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>3.59591</td>
<td>4.06391</td>
<td>4.06191</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Before we place pyridine on the Cu, Ag, or Au(111) surfaces we allow both the molecule and substrate to relax separately until the forces on each atom were less than 0.02 eV/Å. To achieve this structural relaxation we use the CG method. Once we relax both the pyridine molecule and the substrate we place the pyridine molecule with its N atom approximately 3 Å
above the surface in one of the 20 adsorption configurations illustrated in figure 2. As figure 2 illustrates, 8 of the adsorption sites, a)-h), position the molecule with its plane perpendicular to the surface. We label these sites with a “v” for vertical. The remaining 12 sites, i)-t), position the molecule parallel to the surface. In the (3x4) unit cell we try all 20 adsorption sites. In the (2x2) unit cell we omit the flat bA1, bB2, fB2, and hB1 adsorption sites as those sites position neighboring pyridine molecules too close to one another. Finally, for the molecule/substrate system we allow all the atoms to undergo structural relaxation, again until the forces on each atom are less than 0.02 eV/Å, except the atoms in the bottom three layers of the substrate which we hold at their positions in the relaxed substrate.

To measure the relative stability of each adsorption site we define adsorption energy as:

\[
E_{\text{ads}} = -(E_{\text{mol|metal}} - E_{\text{py}} - E_{\text{metal}})
\]

(61)

From left to right in this equation we have the adsorption energy, \(E_{\text{ads}}\), the energy of the molecule/substrate system, \(E_{\text{mol|metal}}\), the energy of the molecule in the gas phase, \(E_{\text{mol}}\), and the energy of the clean surface, \(E_{\text{metal}}\). With this definition a higher adsorption energy corresponds to a more stable adsorption configuration.
3.1.2 Stability of the Initial Adsorption Configurations

In the larger, (3x4), unit cell all the flat configurations are metastable meaning they possess a positive adsorption energy, pyridine does not move significantly off of the initial adsorption configuration, and these configurations do not yield the highest adsorption energy. The vertical v-a or v-a90 configurations, see figure 2 a) and b), always possess the largest adsorption energy. These two configurations, which place the molecule perpendicular to the surface with the molecule’s N atom directly above a metal atom, are always very close in terms of adsorption energy.
energy, demonstrating that rotating the molecule about the surface normal, once the molecule sits perpendicular on the surface, has little effect on the final adsorption energy.

Moving on, sites that end up being unstable, meaning they move to a different adsorption configuration during relaxation, are the vertical adsorption sites other than v-a or v-a30. Explicitly on Cu(111), optB86b-vdW, optB88-vdW, and optPBE-vdW predict v-fcc30 and v-hcp30 to be unstable. The optB86b-vdW and optB88-vdW functionals additionally predict v-fcc and v-hcp to be unstable. Finally, optB86b-vdW also predicts v-b90 to be unstable. These unstable adsorption sites result in a final adsorption site similar to the initial adsorption sites v-a and v-a30. Like v-a and v-a30, the pyridine’s N atom in these unstable configurations is situated over a Cu atom. However unlike v-a or v-a30 the pyridine molecule in these unstable adsorption configurations is no longer strictly perpendicular to the surface acquiring a tilt angle between 18.9° and 23.6° away from the surface normal. For a visual representation of pyridine in this unstable adsorption site see figure 3. Figure 3 illustrates pyridine in this tilted final adsorption site that results from pyridine initially adsorbed in the v-fcc30 configuration on Au(111) using optB88-vdW. The unstable adsorption sites are also placed in boxes in figure 4. Figure 4 plots the adsorption energy, a), and N-Cu distances, what we define as adsorption height, b), for pyridine on Cu(111). From figure 4 a) one will note that the unstable adsorption sites possess adsorption energies close to the strictly vertical v-a and v-a30 configurations. This illustrates that one may rotate the molecule slightly towards the surface without changing the adsorption energetics. In other words, as long as pyridine’s ring is far enough away from the surface and pyridine’s N atom bonds to a Cu atom then pyridine will bond strongly to the surface relative to the other adsorption configurations.
Figure 3: Final adsorption site for pyridine adsorbed initially in v-fcc30 on Au(111) calculated using optB88-vdW.

Figure 4: a) Adsorption energies and b) N-Cu distances (adsorption heights) for pyridine adsorbed on Cu(111).

Figure 4 a), in addition to illuminating how pyridine interacts with Cu(111), also illustrates the importance of the vdW interaction when describing this system. The vdW interaction enhances the adsorption energy of pyridine on Cu(111) by up to 0.52 eV going from the PBE to the optB86b-vdW functional. This enhancement appears to be asymmetrical though. Flat configurations benefit the most from the inclusion of the vdW interaction. Specifically, PBE,
our one functional that lacks vdW corrections, predicts the largest difference in adsorption energy between the flat configurations and the v-a30 configuration. For PBE we observe a 0.41 eV energy difference between the v-a30 configuration and the average adsorption energy of the flat configurations. For the vdW inclusive functionals, optB86b-vdW, optB88-vdW, optPBE-vdW, revPBE-vdW, and rPW86-vdW2, we observe a 0.28 eV, 0.24 eV, 0.22 eV, 0.14 eV, and a 0.19 eV energy difference between the v-a30 configuration and the average adsorption energy of the flat configurations. We also note that with the inclusion of the vdW interaction flat adsorption configurations yield higher adsorption energies than some vertical adsorption configurations. This is never the case for PBE where all the vertical configurations outclass all the flat configurations in terms of adsorption energy. Clearly the vdW interaction stabilizes the flat configurations more than the vertical configurations suggesting that long range dispersion is pivotal for the stability of a flat phase on Cu(111). The choice of exchange functional can also prove important to the description of this system. The optB86b-vdW functional predicts bB1 and the optB88-vdW functional predicts bB1 and hB1, both initially flat configurations, to pick up a 27° to a 37° tilt angle away from the surface, which results in these configurations having larger adsorption energies than the other flat configurations, see figure 4 a). The optPBE-vdW and revPBE-vdW methods both only differ with respect to optB86b-vdW and optB88-vdW in their choice of exchange functional, yet optPBE-vdW and revPBE-vdW fail to predict a flat configuration to pick up a large tilt angle away from the surface. Figure 4 b), which plots adsorption heights for all the initial adsorption configurations for pyridine on Cu(111), further demonstrates the difference in performance between optB86b-vdW and optB88-vdW, and optPBE-vdW and revPBE-vdW. The optB86b-vdW and optB88-vdW functionals predict the
few flat sites that pick up a sizable tilt angle away from the surface, and that have a relatively large adsorption energy, to also have small adsorption heights, less than 2.20 Å. These adsorption heights are similar to the adsorption heights of pyridine in v-a, v-a30, and the unstable vertical configurations.

On Ag(100) and Au(111) pyridine displays much of the same behavior as pyridine on Cu(111). Figure 5 a) plots the adsorption energies and figure 5 b) plots the N-Ag distances or adsorption heights for pyridine adsorbed on Ag(111). Figure 6 a) plots the adsorption energies and figure 6 b) plots the N-Au distances or adsorption heights for pyridine adsorbed on Au(111). Unstable configurations are again placed inside boxes. Starting with Ag(111), we observe that the v-a and v-a30 configurations regardless of functional give the largest adsorption energies. Moreover, the optB86b-vdW, optB88-vdW, optPBE-vdW, and rPW86-vdW2 functionals predict the v-hcp30 and v-fcc30 configurations to be unstable. These unstable sites on Ag(111) like the unstable sites on Cu(111) position the molecule such that the pyridine’s N atom is above a metal atom. These final configurations, although initially completely vertical, pick up a tilt angle of up to 35˚ away from the surface normal. We also note that including the vdW interaction enhances the adsorption energy up to 0.48 eV. As on Cu(111), the vdW interaction enhances the flat configurations more than the vertical configurations. PBE predicts all the flat configurations to have lower adsorption energies than all of the vertical configurations. The vdW inclusive functionals, in contrast, predict the flat configurations to possess larger adsorption energies than the vertical configurations where pyridine’s N atom is not on top of a metal atom, or rather the vertical configurations other than v-a, v-a30, or the unstable vertical configurations. Finally, we note that the v-a, v-a30, and the unstable vertical configurations possess the smallest adsorption
heights which is in line with their relatively large adsorption energies. Indeed, the results for pyridine on Ag(111) and pyridine on Cu(111) are strikingly similar with the only differences being that pyridine bonds more weakly to Ag(111) than Cu(111), and that on Cu(111) optB86b-vdW and optB88-vdW predict some flat configurations to pick up over a 27° tilt angle away from the surface.

Figure 5: a) Adsorption energies and b) N-Ag distances (adsorption heights) for pyridine adsorbed on Ag(111).

On Au(111) we observe more of the same results. The adsorption configurations v-a and v-a30 always give the largest adsorption energies. Moreover we observe, similar to what was seen on Cu(111) and Ag(111), that optB86b-vdW and optB88-vdW predict v-fcc, v-fcc30, v-hcp, and v-hcp30 to be unstable adsorption configurations. When placed on these sites pyridine moves during relaxation such that the pyridine’s N atom would be located above a Au atom after relaxation, and would acquire a tilt angle up to 23° away from the surface normal. We also observe that including the vdW interaction enhances the adsorption energy, by up to 0.52 eV, with flat configurations benefiting the most. As on the other metals, PBE predicts all the vertical
configurations to possess larger adsorption energies than all the flat configurations. In contrast, the vdw inclusive functionals predict the flat configurations to possess larger adsorption energies than the vertical configurations where pyridine’s N atom is not on top of a Au atom, or rather the vertical configurations other than v-a, v-a30, and the unstable vertical configurations. Furthermore, as on Cu(111), optB86b-vdW, optB88-vdW, and now rPW86-vdW2 predict some flat configurations to pick up a tilt angle of at least 20° away from the surface normal. These configurations have a larger adsorption energy than the other flat configurations that remained less inclined relative to the surface. Finally, we observe that the v-a, v-a30, and the unstable vertical configurations all had the smallest adsorption heights which is in line with their relatively large adsorption energies.

Figure 6: a) Adsorption energies and b) N-Au distances (adsorption heights) for pyridine adsorbed on Au(111).

Taking all these results together, we have demonstrated the importance of having the molecule’s ring structure tilted away from the surface in order for the molecule to bond strongly with the surface. Only configurations in which pyridine’s ring tilts away from the surface result
in relatively large adsorption energies and relatively short adsorption heights. Also of paramount importance to pyridine’s stability on these (111) coinage metal surfaces is the proximity of the molecule’s N atom to a metal atom. We note that if and only if pyridine’s N atom ends up close to a metal atom does an adsorption configuration yield a relatively large adsorption energy. Strictly vertical configurations like v-b90 always gave small adsorption energies due to the large N-Metal distances. Finally, we note the importance of the vdW interaction when describing these systems. On each surface, including long range dispersion enhances the strength of the metal/molecule interaction with the flat configurations benefiting more than the vertical configurations.

Comparing with the literature, Davies and Shukla found pyridine to adsorb flat on Cu(111) at low coverage, 2.8*10^{14} molecules/cm^2 [80]. Zhong et al. found that pyridine undergoes a coverage driven phase transition on Cu(111) at approximately 0.7 ML, from a predominately flat phase to an inclined phase [70]. If you define a 1 ML the coverage at which one pyridine molecule resides on the surface per surface atom then 0.7 ML is approximately 1.22*10^{15} molecules/cm^2. As our coverage is much lower than either 1.22*10^{15} molecules/cm^2 or 2.8*10^{14} molecules/cm^2, our coverage is in fact 1.37-1.49*10^{14} molecules/cm^2 depending on the lattice constant we use, and pyridine is thought to move from a flat to vertical configuration as its coverage increases on these transition metal surfaces we should expect to observe pyridine to adsorb flat on Cu(111). We, however, unambiguously calculate pyridine to bond perpendicular to Cu(111), meaning our chosen functionals are perhaps poor choices to study the adsorption of pyridine on Cu(111).
On Ag(111) we also observe a disagreement with the available experimental studies. Bader et al. found pyridine to adsorb with a tilt angle of 45° to 70° on Ag(111) at low, sub-monolayer coverages[67]. Demuth et al. observed pyridine to undergo a coverage driven phase transition on Ag(111) at approximately $3 \times 10^{14}$ molecules/cm$^2$ from a flat phase to an inclined and rotated N lone pair electron bonded phase[68]. Moreover, two other studies confirm the existence of this phase transition [69,72]. As our coverage, $1.03 - 1.14 \times 10^{14}$ molecules/cm$^2$, is lower than Demuth’s coverage, $3 \times 10^{14}$ molecules/cm$^2$, we should expect pyridine to adsorb flat on Ag(111). However, again we unambiguously compute pyridine to adsorb in a vertical configuration on Ag(111). While one experimental study, in fact, observes pyridine to adsorb perpendicular to Ag(111) they also observe that pyridine forms a $\sqrt{3} \times \sqrt{3}/30^\circ$ overlayer [75], suggesting a much higher coverage than what we are simulating. In light of all this experimental evidence we must assume that our chosen functionals are poor choices to examine pyridine on Ag(111).

Finally, on Au(111) our functionals fair no better. Cai et al. observed pyridine, although in solution, to adsorb flat at low coverage [71]. Nevertheless one positive aspect of our results is that they agree with many of the available theoretical studies, which also predict pyridine to assume a vertical phase on Au(111) [81-83]. However, a few theoretical studies found flat and vertical pyridine configurations to have almost the same adsorption energies on Au(111), but they ran the calculations at either a lower coverage [84], using a 5x5 unit cell, or using a higher performance meta-GGA functional [85], M06-L. These results demonstrate that on Au(111) our functionals can be outperformed by a more complex meta-GGA functional, and that our chosen functionals may also be poor choices to study the adsorption of pyridine on Au(111).
While all our functionals fail to predict pyridine to bond flat to any of our (111) coinage metal surfaces, the vdW inclusive functionals still are a marked improvement over the standard GGA type functional, PBE. PBE by far predicts the largest energy difference between flat and vertical adsorption configurations. The vdW interaction, captured using the vdW-DF and vdW-DF2 methods, stabilizes the flat adsorption configurations more than the vertical adsorption configurations, decreasing the overall energy difference between these two classes of adsorption sites. While the vdW inclusive functionals do not outright prefer flat adsorption configurations over vertical adsorption configurations, this decrease in the difference in adsorption energy between flat adsorption sites and vertical adsorption sites is a step in the right direction, and highlights the importance of the vdW interaction to the proper description of these pyridine/coinage metal systems.

3.1.3 Adsorption Heights, Energies, and Other Structural Information

From now on we will only focus on the properties of the highest adsorption energy configurations, the configurations we would expect to be observed experimentally. By focusing on just one adsorption site we can better compare the performance of our functionals. Table 2 lists the adsorption energy (\(E_{\text{ads}}\)) N-Metal distance or adsorption height, N-C distance, buckling of the first layer of the substrate, and tilt angle for pyridine adsorbed in the highest adsorption energy configuration on Cu, Ag, and Au(111). We define buckling of the first layer of the substrate throughout this dissertation as the maximum minus the minimum z-coordinate of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate. The tilt angle throughout this dissertation is defined as the angle the plane of the molecule makes with the surface normal.
Table 2: Adsorption Energy ($E_{\text{ads}}$), N-Metal distance or adsorption height, N-C distance, buckling of the first layer of the substrate, and tilt angle ($\Theta$) of the molecule for pyridine adsorbed on Cu, Ag, and Au(111).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional/Adsorption Site</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>$E_{\text{ads}}$(eV)</th>
<th>N-Metal(Å)</th>
<th>N-C(Å)</th>
<th>Buckling (Å)</th>
<th>$\Theta(°)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBE/v-a</td>
<td>Cu(111)</td>
<td>0.43</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-a</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE/v-a30</td>
<td>Ag(111)</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/v-a</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>2.51</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE/v-a</td>
<td>Au(111)</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>2.65</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the adsorption energies listed in table 2 we note that pyridine interacts the most strongly with Cu(111) followed by Au(111) followed by Ag(111). The adsorption heights mirror the adsorption energies if one assumes that the more strongly pyridine interacts with the surface then the closer the molecule should approach the surface. The one exception to this rule occurs using the revPBE-vdW functional which predicts pyridine on Ag(111) and Au(111) to have the same adsorption heights but different adsorption energies. While adsorption energy and adsorption height follow parallel trends according to element, the buckling of the first layer of the substrate is a more complex quantity. The Cu(111) surface buckles the most, which we would expect given it interacts the most strongly with pyridine. However the Ag(111) surface...
buckles slightly more than the Au(111) surface, which is surprising given pyridine stronger interaction on Au(111). We currently have no theories to explain this anomalous behavior. Nevertheless, the buckling of the first layer of the substrate demonstrates that pyridine interacts strongly enough with these coinage metal surfaces to perturb their geometry. The last two quantities in table 2, the N-C distances and the tilt angle of the molecule, add little to what has already been said. The tilt angle of 90° for every functional/metal combination confirms what was stated previously, namely that pyridine prefers to adsorb completely perpendicular to these surface. The narrow range of N-C bond lengths, 1.34-1.36 Å, which are close to the gas phase N-C bond lengths, 1.34-1.35 Å, indicates once again that pyridine interacts relatively weakly with these coinage metal surfaces. Taking all the information from table 2 together we suggest that pyridine physisorbs strongly on the Cu, Ag, and Au(111) surfaces.

While each functional predicts pyridine to strongly physisorb on these coinage metal surfaces, there are some subtle differences between the performance of each functional. The adsorption energy follows a specific trend on each coinage metal surface: PBE < revPBE-vdW < rPW86-vdW2 < optPBE-vdW < optB88-vdW < optB86b-vdW. The adsorption heights also follow certain trends. Among the vdW inclusive functionals the “opt-type” functionals, optB86b-vdW, optB88-vdW, and optPBE-vdW, all predict smaller adsorption heights than either the revPBE-vdW or the rPW86-vdW2 functionals. Furthermore, PBE predicts a smaller adsorption height than optPBE-vdW on Cu(111) and Au(111), and a larger adsorption height than optPBE-vdW on Ag(111). These results may suggest that revPBE-vdW and rPW86-vdW2 bind pyridine too far from these surfaces as these functionals predict larger adsorption heights than PBE. This idea is corroborated by a study finding these two functionals to be quite repulsive [2]. Due to the lack
of experimental studies that report adsorption heights or adsorption energies it is hard to judge which specific functional performs the best. However, in light of the large adsorption heights calculated by the revPBE-vdW and rPW86-vdW2 functionals, owing to their repulsive nature, and the fact that the PBE functional, as mentioned, predicts the largest energy difference between flat and vertical adsorption configurations, we must conclude that the opt-type functionals are the best choice, among our entire group of functionals, to study pyridine on the (111) coinage metal surfaces. Finally, the other three quantities listed in table 2 either vary little by functional, the tilt angle and N-C distances, or lack a striking trend, the buckling of the first layer of the substrate, and therefore cannot add anything meaningful to the discussion.

3.1.4 Electronic Structure Analysis

In order to further probe the interaction of pyridine with these (111) coinage metal surfaces we conduct an electronic structure analysis. We calculate the charge transfer to the molecule, the change in the width, ΔW, and center, ΔC, of the d-band of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate, and the change in the surface’s work function upon the adsorption of pyridine. We list these quantities for the highest adsorption energy configurations in table 3. From table 3, we note pyridine exchanges little charge with any of the coinage metal substrates. On Cu(111) all the functionals except optB86b-vdW and optPBE-vdW predict no charge transfer from the substrate to the molecule. The optB86b-vdW and optPBE-vdW functionals predict the molecule to lose 0.1 (-e) to the substrate. Similarly, on Ag(111) all the functionals except PBE and optB86b-vdW predict no charge transfer from the substrate to the molecule. The PBE and optB86b-vdW functionals predict the molecule to lose 0.1 (-e) to the substrate. Finally, on Au(111) each functional predicts pyridine to lose 0.1 (-e) to the substrate. While the consistently
low charge transfer we observe fails to distinguish the performance of any particular functional, it reinforces our characterization of the interaction of pyridine with these coinage metal surfaces as strong physisorption.

Table 3: Charge transfer to the molecule, change in the width ($\Delta W$) and the center ($\Delta C$) of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate, and change in the surface’s work function ($\Delta \Phi$) for pyridine adsorbed on Cu, Ag, and Au(111) in the highest adsorption energy configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional/Adsorption Site</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Charge Transfer $(-e)$</th>
<th>$\Delta W$ (eV)</th>
<th>$\Delta C$ (eV)</th>
<th>$\Delta \Phi$ (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBE/v-a</td>
<td>Cu(111)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-1.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-1.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>-1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-1.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-a</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-1.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE/v-a30</td>
<td>Ag(111)</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/v-a</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/v-a</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-a</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE/v-a</td>
<td>Au(111)</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-1.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>-1.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-1.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/v-a</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
<td>-1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/v-a</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.02</td>
<td>-1.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-a</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>-1.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The change in the width, $\Delta W$, and center, $\Delta C$, of the d-band of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate supports the idea that the interaction of pyridine with these coinage metal surfaces is strong physisorption. The d-band of the first layer of these substrates widens and shifts away from the Fermi energy by a small amount with the exception of Cu(111) as
calculated by optB86b-vdW, which predicts a small narrowing of the d-band and a shift of the d-band towards the Fermi energy, and Cu(111) as calculated by optB88-vdW, which predicts a shift of the d-band towards the Fermi energy. The reason for the disagreement of these two functionals with the rest of functionals is unknown. Nonetheless, looking at just the magnitude of \( \Delta W \) and \( \Delta C \) we clearly observe that pyridine interacts weakly with these transition metal surfaces. The magnitude of the shift of the d-band is never more than 0.11 eV and the magnitude of the widening of the d-band is never more than 0.07 eV. These values, which are small but not negligible, indicate strong physisorption.

The last quantity we list in table 3 is the change in the surface’s work function upon the adsorption of pyridine. Overall, pyridine reduces these surfaces’ work function. Now, while we observe similar results for the charge transfer and the modification of the surface’s d-band across Cu, Ag, and Au(111), the change in the surface’s work function varies noticeably between different metal surfaces. The decrease in the work function trends as: Cu(111) > Au(111) > Ag(111). Interestingly this is the exact same trend as the adsorption energy. This may indicate that among these coinage metal/pyridine systems the adsorption energy may be a good indicator of the expected change in the surface’s work function and vice versa. Other than demonstrating this interesting correlation between adsorption energy and change in the surface’s work function, these results provide us a convenient means to compare with experimental literature and provide a nice benchmark for future experiments as measuring the change in a surface’s work function experimentally is both straightforward and often inexpensive. Unfortunately, Zhong et al. is the only experimental group to measure the change in these surfaces’ work function upon the adsorption of pyridine. They recorded a continuous decrease in Cu(111)’s work function from
4.87 eV to 2.55 eV going from a clean Cu(111) surface to a 1 ML coverage of pyridine on Cu(111) [70]. This amounts to a maximum of a 2.32 eV decrease in Cu(111)’s work function. We are working at well below 1 ML so we should expect to observe less than a 2.32 eV decrease in Cu(111)’s work function, which is precisely what we observe, a 1.28 eV to 1.44 eV decrease in Cu(111)’s work function upon the adsorption of pyridine.

3.1.5 Effect of Coverage

In order to gauge the effect of coverage we ran calculations of pyridine on Au(111) and Ag(111) in a smaller 2x2 unit cell. For technical reasons we were unable to run calculations of pyridine on Cu(111) in the 2x2 unit cell. For Au(111) and Ag(111), however, in the 2x2 unit cell, like in the 3x4 unit cell, certain vertical configurations were unstable. Specifically in the 2x2 unit cell we calculate that when we place pyridine initially in the v-hcp30 or the v-fcc30 configuration, regardless of the metal composing the surface, the molecule moves during relaxation such that the final configuration results in pyridine’s N atom positioned over a metal atom with the entire molecule tilted slightly off of the surface normal. For a comparison of these unstable configurations with the v-a and v-a30 configurations see table 4. Table 4 list the adsorption energy and tilt angle away from the surface, in circle brackets, of the initial v-a, v-a30, v-fcc30, and v-hcp30 configurations for pyridine adsorbed on Ag(111) and Au(111) in the 2x2 unit cell. From table 4 we note the vdW inclusive functionals predict v-a and v-a30 to possess roughly the same adsorption energy as the unstable v-fcc30 and v-hcp30 configurations except on Au(111) using optPBE-vdW and revPBE-vdW. Excluding these two cases, we note at most a 0.03 eV difference in adsorption energy between the stable v-a and v-a30 configurations and the configurations that result from the v-fcc30 and v-hcp30 configurations. Using optPBE-
vdW and revPBE-vdW on Au(111), however, we note a 0.14 eV and 0.09 eV difference in adsorption energy between the stable v-a and v-a30 configurations and the unstable configurations v-fcc30 and v-hcp30, respectively. This is almost certainly because optPBE-vdW and revPBE-vdW predict pyridine in v-fcc30 and v-hcp30 to possess a tilt angle of 85° and 84°, respectively after relaxation. The rest of the vdW inclusive functional/metal combinations predict pyridine in these unstable adsorption configurations to have a tilt angle somewhere between 61° and 69°, which appears to be the optimal tilt angle when pyridine moves into these adsorption configurations. Moving on, while PBE interestingly predicts no unstable adsorption sites in the 3x4 unit cell, in the 2x2 unit cell it predicts pyridine in v-fcc30 and v-hcp30 to be unstable. However, in contrast to the vdW inclusive functionals, PBE predicts these unstable adsorption sites to yield adsorption energies much smaller than their stable vertical counterparts, v-a and v-a30, and to have a tilt angle around 80° instead of around 65° away from the surface. This result reinforces the notion that the vdW interactions are critical in driving pyridine towards the surface and establishing a flat adsorption phase. Finally, we should mention that flat configurations would often tilt significantly, sometimes up to 40° away from the surface, even though the center of the molecule would not move off of its initial position.
Table 4: Adsorption energies and tilt angle away from the surface, in circle brackets, for pyridine adsorbed on Ag(111) and Au(111) in the initial v-a, v-a30, v-fcc30, and v-hcp30 configurations in the 2x2 unit cell.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional/Adsorption Site</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>v-a</th>
<th>v-a30</th>
<th>v-fcc30</th>
<th>v-hcp30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ag(111)</td>
<td>0.17(90)</td>
<td>0.17(90)</td>
<td>0.09(83)</td>
<td>0.09(79)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.63(90)</td>
<td>0.62(90)</td>
<td>0.64(63)</td>
<td>0.63(64)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.60(90)</td>
<td>0.62(90)</td>
<td>0.63(63)</td>
<td>0.63(63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.55(90)</td>
<td>0.55(90)</td>
<td>0.56(62)</td>
<td>0.53(67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.42(90)</td>
<td>0.42(90)</td>
<td>0.41(64)</td>
<td>0.41(65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.45(90)</td>
<td>0.45(90)</td>
<td>0.44(66)</td>
<td>0.46(63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Au(111)</td>
<td>0.17(90)</td>
<td>0.15(90)</td>
<td>0.06(86)</td>
<td>0.08(80)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.69(90)</td>
<td>0.69(90)</td>
<td>0.69(63)</td>
<td>0.67(66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.67(90)</td>
<td>0.68(90)</td>
<td>0.68(63)</td>
<td>0.66(66)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.59(90)</td>
<td>0.59(90)</td>
<td>0.45(85)</td>
<td>0.60(61)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.45(90)</td>
<td>0.45(90)</td>
<td>0.43(67)</td>
<td>0.36(84)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.48(90)</td>
<td>0.48(90)</td>
<td>0.47(69)</td>
<td>0.49(64)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From table 4, one may guess that the most stable adsorption sites on Ag(111) and Au(111) in the 2x2 unit cell were either the v-a or v-a30 configurations, or the configurations that result from pyridine moving off of the v-fcc30 or v-hcp30 configurations. This is true for every metal/functional combination except on Au(111) using rPW86-vdW2. On Au(111) rPW86-vdW2 calculates fB1 to produce the highest adsorption energy with a tilt angle of only 35°. For a list of all the adsorption energies, N-Metal distances, N-C distances, buckling of the first layer of the substrate, and tilt angles of the molecule for the highest adsorption energy configurations on each metal using each functional see table 5. In addition to illustrating the abnormal equilibrium adsorption configuration that rPW86-vdW2 predicts on Au(111), table 5 demonstrates the important effect coverage can have on the pyridine/coinage metal system. In the 2x2 unit cell we observe lower adsorption energies and larger N-Metal distances than in the 3x4 unit cell. Figure 7 which plots the adsorption energies and N-Metal distances for pyridine on Ag(111) and
Au(111) in both the 2x2 and the 3x4 unit cell for the highest adsorption energy configurations clearly illustrates this trend. Finally, we also observe a smaller or equal buckling of the first layer of the substrate in the 2x2 unit cell than in the 3x4 unit cell. All this data suggests that increasing the coverage of pyridine on Ag(111) and Au(111) decreases the strength of the pyridine/substrate interaction by a modest amount; not quite enough to reclassify the strength of the pyridine/substrate interaction. This agrees well with previous studies. Demuth et al. found pyridine to adsorb less strongly on Ag(111) as they increased the coverage of pyridine on the surface [68]. Bilić et al. also found, computationally, that increasing the pyridine coverage on Au(111) decreases the pyridine/substrate interaction [82].

Table 5: Adsorption Energy ($E_{\text{ads}}$), N-Metal distances, N-C bond lengths, buckling of the first layer of the substrate, and tilt angle, $\Theta$, for pyridine adsorbed in the highest adsorption energy configurations in the 2x2 unit cell.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional/Adsorption Site</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>$E_{\text{ads}}$ (eV)</th>
<th>N-Metal (Å)</th>
<th>N-C (Å)</th>
<th>Buckling (Å)</th>
<th>$\Theta(^\circ)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBE/v-a</td>
<td>Ag(111)</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>2.69</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/v-fcc30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/v-fcc30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.63</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/v-fcc30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-hcp30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.46</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE/v-a</td>
<td>Au(111)</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/v-fcc30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>2.55</td>
<td>1.34</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/v-hcp30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/fB1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>2.97</td>
<td>1.35</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In contrast to the pyridine/substrate interaction strength, decreasing the coverage of pyridine on Ag(111) and Au(111) appears to have little to no effect on the overall functional adsorption energy trend and the N-C bond lengths. Just as in the 3x4 unit cell the adsorption energy follows the trend optB86b-vdW > optB88-vdW > optPBE-vdW > rPW86-vdW2 > revPBE-vdW2 > PBE in the 2x2 unit cell, which one can see in figure 7. Moreover, the C-N bond lengths remain close to 1.35Å. This makes sense as going from the 3x4 unit cell to the 2x2 unit cell, which as stated decreases the pyridine/substrate interaction, cannot perturb the C-N bond lengths much from their values in the 3x4 unit cell as those values were already close to the gas phase pyridine N-C bond lengths. While N-C bond lengths may be unsurprising, the tilt angles in the 2x2 unit cell appear, at first glance, counterintuitive. As mentioned earlier in the section, the literature suggests that increasing the pyridine coverage should result in a more vertical adsorption configuration being favored. However, as we increase coverage, going from the 3x4 to the 2x2 unit cell, the more tilted configurations that result from unstable adsorption sites overtake the strictly vertical v-a and v-a30 configurations in adsorption energy. However
when researchers found pyridine to go from a flat configuration to a vertical configuration on these surfaces as the coverage of pyridine increases they almost always report a tilt angle at high coverage of less than 90°. For example, on Ag(111) two groups found pyridine to adsorb with a tilt angle of 70° or 55° at high coverage [67,68]. Therefore it is not entirely unexpected that pyridine prefers to tilt somewhat off of the surface normal in the 2x2 unit cell. The tilt angle of pyridine on Au(111) predicted by rPW86-vdW2 of only 35° may, however, be too low, indicating this functional could be especially inadequate to study the pyridine/Au(111) system.

Last, we perform an electronic structure analysis of pyridine on Ag(111) and Au(111) in the 2x2 unit cell. We list the results in table 6, and figure 8 plots the change in the surface’s work function and the change in the width of the d-band of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate for pyridine adsorbed on Ag(111) and Au(111) in the highest adsorption energy configurations in the 2x2 and 3x4 unit cell. First, the charge transfer to the molecule in the 2x2 unit cell is about the same as in 3x4 unit cell or slightly lower. More interesting though, the work function decreases even more as one moves from a low coverage to a higher coverage. Figure 8 a) displays this interesting and often drastic decrease in the surface’s work function associated with increased pyridine coverage. The first thing one may notice from figure 8 a) is that rPW86-vdW2 predicts a relatively small decrease in the change in the Au(111) work function compared to the other functionals. This probably occurs because rPW86-vdW2 predicts a relatively flat adsorption configuration to be the most stable. Regardless, this increase in the magnitude of the change in surface’s work function as one increases the coverage of pyridine is expected. Often an increased coverage of organic molecules on a transition metal surface further decreases the surface’s work function. Zhong et al., as already mentioned, found Cu(111)’s
work function to decrease continually with increased pyridine coverage [70]. It is very likely the
same case for Ag(111) and Au(111). Moving on, we note that increasing the coverage leads to a
larger magnitude for the change of the width, ΔW, and center, ΔC, of the d-band of the atoms
that compose the first layer of the substrate. Now increasing the coverage obviously decreases
the number of the surface atoms per pyridine molecule. So while the increased coverage
decreases the overall pyridine/substrate interaction, it also eliminates atoms in the substrate
located far from the pyridine molecule that interact negligibly with the molecule, which is why,
overall, we observe the d-band of the surface to change more in the 2x2 unit cell. Figure 8 b)
plots the change in the width of the d-band, ΔW, for pyridine adsorbed on Ag(111) and Au(111)
in the highest adsorption energy configurations in the 2x2 and 3x4 unit cells and clearly shows
the more perturbed d-band in the 2x2 unit cell. Finally, we note, as opposed to in the 3x4 unit
cell, all the functionals agree that pyridine causes the surface’s d-band to widen and shift away
from the Fermi energy.
Table 6: Charge transfer to the molecule, change in the width (ΔW) and the center (ΔC) of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate, and change in the surface’s work function for pyridine adsorbed on Ag(111) and Au(111) in the highest adsorption energy configuration in the 2x2 unit cell.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional/Adsorption Site</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Charge Transfer (-e)</th>
<th>ΔW (eV)</th>
<th>ΔC(eV)</th>
<th>ΔΦ(eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBE/v-a</td>
<td>Ag(111)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/v-fcc30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-2.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/v-fcc30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/v-fcc30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-1.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-1.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-hcp30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
<td>-1.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE/v-a</td>
<td>Au(111)</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-2.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
<td>-2.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/v-fcc30</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>-2.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/v-hcp30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-2.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-2.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/fB1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-1.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8: The change in the surface’s work function and the change in the width of the d-band of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate for pyridine adsorbed on Ag(111) and Au(111) in the highest adsorption energy configurations in the 2x2 and 3x4 unit cell.
3.1.6 Conclusions

From the 2x2 unit cell results, in line with experimental insight and other theoretical investigations, we found that increasing the pyridine coverage decreases the molecule/surface interaction as indicated by lower adsorption energies and larger adsorption heights. In addition, our chosen functionals also predict a larger decrease in the surface’s work function in the 2x2 unit cell in accordance with experimental observations. These functionals, with the exception of rPW86-vdW2, even predict an appropriate tilt angle for pyridine adsorbed on Ag(111) and Au(111) in the 2x2 unit cell. The rPW86-vdW2 functional, unlike the other functionals, predicts pyridine to assume a relatively flat configuration, with a tilt angle of 35° away from the surface, on Au(111) in the 2x2 unit cell. For this reason we must conclude that rPW86-vdW2 is a poor choice to study pyridine on Au(111). In spite of the relative success of the opt-type functionals, revPBE-vdW, and PBE in the smaller 2x2 unit cell, in the 3x4 unit cell all functionals perform poorly. The literature suggests that pyridine should orient itself parallel to these surfaces yet all of the functionals predict pyridine to stand upright. For this reason we must conclude all of the functionals are inadequate to study the adsorption of pyridine on the (111) coinage metal surfaces. PBE especially performs poorly as it gives the largest energy difference between flat adsorption configurations and vertical adsorption configurations. Clearly we need a better type of exchange-correlation functional to study this class of adsorption problem.

Even in light of our chosen functionals failure we still, however, learned much about the adsorption of pyridine on the coinage metals surface. We discovered that the vdW interactions play a key role in cutting the adsorption energy difference between flat and vertical configurations. As stated PBE, our one vdW exclusive functional, most strongly favored vertical
adsorption configurations, indicating that a proper description of long rang dispersion is necessary for accurately describing the pyridine/coinage metal system. Finally, we unearthed that pyridine bonds relatively weakly to these surfaces as indicated by large adsorption heights and low adsorption energies in both unit cells, allowing us to categorize the interaction of pyridine with Cu, Ag, and Au(111) as strong physisorption.

3.2 Pyridine on (111) Reactive Metals

Motivated by the failure of the opt-type functionals, revPBE-vdW, rPW86-vdW2, and PBE in describing the pyridine/coinage metal system, we choose to study the adsorption of pyridine on Pt, Pd, Rh, and Ni(111). Pyridine on these surfaces, as on the coinage metal surfaces, has been extensively studied [92-108]. First we wish to see whether our chosen functionals perform any better on these more reactive surfaces. In addition to examining whether our functionals perform better for the pyridine/reactive metal systems than for the pyridine/coinage metal systems, we hope these systems allow us an opportunity to meaningfully differentiate the performance of our functionals. We also wish to further explore the role the element plays in the adsorption of pyridine on single crystal surfaces.

In the first subsection of this chapter we address the details of our calculations. In the second subsection we discuss the stability of each adsorption site. In the third subsection we focus solely on the adsorption sites with the highest adsorption energies, the equilibrium adsorption configurations, and analyze their adsorption energies, adsorption heights, and other structural information. In the fourth subsection we perform an electronic structure analysis of the equilibrium adsorption configurations including charge transfer to the molecule, change in the surface’s work function, and change in the d-band of the atoms that compose the first layer of the
substrate upon the adsorption of pyridine. Ni(111), being our only ferromagnetic surface, necessitated spin polarized calculations, and we devote subsection five to analyzing the change in the average magnetic moment of the atoms that compose the first layer of the Ni(111) substrate upon the adsorption of pyridine. Finally in the last subsection we present our conclusions.

3.2.1 Computational Details

As for the pyridine/coinage metal systems, we run all calculations using VASP. This time, however, we use version 5.4.1, which also utilizes the PAW method. We again made use of the vdW inclusive optB86-vdW, optB88-vdW, optPBE-vdW, revPBE-vdW, and rPW86-vdW exchange-correlation functionals, and, for comparison, the PBE exchange-correlation functional, which, as mentioned, lacks a proper description of long range dispersion forces.

To build our Pt, Pd, Rh, and Ni(111) surfaces we use the calculated lattice constants listed in table 7. For comparison we list the experimental lattice constants in table 7. Again we take the calculated lattice constants from reference 90 and experimental lattice constants from reference 91. To build our surfaces we construct 6 layer slabs with each layer measuring 3 atoms in width and 4 atoms in length, a 3x4 atom surface. As VASP uses periodic boundary conditions we place at least 27 Å of vacuum in between neighboring slabs. Furthermore, we relax the molecule and the substrate separately before we place the molecule on the substrate. Once both the molecule and substrate relax, we place the molecule on the surface in one of the 20 adsorption sites explored in the previous section covering pyridine on the coinage metals, see figure 2. We then anchor the bottom three layers of the substrate at their positions in the relaxed substrate and allow the rest of the molecule/substrate system to undergo further structural relaxation.
Table 7: Calculated lattice constants for Rh, Pt, Pd and Ni taken from reference 90. Experimental lattice constants taken from reference 91 are given for comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Rh</th>
<th>Pt</th>
<th>Pd</th>
<th>Ni</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>optB86-vdW</td>
<td>3.820</td>
<td>3.960</td>
<td>3.919</td>
<td>3.489</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW</td>
<td>3.846</td>
<td>3.988</td>
<td>3.951</td>
<td>3.511</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW</td>
<td>3.858</td>
<td>3.999</td>
<td>3.970</td>
<td>3.529</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW</td>
<td>3.896</td>
<td>4.040</td>
<td>4.023</td>
<td>3.571</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2</td>
<td>3.957</td>
<td>4.117</td>
<td>4.091</td>
<td>3.610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE</td>
<td>3.842</td>
<td>3.980</td>
<td>3.960</td>
<td>3.525</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental</td>
<td>3.793</td>
<td>3.913</td>
<td>3.876</td>
<td>3.509</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, we achieve structural relaxation using the CG method. We set the force criterion for each structural relaxation at 0.02 eV/Å, the plane wave energy cutoff at 400 eV, and sample the BZ with a 6x6x1 Monkhorst-Pack grid. In order to access the stability of each adsorption configuration we again define adsorption energy according to equation 61. As one will remember, using equation 61, a higher adsorption energy corresponds to a more stable adsorption site.

3.2.2 Equilibrium Adsorption Configurations

Many initial pyridine adsorption sites are unstable on Rh, Pd, Pt, and Ni(111). Pyridine in some initially flat and vertical adsorption sites move into a tilted configuration. Just like pyridine on the coinage metal surfaces these unstable sites result in pyridine possessing a modest tilt angle away from the surface normal and result in the N atom of the molecule positioned over a metal atom. See figure 3 for an illustration of these types of tilted configurations.

Furthermore, pyridine in some flat adsorption sites move to other flat adsorption sites; almost always bB1 but occasionally hA. Finally only revPBE-vdW’s description of pyridine of Pt(111) leads to pyridine in every adsorption site being stable or metastable.
Just as we observed that both flat and vertical adsorption sites could be unstable on these surfaces, we also observe that both flat and vertical adsorption sites could be the most stable adsorption sites depending on the surface and the functional used. Concerning specific adsorption geometries, the sites v-a or v-a30 are always the most stable vertical adsorption sites. The site bB1 or sites that moved to bB1 are the most stable flat adsorption sites. To see which functional favored a flat or vertical adsorption site on each metal see figure 9. Figure 9 plots the energy difference, $\Delta E$, between the vertical configuration with the highest adsorption energy and the flat configuration with the highest adsorption energy for each functional/metal combination. Figure 9 gives a general impression for how strongly a functional preferred a vertical adsorption configuration on a particular metal with larger values of $\Delta E$ in figure 9 corresponding to a stronger preference for a vertical adsorption site. From figure 9 we note that optB86b-vdW and optB88-vdW both favor a flat adsorption site on each metal surface with pyridine on Rh(111) most strongly favoring a flat adsorption site followed by pyridine on Pd(111), then pyridine on Ni(111), and finally pyridine on Pt(111). Comparing with the literature, a theoretical study by Kolsbjerg et al. agrees that pyridine adsorbs flat on Pt(111). They found, using optB88-vdW, that pyridine preferentially bonds in the flat bB1 configuration [108]. Moving on to the optPBE-vdW functional we note slightly different behavior. The optPBE-vdW functional predicts pyridine to assume a flat configuration on all the metals except Ni(111). PBE agrees with optPBE-vdW that pyridine should adsorb in a vertical configuration on Ni(111). However it also predicts pyridine to adsorb in a vertical configuration on Pt(111). Furthermore, the revPBE-vdW predicts pyridine to adsorb in a vertical configuration on even more metals: Pt, Rh, and Ni(111). On Pd(111) revPBE-vdW predicts flat and vertical adsorption sites to be nearly
equal in adsorption energy. Finally, using rPW86-vdW we note that pyridine strongly prefers a vertical adsorption site on each metal surface.

Figure 9: Energy difference, $\Delta E$, between the vertical adsorption configuration (tilt angle $= 90^\circ$) with the highest adsorption energy and the flat adsorption configuration (tilt angle $< 10^\circ$) with the highest adsorption energy. A larger $\Delta E$ corresponds to a particular functional more strongly favoring a vertical adsorption configuration on a given surface.

With such a contrast in the performance of our chosen functions it is now possible to assess, in depth, the performance of each one. On Rh(111) at room temperature Netzer and Rangelov found pyridine to adsorb flat at low coverage and inclined at high coverage [92]. While they fail to provide an exact coverage we may reasonably expect pyridine to adsorb flat on Rh(111) as we
are working at a reasonably low coverage and at 0 K. As one lowers the temperature of other pyridine/transition metal systems one notes a general increased preference for flat configurations [96], meaning it is likely pyridine on Rh(111) behaves in the same way. If pyridine bonds parallel to the Rh(111) surface then we can say, confidently, that the opt-type functionals perform the best for this system. Moving on, Netzer and Mack found at room temperature and at 1ML coverage that pyridine adsorbs inclined on Pd(111) [94,95]. Grassian and Mutterties agree with the previous study that pyridine adsorbs inclined on Pd(111) around room temperature, 310K. At lower temperature, 170K, they found pyridine to adsorb flat on Pd(111) at 1 ML coverage [96]. Similarly Waddill and Kesmodel observed pyridine to adsorb flat on Pd(111) at 150 K and at 1 ML coverage [97]. Given that others observed pyridine to bond flat at low temperature and 1 ML coverage we should expect to calculate pyridine to adsorb flat on Pd(111). With the expectation that pyridine bonds parallel to Pd(111), the opt-type functionals provide the best description of pyridine on Pd(111). Moving on, on Ni(111) Aminpirooz et al. found pyridine to adsorb tilted 20° off of the surface normal at room temperature and 1 ML coverage [98]. At 125 K and low exposure Fritzsche et al. found pyridine to adsorb with a tilt angle of 18°(+2°/-4°) off of the surface [99]. At an even lower temperature, 120 K, and low coverage Cohen and Merrill observed pyridine to adsorb flat on Ni(111). At a higher coverage they found pyridine to tilt away from the surface [100]. Given these experimental results we may reasonably expect pyridine to adsorb flat or nearly flat on Ni(111) at low coverage and temperature suggesting optB86b-vdW and optB88-vdW perform the best for the pyridine/Ni(111) system. Finally on Pt(111) Haq and King found pyridine to adsorb flat on Pt(111) at low temperature and coverage [101]. At room temperature and 1 ML coverage
Horsley et al. found pyridine to adsorb vertical on Pt(111) \cite{102}. At 240 K and 1 ML coverage Johnson et al. observed pyridine to adsorb with a tilt angle of 52° (+/-6°) away from the surface \cite{104}. Finally Wöckel et al. observed pyridine to adsorb flat on Pt(111) at low exposure and at temperatures ranging from 120K-250K \cite{106}. Given this data we should expect pyridine to adsorb flat on Pt(111) at our simulated low coverage and temperature, which again suggests the opt-type functionals perform the best.

Using the large array of final adsorption configurations we determine that the optB86b-vdW and the optB88-vdW perform the best for the reactive metal/pyridine system. They predict pyridine to strongly favor a flat adsorption configuration on Rh, Pt, Pd, and Ni(111). In the next section by exploring the geometric details of the equilibrium adsorption site for each functional/metal surface combination we expect to further differentiate the performance of each functional and increase our understanding of how pyridine interacts with these surfaces.

3.2.3 Adsorption Heights, Energies, and Other Structural Information

In table 8 we list the adsorption energy, N-Metal distance or adsorption height, N-C bond length, buckling of the first layer of the substrate, and tilt angle for the adsorption site on each metal with the highest adsorption energy for pyridine adsorbed on Rh, Pt, Pd, and Ni(111) as predicted by each functional. We list the adsorption sites in table 8 by the initial adsorption site that leads to the highest adsorption energy configuration. Note all the initial flat configurations listed in table 8 move approximately to bB1. We also, for convenience, plot the adsorption energy for the highest adsorption energy configuration as predicted by each functional on each metal surface in figure 10 a). From table 8 we notice a surprising adsorption energy trend focused around PBE. If PBE predicts a vertical adsorption site to give the highest adsorption
energy, which it does on Pt(111) and Ni(111), then the adsorption energy by functional proceeds as PBE < revPBE-vdW < rPW86-vdW2 < optPBE-vdW < optB88-vdW < optB86b-vdW. This adsorption energy trend is the exact trend we noticed in the previous section where we studied the adsorption of pyridine on the coinage metal surface. If, however, PBE predicts a flat adsorption site to give the highest adsorption energy, which it does on Pd(111) and Rh(111), then the adsorption energy by functional proceeds as revPBE-vdW < rPW86-vdW2 < PBE < optPBE-vdW < optB88-vdW < optB86b-vdW. PBE’s two distinct performances on these surfaces are not fully yet understood. We would also like to mention that, like the pyridine/coinage metal systems, the opt-type functionals all consistently give the highest adsorption energy. Looking at the adsorption energy by metal we note another set of two distinct trends. PBE and the opt-type functionals predict the pyridine/substrate interaction strength to go as Ni(111) < Pt(111) < Pd(111) < Rh(111). The revPBE-vdW and rPW86-vdW2 functionals predict the pyridine/substrate interaction strength to go as Ni(111) < Pd(111) < Rh(111) < Pt(111). These two adsorption trends illustrate the importance of carefully choosing your exchange functional when describing the pyridine/reactive metal system. The opt-type functionals and revPBE-vdW all share the same correlation functionals but pair it with a different exchange partner. Using the revPBE-vdW functional, with its unique exchange functional, instead of the other vdW functionals can lead to a completely different pyridine adsorption energy hierarchy. The importance of one’s choice of exchange functional for describing these systems is also highlighted by the reality that, as stated in the previous section, methods that only vary in their choice of exchange functionals can predict very different equilibrium adsorption configurations. The optB86b-vdW and optB88-vdW functionals predict pyridine to adsorb flat on Ni(111) while
the optPBE-vdW and revPBE-vdW functionals predict pyridine to adsorb vertical on Ni(111).

Clearly, the exchange functional, in addition to the correlation functional, is a key to the proper description of these systems.

Table 8: Adsorption energies, N-Metal distances (adsorption heights), N-C distances, buckling of the first layer of the substrate, and tilt angles ($\Theta$) of the molecule for pyridine adsorbed on Rh, Pt, Pd and Ni(111) in the adsorption configuration with the highest adsorption energy.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional/Adsorption Site</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>$E_{\text{ads}}$ (eV)</th>
<th>N-Metal (Å)</th>
<th>N-C (Å)</th>
<th>Buckling (Å)</th>
<th>$\Theta$ (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBE/hB1</td>
<td>Rh(111)</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/hB1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/fB2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdWhB1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-a</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE/v-a30</td>
<td>Pt(111)</td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/fB2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/fB1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/bB1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>2.15</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-a</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.16</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE/fB2</td>
<td>Pd(111)</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/bB1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.23</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/hB1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>2.17</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/a2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.63</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/bB1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-a</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE/v-a30</td>
<td>Ni(111)</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>1.99</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/hA</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/hB1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.10</td>
<td>2.01</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-a</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>1.36</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 10: a) The adsorption energies and b) N-Metal distances (adsorption heights) for pyridine adsorbed on Pt, Pd, Rh, and Ni(111) in the highest adsorption energy configurations.

Moving on, this large spread of adsorption energies contrasts sharply with the narrow range of N-Metal distances. Figure 10 b plots the N-Metal distances or adsorption heights for the highest adsorption energy configuration on each metal surface as predict by each functional. We also, as stated, list the values in table 8. From table 8 and figure 10 b we note that the N-Metal distances vary relatively little by functional. The largest variation with respect to functional choice occurs over Ni(111) where there exists a 0.11 Å or 5.6% difference between the functionals that predict the largest N-Ni distance, rPW86-vdW2 and revPBE-vdW, and the functional that predicts the smallest N-Ni distance, optB86b-vdW. N-Metal distances vary little with respect to metal surface too, except perhaps on Ni(111). We compute the N-Metal distances of pyridine over Rh(111), Pd(100), and Pt(111) to be almost the same. On Ni(111) we observe the shortest N-Metal distances. For the buckling of the first layer of the substrate too, listed in table 10, we observe a relatively narrow range of values across all functional and metal surface combinations. The buckling of the first layer of the surface ranges from 0.16Å to 0.24 Å on Rh(111), 0.17Å to
0.30Å on Pt(111), 0.17Å to 0.26Å on Pd(111), and 0.20Å to 0.36Å on Ni(111) with no clear trend across any of the functionals. Finally the tilt angle of the molecule, Θ, and the N-C bond lengths vary simply with respect to whether a functional predicts a flat or a vertical configuration to be the most stable. They do not vary by metal surface. Starting with the tilt angle, the vertical configurations stay at 90°, and the tilt angle of the flat configurations stay below 4°. None of the equilibrium configurations exhibit an intermediate incline. As with tilt angle, the flat configurations possess N-C bond lengths different than the vertical configurations. If a functional predicts a flat adsorption configuration then the N-C bond lengths fall in between 1.38Å to 1.40Å. If a functional predicts a vertical adsorption configuration then the N-C bond lengths fall at 1.36Å. The longer bond lengths of the flat configurations are not surprising given that in a flat configuration the C atoms of pyridine’s aromatic ring are now able to interact with the surface.

Comparing with the literature, only one experimental study details the interaction energy, the N-C bond lengths, or the N-Metal distances of pyridine on Rh, Pt, Pd, or Ni(111). This study focused on the adsorption of pyridine on Ni(111) and reported a N-Ni bond length of 1.97 +/- 0.03 Å [99]. This N-Ni bond length is exactly the value optB88-vdW calculates and is within range of the values calculated by the PBE and optB86b-vdW functionals. This suggest those three functionals, PBE, optB86b-vdW and optB88-vdW, provide the best description of pyridine on Ni(111). However we already opined that the optB86b-vdW and optB88-vdW perform optimally for pyridine on Ni(111) based on the results of the equilibrium adsorption configurations. Nonetheless it is nice that the N-Ni bond lengths further support the conclusion that the optB86b-vdW and optB88-vdW functionals provide the best description of pyridine on
Ni(111). We should also mention we find good agreement with the Kolsbjerg et al. who also computationally found an increase in intermolecular bond lengths when pyridine moves from a vertical to flat configuration on Pt(111) [108].

Given the above structural analysis and adsorption energetics we can categorize the interaction of pyridine on these surfaces as ranging from strong physisorption to strong chemisorption depending on what functional we use on each substrate. The functionals that predict pyridine to stand vertical on the surface calculate a situation analogous to that of pyridine on the coinage metals where we determined pyridine to strongly physisorb. Therefore these functionals must also predict pyridine to strongly physisorb on these reactive metal surfaces. The functionals that predict pyridine to assume a flat configuration result in much larger adsorption energies and longer N-C bond lengths. Therefore these functionals predict pyridine to chemisorb. Finally we must mention in passing that of all the structural analysis above, the most surprising values must be the N-Metal distances. Particularly surprising is that pyridine on Ni(111) resulted in both the shortest N-Metal distances and the smallest adsorption energies. Intuitively one may think that shorter N-Metal distances should lead to larger adsorption energies as pyridine being closer to the surface should result in a stronger interaction with it. Clearly we need a deeper analysis to come up with a satisfactory explanation for this phenomenon.

3.2.4 Electronic Structure Analysis

In order to better understand the nature of the adsorption of pyridine on Rh, Pt, Pd, and Ni(111) we perform an electronic structure analysis of the highest adsorption configuration on each metal surface using each functional. For the highest adsorption energy configuration on each metal as predicted by each functional we calculate the charge transfer to the molecule, the
change in the work function of the surface, and the change in the width, $\Delta W$, and the center, $\Delta C$, of the d-band of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate. We list the values for these quantities in table 9. From table 9 we note that the charge transfer from the substrate to the molecule depends heavily on whether the functional in question predicts pyridine to adsorb in a flat or a vertical configuration with flat configurations taking much more charge from the substrate. For this reason in figure 11 a) we plot the charge transfer to the pyridine molecule for the functional/metal combinations that lead to a flat adsorption site and in figure 11 b) we plot the charge transfer to the pyridine molecule for the functional/metal combinations that lead to a vertical adsorption site. From figure 11 a) we perceive, for the charge transfer to the molecule in flat configurations, a modest dependence on the type of metal in the substrate. The overall trend for the charge transfer for flat configurations proceeds as Pt(111) $<$ Pd(111) $<$ Rh(111) $<$ Ni(111) with pyridine on Pt(111) leading the molecule to lose up to 0.1 ($e$) to the substrate and pyridine on Ni(111) leading the molecule to gain 0.4 ($e$) from the substrate. For the functional/metal combinations that lead to a vertical adsorption site we note little to no dependence on the type of metal. Vertical configurations result in the molecule losing 0.0 ($e$) to 0.2 ($e$) to the substrate. This difference in charge transfer results between flat and vertical adsorption configurations is not at all surprising as when pyridine moves from a flat to a vertical adsorption configuration it completely changes how the molecule binds to the surface. As we mentioned when pyridine bonds perpendicular to the surface it bonds through the lone pair of electrons around its N atom. This type of bonding, as our results demonstrate, leads to the pyridine molecule giving up charge to or taking less charge from the substrate. Furthermore, when pyridine bonds parallel to the surface it bonds through the $\pi$-orbitals of its ring. This type of bonding, as our results
demonstrate, leads to the pyridine molecule taking more charge from the substrate. As to why the vertical configurations all yield roughly the same charge transfer while the charge transfer of the flat configurations depend on the substrate is an open question and deserves further study. Nonetheless the charge transfer results demonstrate the importance of choosing a functional that predicts the proper equilibrium adsorption site. Not only will one receive the wrong geometric data from a functional that forecasts the wrong adsorption site but also a vastly different picture of the charge transfer to the molecule, which can be very important for many practical applications.
Table 9: Charge transfer to the molecule, change in the work function ($\Delta\Phi$), and change in the width ($\Delta W$) and the center ($\Delta C$) of the d-band of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate for pyridine adsorbed on Rh, Pt, Pd and Ni(111) in the highest adsorption energy configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional/Adsorption Site</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Charge Transfer ($-e$)</th>
<th>$\Delta\Phi$ (eV)</th>
<th>$\Delta W$ (eV) (up/down)</th>
<th>$\Delta C$ (eV) (up/down)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBE/hB1</td>
<td>Rh(111)</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-0.77</td>
<td>0.33/0.28</td>
<td>-0.07/-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/hB1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-0.82</td>
<td>0.33/0.28</td>
<td>-0.09/-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/fB2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-0.81</td>
<td>0.32/0.28</td>
<td>-0.09/-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/hB1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-0.77</td>
<td>0.28/0.20</td>
<td>-0.08/-0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-1.33</td>
<td>0.06/-0.01</td>
<td>-0.01/-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-a</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-1.34</td>
<td>0.04/0.01</td>
<td>-0.01/-0.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE/v-a30</td>
<td>Pt(111)</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-1.51</td>
<td>0.12/0.08</td>
<td>-0.08/-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/fB2</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-1.14</td>
<td>0.57/0.29</td>
<td>-0.29/-0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/fB1</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-1.14</td>
<td>0.49/0.28</td>
<td>-0.28/-0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/bB1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-1.10</td>
<td>0.47/0.28</td>
<td>-0.28/-0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-1.46</td>
<td>0.09/0.08</td>
<td>-0.08/-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-1.43</td>
<td>0.07/0.08</td>
<td>-0.08/-0.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE/fB2</td>
<td>Pd(111)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.82</td>
<td>0.28/0.22</td>
<td>-0.22/0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/bB1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.90</td>
<td>0.30/0.23</td>
<td>-0.23/0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/hB1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.87</td>
<td>0.30/0.21</td>
<td>-0.21/0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/bA2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.85</td>
<td>0.26/0.21</td>
<td>-0.21/0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/bB1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.81</td>
<td>0.21/0.19</td>
<td>-0.19/0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-a</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-1.30</td>
<td>0.05/0.06</td>
<td>-0.06/0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE/v-a30</td>
<td>Ni(111)</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-2.25</td>
<td>0.14/0.01</td>
<td>-0.19/-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/hA</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-0.99</td>
<td>0.32/0.13</td>
<td>-0.13/-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/hB1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>0.20/0.15</td>
<td>0.02/-0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-1.59</td>
<td>0.18/-0.02</td>
<td>-0.20/0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-1.29</td>
<td>0.06/-0.10</td>
<td>-0.27/-0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-a</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-2.04</td>
<td>0.02/0.00</td>
<td>-0.06/0.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 11: a) Charge transfer to the pyridine molecule for functional/metal combinations that lead to a flat equilibrium adsorption site and b) charge transfer to the pyridine molecule for functional/metal combinations that lead to a vertical equilibrium adsorption site for pyridine adsorbed on Pt, Pd, Rh, and Ni(111).

Moving on, the change in the surface’s work function mirrors the charge transfer results. Adsorption sites, on the same metal, that lead to more charge transfer to the pyridine molecule also lead to the surface having a larger work function. To understand why this happens we must consider the origins of a metal’s work function. Two factors contribute to a metal’s work function: the chemical potential of the bulk metal and the surface dipole consisting of negative charge on the vacuum side of the interface and positive charge on the bulk side of the interface [109]. When a molecule adsorbs on a metal surface it changes the surface’s work function by modifying the surface dipole moment. Moreover, an adsorbate can modify the surface dipole in three distinct ways. First the electron clouds of the molecule, when they approach the surface, “pushback” the negative charge at the surface, reducing the surface dipole and thus reducing the surface’s work function. Second charge transfer from the substrate to the molecule can modify the surface dipole, and thus the surface’s work function either increasing or decreasing it depending on the sign of the charge transfer. Finally if the molecule possesses a dipole moment
that dipole moment can either add or subtract to the surface dipole depending on its orientation [109]. Now when pyridine sits flat on one of our surfaces we end up with more charge around the pyridine atom than when pyridine sits upright. This extra charge around pyridine in the interface region of our system when pyridine sits flat on these surfaces serves to increase the surface dipole counteracting the initial “pushback” effect of the molecule, meaning that flat adsorption configurations should lead to less of a decrease in the surface’s work function than vertical adsorption configurations, which is exactly what we calculate. Pyridine also possesses a dipole moment that aligns antiparallel to the surface dipole when pyridine sits upright on the surface. This should further weaken the surface dipole, and gives us another reason why pyridine in a vertical configuration lowers the surface’s work function more than pyridine in a flat configuration. Moving forward, among the different metal surfaces we also notice prominent trends. The change in Rh(111)’s work function is very roughly the same as the change in Pd(111)’s work function with vertical adsorption sites leading to about the same decrease in the surface’s work function on both surfaces, about 1.3 eV, and with flat adsorption sites leading to about the same decrease in the surface’s work function on both surfaces, roughly around 0.80 eV to 0.90 eV. On Pt(111) we note larger changes in the surface’s work function than those observed on Rh(111) or Pd(111). On Pt(111) flat adsorption sites lead to a decrease in Pt(111)’s work function ranging from 1.10 eV to 1.14 eV, and vertical adsorption sites lead to a decrease in Pt(111)’s work function ranging from 1.43 eV to 1.51 eV. Finally on Ni(111) we note a large spread values for the change in the work function even among comparable adsorption sites with optB86b-vdW predicting the smallest decrease in the surface’s work function at 0.37 eV and PBE predicting the largest decrease in the surface’s work function at
2.25 eV. Comparing with the available experimental literature, we note that Gland and Somorjai measured a 1.7 eV to 2.7 eV decrease in Pt(111)’s work function at 250 °C [105]. This agrees well with our values. As the work function of a surface should change continually from the clean surface work function value to the saturated surface work function value, our values, less than -1.7 eV, at an intermediate coverage make sense. Moving on, Netzer and Mack found pyridine to decrease Pd(111)’s work function by 1.15 eV at 1 ML coverage and at room temperature [94,95]. The magnitude of this value for the change in Pd(111)’s work function is larger than all our calculated value except using rPW86-vdW2. Given again that the work function of a surface should change continually and that no one has ever observe pyridine to become more inclined as one decreases coverage, which would according to our results lead to a larger decrease in the surface’s work function, this data suggests again that the rPW86-vdW2 may be ill-suited to describe the adsorption of pyridine on reactive metal surfaces. Finally Netzer and Rangelov observed a 1.65 eV decrease in Rh(111)’s work function at room temperature and at saturation coverage [92], which is again consistent with our results. Unfortunately, to the author’s knowledge, no studies exist that document the change in Ni(111)’s work function upon the adsorption of pyridine. Given the large range of values we calculate for the change in Ni(111)’s work function, the experimental change in Ni(111)’s work function could be quite useful for discerning which functional provides the best description of pyridine on Ni(111).

The last two values we list in table 9 are the change in the width, ΔW, and the change in the center, ΔC, of the d-band of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate. For Pt, Pd, and Rh(111) we note ΔW and ΔC follow several distinct trends. First all the functionals
unanimously predict the d-band of the Pt, Pd, and Rh(111) surfaces to widen and shift away from the Fermi energy. Moreover, as with the charge transfer to the pyridine molecule and the change in the surface’s work function, the modification of the d-band depends on whether a specific functional predicts a flat or a vertical adsorption site to be the most stable adsorption site. Vertical adsorption configurations result in a smaller change in the surface’s d-band than flat configurations. We anticipate this though as in a vertical configuration not only does pyridine, generally, bond less strongly to the surface than in a flat configuration but also in a vertical configuration pyridine only interacts with the surface through its N atom, which itself only bonds with one metal atom, meaning one metal atom in the surface has its d-band significantly perturbed. In a flat configuration, however, pyridine interacts with the surface through its aromatic ring, establishing not only a N-Metal bond but also up to five C-Metal bonds, resulting in many more atoms in the surface having their d-bands significantly perturbed. Naturally one would expect to calculate a larger modification of the d-band of the surface for pyridine in a flat configuration. For an illustration of the smaller change in the surface’s d-band for vertical adsorption configurations we plot in figure 12 the d-band of Pd(111) before and after the adsorption of pyridine. Note in figure 12 f) the rPW86-vdW2 functional, which calculates a vertical adsorption site to be the most stable adsorption site, predicts a much smaller change to the surface’s d-band than the other functionals which all calculate a flat adsorption site to be the most stable adsorption site. Moving along, if one looks at the change in the d-band by metal one will notice pyridine on Pt(111) results in the largest shift and widening of the d-band of the surface. This matches the results for the charge transfer and change in the surface’s work function where pyridine on Pt(111) also leads to the smallest charge transfer from the surface to
the molecule, in most cases it actually gives charge to the substrate, and the largest change in the surface’s work function, suggesting all three quantities, the change in the surface’s work function, the charge transfer, and the modification of the surface’s d-band, are likely tied together. Lastly on Rh(111) and Pd(111) we calculate pyridine to widen the d-band of both surfaces by approximately the same amount but to shift the d-band of Pd(111) farther away from the Fermi energy than the d-band of Rh(111), which is likely a result of the different amounts of predicted charge transfer to the molecule from each surface. Finally on Ni(111) we perform spin-polarized calculations as Ni is a ferromagnetic material. We observe, as we did for the change in Ni(111)’s work function, an exceedingly large array of results for the change in the surface’s d-band. The only quantity all the functionals agree on is \( \Delta W \) of the up states, which all the functionals agree widens by some amount. This begs the question why do all of our chosen functionals disagree so strongly with one another concerning the modification of the Ni(111)’s d-band. Currently we cannot give a satisfactory answer. Pyridine on Ni(111) appears to be at the limit of PBE, the vdW, and vdW2 methods accuracy. This system presents a clear challenge to these functionals and as such may in the future be a quality system to test new computational methods.
Figure 12: The d-band of the atoms that compose the first layer of the Pd(111) substrate before, black line, and after, red line, the adsorption of pyridine as calculated using the optB86b-vdW, b) optB88-vdW, c) optPBE-vdW, d) PBE, e) revPBE-vdW, and f) rPW86-vdW2 functionals
Not only have we demonstrated in this subsection that pyridine on Ni(111) is a challenging test system for our computational methods and thus a good candidate for screening future computational methods, we have also revealed important information about the other surfaces. Of Rh, Pt, and Pd(111), pyridine on Pt(111) results in the largest modification of the surface’s electronic structure. We hypothesize this likely occurs because on Pt(111) all of our chosen functionals predict the pyridine molecule to take the smallest amount of charge from the surface. In almost all cases pyridine actually gives charge to Pt(111). This excess charge in the substrate probably causes the larger change in the work function of the surface and a larger modification of the surface’s d-band. In any case, the larger modification of the electronic structure of Pt(111) upon the adsorption of pyridine is definitely an important distinction for this system.

3.2.5 Change in Magnetization of Ni(111)

As we observe the up and down d-states of Ni(111) to shift unequally upon the adsorption of pyridine we should also observe a change in the average magnet moment of the atoms that compose the first layer of the Ni(111) substrate. To that end in table 10 we list the average change in the magnet moment of the atoms that compose the first layer of the Ni(111) substrate, $\Delta \mu$, upon the adsorption of pyridine. From table 10 we note in agreement with the calculated values for the change in the d-band of the surface, a large range for the values of $\Delta \mu$. The optPBE-vdW and rPW86-vdW2 functionals predict an increase of $\mu$ while the other functionals predict a decrease of $\mu$ with the revPBE-vdW functional predicting the largest decrease, 0.38 $\mu_b$.

These results again highlight that pyridine on Ni(111) sits at the edge of our functionals’ accuracy. All of our chosen functionals appear to have trouble describing the electronic structure of pyridine on Ni(111). That is not to say that none of our functionals come close to describing
the reality of pyridine on Ni(111), but rather that some better, more consistent methods are needed to tackle this system. These results also indicate that pyridine on Ni(111) could be exceptionally useful for screening future computational methods given the demanding nature of the problem.

Table 10: Change in the average magnetic moment of the atoms that compose the first layer of the Ni(100) substrate, $\Delta \mu$, upon the adsorption of pyridine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional/ Adsorption Site</th>
<th>$\Delta \mu (\mu_b)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBE/v-a30</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/hA</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/hB1</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/v-a30</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-a</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.2.6 Conclusions

Pyridine on Rh, Pt, Pd, and Ni(111) behaves much differently than pyridine on the coinage metal surfaces. For the pyridine/coinage metal systems, PBE, optB86b-vdW, optB88-vdW, optPBE-vdW, revPBE-vdW, and rPW86-vdW2 all perform nearly the same. They predict pyridine to adsorb perpendicular to the surface with relatively large adsorption heights making screening our different functionals exceedingly difficult. In contrast on the reactive metal surfaces our chosen functionals often disagree. Some functionals predict pyridine to adsorb parallel to the surface while others predict pyridine to adsorb perpendicular to the surface. Along with a distinct adsorption geometry, these vertical adsorption configurations are characterized by less charge transfer to the molecule and a smaller modification of the surface’s electronic structure. Using these discrepancies in the performance of our functionals we conclude that the
optB86b-vdW and the optB88-vdW functionals are the best suited to study the adsorption of pyridine on reactive metal surfaces.

As our functionals calculate a diverse collection of results we also suggest that pyridine on the reactive metal surfaces could provide a useful test for any future computational methods. Pyridine on Ni(111) may be especially useful to screen future computational methods as our functionals give the widest array of results on Ni(111). Primarily our functionals disagree the most about the electronic structure of the Ni(111) substrate after the adsorption of pyridine with practically no agreement being found regarding the change in the d-band of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate and the change in the average magnetic moment of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate.

Despite finding many dissimilarities between the performance of our chosen functionals we were able to concretely categorize the adsorption of pyridine on these surfaces as ranging from strong physisorption to strong chemisorption with functionals that predict a vertical adsorption site predicting strong physisorption and functionals that predict a flat adsorption site predicting strong chemisorption. In the case of vertical adsorption sites we observe much the same behavior as pyridine on Cu(111), which we categorized as strong physisorption, meaning that vertical adsorption configurations on these reactive metals must also display strong physisorption. For flat adsorption sites we observe a significantly more pronounced stretching of the N-C bonds and a much larger modification of the electronic structure of the molecule/substrate system. Therefore, we classify pyridine in the flat adsorption sites as strong chemisorption.
3.3 Pyridine on (110) Metal Surfaces


Thus far in our examination of the adsorption of pyridine on transition metal surfaces we have chiefly focused on the role of the element by studying the adsorption of pyridine on Cu, Ag, Au, Rh, Pt, Pd, and Ni(111). In the this next section we expand our focus and consider the role the structure of the surface plays in adsorption of pyridine on transition metal surfaces by exploring the interaction of pyridine with Cu, Ag, Au, and Pt(110). We choose these specific (110) metal surfaces to have a mix of both coinage and reactive metals to compare to our results from the previous sections where we explored the adsorption of pyridine on (111) transition metal surfaces.

Moreover, by examining how pyridine interacts with Cu, Ag, Au, and Pt(110) not only can we explore the role of surface structure on the adsorption of pyridine on transition metal surfaces we can also further screen the vdW, vdW2, and PBE methods. Like pyridine on the other transition metal surfaces we studied, many have studied pyridine on Cu, Ag, Au, and Pt(110) [110-132]. These experimental and sometimes theoretical investigations provide us a wealth of results to compare with our own, and can allow us to further critique the performance of the PBE, optB86b-vdW, optB88-vdW, optPBE-vdW, revPBE-vdW, and rPW86-vdW2 functionals.

We should mention that Au(110) and Pt(110) in reality reconstruct [133-138]. This surface reconstruction undoubtedly will affect our results. However the main goal of this section is to
again compare the performance of our six chosen functionals to which a perfect Au(110) and Pt(110) surface should suffice.

In the first subsection we present our computational details. In the second subsection we discuss the equilibrium adsorption configurations and any instability among the initial adsorption configurations. In the third subsection we explore the adsorption heights, energies, and other structural information of the equilibrium adsorption configurations. In the fourth subsection we detail the results of our electronic structure analysis of our pyridine/(110) transition metal systems, and finally in the fifth subsection we present our conclusions.

3.3.1 Computational Details

We perform all calculations using VASP version 5.4.1, which, as stated in previous sections, utilizes the PAW method. To the model the exchange-correlation interaction we again employ the PBE, optB86b-vdW, optB88-vdW, optPBE-vdW, revPBE-vdW, and rPW86-vdW2 functionals. To build our (110) surfaces we use the theoretical lattice constants listed in table 1 and table 7. We create each (110) surface using 5 layer thick slabs measuring 3 by 3 atoms, meaning each layer of our slab possesses 9 atoms with the entire slab containing 45 atoms. As VASP uses periodic boundary conditions we place at least 21 Å of vacuum in between neighboring slabs. After we build the surfaces and the pyridine molecule, we relax the molecule and the surface separately before placing the molecule on the surface in one of 20 adsorption sites illustrated in figure 13. 8 of these adsorption sites place the molecule with its plane perpendicular to the surface, see figure 13 a)-h). We label these sites with a “v”. The remaining 10 adsorption sites place the molecule with its plane parallel to the surface, see figure i)-t). For each adsorption site we place the molecule such that its N atom is approximately 2.7 Å above the
surface. Once we situate the molecule on the surface we allow all the atoms in our system to undergo full structural relaxation except the bottom two layers of the substrate which we hold at their relaxed positions in the clean substrate.
Figure 13: Initial adsorption sites a) v-top, b) v-top90, c) v-blong, d) v-blong90, e) v-bshort, f) v-bshort90, g) v-tr, h) v-tr90, i) bridgeL1, j) bridgeL2, k) bridgeL3, l) bridgeS1, m) bridgeS2, n) bridgeS3, o) top1, p) top2, q) top3, r) trough1, s) trough2, and t) trough3 for pyridine adsorbed on the fcc (110) metal surfaces. Orange atoms represent N atoms, brown atoms represent C atoms, white atoms represent H atoms, silver atoms represent the first layer metal atoms, and teal atoms represent the second layer and lower substrate atoms.
Finally, we relax all structures using the CG method. We set the plane energy cutoff at 400 eV, the force criterion at 0.02 eV/Å, and sample the BZ using a 6x6x1 Monkhorst-Pack. We again define the adsorption energy of each adsorption site using equation 61. One will remember that when using equation 61 a higher adsorption energy corresponds to a more stable adsorption site.

3.3.2 Equilibrium Adsorption Configurations

On the coinage metals v-top90, see figure 13, results in the largest adsorption energy. As opposed to pyridine on the (111) surfaces, rotating the molecule, once vertical, about its C$_{2v}$ axis, from v-top90 to v-top for example, appreciably lowers the adsorption energy almost certainly due to the lower symmetry of the (110) surface. Moreover, pyridine in some of the initially flat configurations over the coinage metal surfaces prove unstable and can pick up a tilt angle away from the surface if the molecule’s N atom is located close enough to a metal atom. Atodiresei et al. also calculated initially flat adsorption configurations to tilt away from both Cu(110) and Ag(110) in their own computation study [115]. Not only do our results agree well with the available theoretical literature but also the available experimental literature. Several experimental studies report pyridine to bond to Cu(110) with its molecular plane perpendicular to the surface [110-114] in agreement with our results. Lee et al. found pyridine to bond upright on Cu(111) at a coverage of 9.0x10$^{13}$ molecule/cm$^2$ [110], and even observed pyridine to adsorb in v-top90, the same equilibrium adsorption site we calculate to be the most stable. Moreover, Douherty et al. found pyridine to bond upright on Cu(110) at a coverage of 1.98x10$^{13}$ molecules/cm$^2$ [112]. Our coverage of pyridine on Cu(110) ranges from 1.12-1.21x10$^{14}$ molecules/cm$^2$, close to the coverage studied by Lee et al, so naturally we would expect to
observe pyridine bonded in a vertical configuration on Cu(110). Finally one experimental study finds pyridine to adsorb on Cu(110) with its molecular plane tilted, approximately 20° +/- 15°, away from the surface normal, and rotated by 60° (+15°/-28°) relative to the <110> direction [111]. However, they work at a relatively high coverage, 0.4 ML, compared to our own. At higher coverage it is understandable that they observe pyridine to begin to tilt in order to minimize intermolecular interactions and to allow more room for pyridine to adsorb on the surface. Moreover, Lee et al. confirms that pyridine begins to rotate away from v-top90 as one increases the coverage of pyridine [110]. Moving on, one study found pyridine to bond perpendicular on Ag(110) after reaching a coverage of 3.925x10^{13} molecules/cm^2 [117] while another study found pyridine to bond flat on Ag(110) at a coverage of 6.9x10^{16} molecules/cm^2 [118]. As we ran our calculations around 9x10^{13} molecules/cm^2 we should expect to calculate pyridine to bond perpendicular to Ag(110), which is precisely what we, in fact, calculate. Other studies find pyridine to undergo a phase transition from a flat to a vertical configuration on Ag(110) as one increases the coverage of pyridine. While none of the studies give the exact coverage this occurs they all agree it happens below a monolayer [119-121,123]. We must also mention some theoretical studies, using LDA, that predict pyridine to adsorb in the flat trough3 configuration [118,119]. However, given the experimental study that predicts pyridine to adsorb perpendicular to the surface around our coverage we attribute the favoring of trough3 to error caused by using the less accurate LDA approach. Finally to the author’s knowledge pyridine has only been studied on Au(110) in solution. However these studies found pyridine to bond perpendicular to Au(110)[127,128].
Overall we find excellent agreement between our results and the available literature with both the literature and our results suggesting that pyridine bonds with its plane perpendicular to the Cu, Ag, and Au(110) surfaces. While our functionals unanimously predict pyridine to bond upright on Cu, Ag, and Au(110), we should mention this preference for a vertical adsorption site is often small. To illustrate this particular detail we plot in figure 14 the energy difference, $\Delta E$, between v-top90, and the initially flat adsorption site trough3 for any functional/metal combination that predicts v-top90 to be the most stable adsorption site. We pick trough3 as it is often the most stable adsorption site on Pt(110). Furthermore, in figure 14 the number besides each data point corresponds to the tilt angle away from the surface pyridine picked up when initially placed in trough3. In v-top90 pyridine always remained vertical. From figure 14 we first note the often small energy difference, 0.02 eV to 0.20 eV, between the vertical v-top90 configuration and the tilted trough3 configuration. Second from figure 14 we notice pyridine’s propensity to pick up a tilt angle, 15° to 52°, when placed initially flat. Figure 14 also suggests the vdW interaction is the key to keeping pyridine flat on these surfaces. PBE, our one functional that lacks a proper description of the vdW interaction, yields the largest tilt angles out of all the functionals. Lastly figure 14 illustrates an important difference between the performance of rPW86-vdW2 and the rest of the functionals. The rPW86-vdW2 functional predicts v-top90 to be the most stable adsorption site on Pt(110). The rest of the functionals predict a flat adsorption site to be the most stable adsorption site on Pt(110). Different functionals predicting different adsorption geometries is exactly what we observed when we studied pyridine on the (111) reactive metal surfaces.
Figure 14: The difference in adsorption energy ($\Delta E$) between the vertical adsorption site v-top90 and trough3. The number by each data point corresponds to the tilt angle pyridine picks up when initially placed in trough3. Pyridine in v-top90 always remains perpendicular to the surface, $\Theta = 90^\circ$. Only metal-functional combinations that predict v-top90 to be the most stable adsorption site are shown.

In contrast to the (111) reactive metals though, on Pt(110) most of our functionals agree concerning the equilibrium adsorption site. PBE, optB86b-vdW, optB88-vdW, optPBE-vdW, and revPBE-vdW all predict pyridine to adsorb flat or close to flat in the trough3 configuration or a configuration close to trough3. The trough3 configuration is not always the most stable adsorption configuration on Pt(110). Certain functionals, all the functionals except revPBE-vdW which predicts the actual trough3 adsorption site to be the most stable adsorption site and
rPW86-vdW2 which predicts v-top90 to be the most stable adsorption site, would sometimes predict pyridine, when placed initially in a flat adsorption site other than trough3, to move off of its initial adsorption site to approximately trough3. Specifically the optPBE-vdW and optB88-vdW functionals predict top1, when relaxed, to give the final adsorption site with the largest adsorption energy. The PBE and optB86b-vdW functionals predict bridgeS3, when relaxed, to give the final adsorption site with the largest adsorption energy. During this relaxation to this new adsorption site pyridine would rotate about the axis perpendicular to the surface such that the resulting adsorption site would boast a more favorable alignment of pyridine’s C atoms with the surface’s metal atoms. This new adsorption site would be close to trough3, but not exactly trough3. Figure 15 illustrates this new adsorption site, as calculated by PBE, next to the trough3 adsorption site for comparison. For a detailed comparison of this new adsorption site with trough3 we list in table 11 the adsorption energy and the tilt angle away from the surface for the highest adsorption energy configuration and trough3 on Pt(110) as calculated by PBE, optB86b-vdW, optB88-vdW, and optPBE-vdW. Table 11 also lists the initial configuration that led to the highest adsorption energy configuration. One must remember all the listed configurations, except trough3 which was stable, relax to the highest adsorption energy configuration illustrated in figure 14. From table 11 we note a surprisingly large energy difference between trough3 and this new configuration. The slight rotation of the pyridine molecule leads to quite a hefty gain in adsorption energy. We also note that pyridine in the configuration close to trough3, surprisingly, possesses a larger tilt angle than the initial trough3 configuration. While we can attribute the much larger adsorption energy of the new configuration to the favorable matching of the C atoms and the metal atoms in the first layer of the substrate, the reason for the larger tilt angle is
unknown. Finally we must mention that, in contrast to pyridine on the (110) coinage metals, there exists a rather large difference between the adsorption energies of flat and vertical adsorption configurations on Pt(110) as calculated by all the functionals except rPW86-vdW2. Specifically, we observe a 1.39 eV, 1.02 eV, 0.83 eV, 0.26 eV, and a 0.83 eV energy difference between the most stable flat adsorption site and v-top90 as calculated by optB86b-vdW, optB88-vdW, optPBE-vdW, revPBE-vdW, and PBE respectively.
Figure 15: a) The new adsorption site that gave the highest adsorption energy for pyridine on Pt(110) as calculated by PBE, optB86b-vdW, optB88-vdW, and optPBE-vdW, and b) the trough3 adsorption site. PBE calculated these two specific adsorption geometries, but the opt-type functionals calculate nearly identical configurations.

Table 11: Adsorption energy and tilt angle away from the surface ($\Theta$) for pyridine adsorbed in the adsorption site that leads to the largest adsorption energy and trough3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional/ Initial Adsorption Site</th>
<th>Adsorption Energy</th>
<th>$\Theta$(°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBE/bridgeS3</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE/trough3</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/bridgeS3</td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/trough3</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/top1</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/trough3</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/top1</td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/trough3</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This drastic difference in performance between rPW86-vdW2 and the rest of the functionals in their description of pyridine on Pt(110) gives us another opportunity to comment about their competence. Unfortunately few studies detail the adsorption of pyridine on Pt(110). However given rPW86-vdW2’s poor performance describing the adsorption of pyridine on the (111) reactive metals and given that the rPW86-vdW2 and revPBE-vdW functionals are highly repulsive at short-range, which can lead to inaccurate energies and an overestimation of bonds [2], we suggest rPW86-vdW2 predicts the wrong equilibrium adsorption site rather than the other functionals. It may predict too large of a repulsion between pyridine and the surface or between neighboring pyridine molecules leading pyridine to, incorrectly, bond with its plane perpendicular to Pt(110).

3.3.3 Adsorption Heights, Energies, and Other Structural Information

After our brief discussion about which adsorption site leads to the highest adsorption energy configuration, we may now go into further detail describing the equilibrium adsorption site in order to learn more about the adsorption of pyridine on (110) transition metal surfaces and the role of the vdW interaction in the adsorption process. Table 1 lists the adsorption energy ($E_{\text{ads}}$), the N-Metal distances (adsorption heights), the buckling of the first ($B_1$) and second ($B_2$) layer of the substrate, and the tilt angle of the molecule from the surface ($\Theta$) for the highest adsorption energy configuration on each metal surface as predicted by each functional. Starting with the adsorption energies we note that the vdW interaction enhances the adsorption energy of pyridine on the (110) coinage metal surfaces just as it did on the (111) coinage metal surfaces. We note up to a 480 meV, 430 meV, and a 500 meV enhancement in the adsorption energy going from PBE to any of the vdW inclusive functionals. This increase in adsorption energy is best seen in
Figure 17 a) which plots the adsorption energy for the highest adsorption energy configuration on each metal surface as predicted by each functional. Figure 17 a) also demonstrates that the vdW interaction may increase or decrease the strength of the pyridine/Pt(110) interaction with the opt-type functionals enhancing the adsorption energy over PBE, and revPBE-vdW and rPW86-vdW2 functionals providing a diminution in the adsorption energy over PBE. We observed this same trend when studying pyridine over the (111) reactive metals. If we look at the specific functional trend we note on the coinage metals the adsorption energy proceeds as PBE < revPBE-vdW < rPW86-vdW2 < optPBE-vdW < optB88-vdW < optB86b-vdW and on the reactive metals the adsorption energy proceeds as rPW86-vdW2 < revPBE-vdW < PBE < optPBE-vdW < optB88-vdW < optB86b-vdW. Again we see the opt-type functionals predict the largest adsorption energies just as they predicted the largest adsorption energies for pyridine on the (111) transition metal surfaces. Moving forward, if we look by metal all the functionals agree pyridine interacts the strongest with Pt(110) followed by Cu(110) followed by Au(110) followed by Ag(110).

Comparing with the experimental literature, Lee et al. found an adsorption energy of pyridine on Cu(110) to be 0.97 eV in good agreement with our results [110]. On the theoretical side, Atodiresei et al. found an adsorption energy of 0.758 eV and 0.381 eV for pyridine on Cu(110) and Ag(110) respectively. When including the vdW interaction, using DFT-D2, they noted a jump in adsorption energy to 0.972 eV and 0.537 eV for pyridine on Cu(110) and Ag(110) respectively [115]. We agree with Atodiresei et al. in both that pyridine bonds more strongly to Cu(110) than Ag(110), and that the vdW interaction enhances the strength of the pyridine substrate interaction.
Table 12: Adsorption energy ($E_{\text{ads}}$), N-Metal distance (adsorption heights), buckling of the first layer of the substrate ($B_1$), buckling of the second layer of the substrate ($B_2$), and the tilt angle of the molecule away from the surface ($\Theta$) for pyridine adsorbed on Au, Ag, Cu, and Pt(110) in the highest adsorption energy configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional/Adsorption Site</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>$E_{\text{ads}}$ (eV)</th>
<th>N-Metal ($\text{Å}$)</th>
<th>$B_1$ (Å)</th>
<th>$B_2$ (Å)</th>
<th>$\Theta$ (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBE/v-top90</td>
<td>Au(110)</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.08</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.96</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE/v-top90</td>
<td>Ag(110)</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>2.53</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>2.49</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE/v-top90</td>
<td>Cu(110)</td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.19</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.05</td>
<td>2.07</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE/bridgeS3</td>
<td>Pt(110)</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/bridgeS3</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.35</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/top1</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/top2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.57</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>0.29</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/trough3</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 16: a) The adsorption energies and b) N-Metal distances or adsorption heights for pyridine adsorbed on Pt, Cu, Ag, and Au(110) in the highest adsorption energy configuration.

Continuing forward, figure 17 b) plots the adsorption heights for the highest adsorption energy configuration on each metal surface as predicted by each functional, which we also list in table 12. From figure 17 b) and table 12 we note that the adsorption heights display a modest dependence on functional. The adsorption heights range 0.08 Å on Pt(110), 0.11 Å on Cu(110), 0.21 Å on Ag(110), and 0.14 Å on Au(110) with the opt-type functionals always calculating the smallest adsorption heights, proving consistent with the adsorption energy trends. Among the vdW inclusive functionals the opt-type functionals predict the largest adsorption energies. Given the opt-type functionals predict the strongest pyridine/substrate interaction we would expect them also to bond pyridine the closest to the surface. Moving on, looking by metal we again note the adsorption heights, for the most part, follow trends already established by the adsorption energies. On the coinage metals the adsorption heights go as Ag(110) > Au(100) > Cu (100), which is what we would expect given the adsorption energies of pyridine on these surfaces. On Pt(110), however, we note adsorption heights close to Cu(110), which is surprising given
pyridine bonds much more strongly to Pt(110) than to Cu(110). It may be that 2 Å is an approximate limit on how close pyridine’s N atom can approach any transition metal surface. Finally on Pt(110) we note that PBE calculates an adsorption height more in line with the opt-type functionals’ results than either revPBE-vdW’s results or rPW86-vdW2’s results. This may be further evidence that those two functionals are too repulsive. Comparing with the available experimental literature we find good agreement with Gießel et al. who found N-Cu distances of 2.00 +/- 0.02 Å. This agrees well optB86b-vdW which predicts a N-Cu distance of 2.02 Å. We should also note we find fair agreement between our results and the available theoretical literature. Atodiresei et al. calculated for pyridine on Cu(110) a N-Cu distance of 2.02 Å [115], exactly the value we calculate using the optB86b-vdW functional. They also calculated in agreement with other studies [118,119] the N-Ag distance of pyridine on Ag(110) to be 2.35 Å [115], close to the values, 2.32 Å to 2.53Å, we calculate for the N-Ag distance. Finally on Au(110) Li et al. calculated a N-Au distance of 2.33 Å [130], which is close to our values which range from 2.24 Å to 2.38 Å.

Looking at the remainder of the data in table 12 we note a large buckling of the first layer of the substrate when pyridine adsorbs on the coinage metal surfaces with pyridine on Cu(110) giving the largest buckling of the first layer of the substrate. This proves consistent with the adsorption energetics as among the coinage metals pyridine interacts the most strongly with Cu(110), and thus we should expect to calculate the largest buckling of the first layer of the substrate on this metal. On Pt(110) we not only observe a large buckling of the first layer of the substrate but also a large buckling of the second layer of the substrate for every functional except rPW86-vdW2. This is undoubtedly a product of every functional except rPW86-vdW2.
predicting pyridine to bond flat on Pt(110). When pyridine bonds flat on Pt(110) every atom in the pyridine molecule can interact with the surface. This contrasts to when pyridine bonds vertical on Pt(110) allowing only the molecule’s N atom an opportunity to interact with the surface. This stronger interaction of pyridine when flat on the surface probably causes the large buckling of the second layer of the substrate, and is why rPW86-vdW2 fails to predict a large buckling of the second layer of the substrate. Finally, the last column in table 11, the tilt angle of the molecule, recaps what we described in the previous section. If a functional favors a vertical configuration, v-top90, then the molecule remains strictly vertical. If a functional favors a flat configuration then the molecule’s plane remains close to being parallel to the surface, Θ≤11°.

3.3.4 Electronic Analysis

In order to gain a deeper understanding of the adsorption of pyridine on Cu, Ag, Au, and Pt(110) we perform an electronic structure analysis. We compute and list in table 13 the charge transfer to the molecule, the change in the width (ΔW) and the change in the center (ΔC) of the d-band of the atoms composing the first layer of the substrate, and the change in the surface’s work function (ΔΦ). From table 13 we note that pyridine donates charge to the substrate whenever it stands upright on the surface and takes charge from the substrate when it sits flat on the surface. This change in the sign of the charge transfer when pyridine goes from flat to vertical on the surface was precisely what we observed when we studied pyridine on the (111) reactive metals. We again attribute this phenomenon to the difference in the nature of pyridine’s interaction with the surface whenever it changes it orientation. In an upright configuration pyridine bonds mainly to the surface through the lone pair of electrons situated around its N atom. This results in a situation where pyridine donates charge to the substrate. In a flat
configuration, pyridine bonds to the surface through the $\pi$-orbitals of its aromatic ring. This results in a situation where pyridine takes charge from the substrate. Two studies also independently calculated both little charge transfer between Ag(110) and pyridine and that the little charge transfer between pyridine and Ag(110) flips sign when the molecule goes from a flat to a vertical adsorption configuration [118,119], strengthening our conjecture. Finally we should touch on that among the coinage metal surfaces pyridine donates the most charge to Au(110), likely due to Au being the most electronegative coinage metal studied here.
Table 13: Charge transfer to the molecule, change in the surface’s work function ($\Delta \Phi$) and change in the width ($\Delta W$) and center ($\Delta C$) of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate upon the adsorption of pyridine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional/Adsorption Site</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Charge Transfer ($\Delta e$)</th>
<th>$\Delta \Phi$ (eV)</th>
<th>$\Delta W$ (eV)</th>
<th>$\Delta C$ (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBE/v-top90</td>
<td>Au(110)</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.92</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.95</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.96</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.95</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.90</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.89</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE/v-top90</td>
<td>Ag(110)</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.75</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.74</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.70</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.71</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE/v-top90</td>
<td>Cu(110)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-1.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-1.03</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-1.04</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-1.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.99</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-1.01</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE/bridgeS3</td>
<td>Pt(110)</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>-0.62</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW/bridgeS3</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.66</td>
<td>0.69</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/top1</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>-0.68</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW/top2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-0.62</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW/trough3</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.60</td>
<td>-0.08</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2/v-top90</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>-0.88</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moving on, all of the functionals predict the d-band of each surface to widen and shift away from the Fermi energy except rPW86-vdW2 which predicts the d-band of the Pt(110) surface to shift towards the Fermi energy and narrow, and revPBE-vdW which predicts the d-band of Pt(110) to narrow, indicating that revPBE-vdW and again rPW86-vdW2 may be weak choices to study the adsorption of pyridine on reactive metal surfaces. We do not know why revPBE-vdW
and rPW86-vdW disagree with the other functionals but it may be related to rPW86-vdW2 predicting the wrong adsorption site and to both functionals predicting a relatively weak pyridine/Pt(110) interaction. Moving forward, for the coinage metals we observe that pyridine only shifts and widens the d-band of the surface slightly, mirroring the situation on the (111) coinage metals where we observed a minimal perturbation of the surface’s d-band. We note at most a 0.07 eV widening of the d-band and a 0.07 eV shift of the d-band for the coinage metals. We attribute pyridine’s minimal disturbance of the surface’s d-band to pyridine’s overall weak interaction with the coinage metal surfaces. In contrast pyridine interacts quite strongly with Pt(110), resulting a large change to the surface’s d-band. On Pt(110) we note pyridine can widen the d-band of the surface by up to 0.69 eV and shift the d-band of the surface by up to 0.37 eV.

Finishing off with the work function calculations, we note that for the coinage metal surfaces the magnitude of the work function change goes as Ag(110) < Au(110) < Cu(110). This interestingly follows the exact trend as the adsorption energy. On the other hand, on Pt(110) we note on average the smallest change in the surface’s work function. We accredit this to most functionals predicting pyridine to take charge from and not donate charge to the Pt(110) surface. When pyridine takes charge from the surface it increases the surface dipole, increasing the surface’s work function and counteracting the so-called “pushback effect”, leading to a smaller overall change in the surface’s work function. (see our discussion in section 3.2.4). The rPW86-vdW2 results back up this claim as the rPW86-vdW2 functional, which predicts pyridine to donate charge to the Pt(110) substrate, predicts a noticeably larger change in Pt(110)’s work function. In this case the extra charge serves to reduce the surface dipole and thus further decrease the surface’s work function. Finally, comparing with the literature we note good
agreement. Heskett et al. observed the work function of the Ag(110) surface to decrease by 1.7 eV at saturation \([123]\). We should and in fact calculate a change in Ag(110)’s work function less than 1.7 eV.

### 3.3.5 Conclusions and Brief Comparison to the (111) Metal Surfaces

The PBE, optB86b-vdW, optB88-vdW, optPBE-vdW, revPBE-vdW, rPW86-vdW2 functionals all predict pyridine to strongly physisorb on the (110) coinage metal surfaces. This physisorption is strikingly similar to the physisorption we observe when we place pyridine on the (111) coinage metal surfaces. This strong physisorption is characterized by relatively low adsorption energies, relatively large adsorption heights, and both a small alteration to the surface’s geometric and electronic structure. On Pt(110), in contrast, we observe pyridine to chemisorb, either weakly or moderately depending on the functional, or strongly physisorb if using the rPW86-vdW2 functional. The chemisorption of pyridine on Pt(110) is characterized by relatively large adsorption energies, small adsorption heights, and both a large change of the surface’s geometric and electronic structure. Pyridine’s strong physisorption on Pt(110) as calculated by rPW86-vdW2 is close in nature to that of pyridine’s strong physisorption on the (110) coinage metal surfaces.

Excluding rPW86-vdW2, overall, we note that most of our functionals accurately describe the adsorption of pyridine on the (110) transition metal surfaces. All of our functionals predict, correctly, for pyridine to adsorb vertical on the coinage metal surfaces. Moreover, every functional except rPW86-vdW2 predicts, probably correctly, pyridine to adsorb flat on Pt(110). Not only does the rPW86-vdW2 functional fail to predict the correct adsorption site of pyridine on Pt(110) it also, in disagreement with the other functionals, predicts a small buckling of both
the first and second layer of the Pt(110) substrate. Moreover, rPW86-vdW significantly disagrees with the other functionals concerning the charge transfer to the pyridine molecule from Pt(110) and the change in Pt(110)’s work function. Finally the rPW86-vdW2 functional and now also the revPBE-vdW functional disagree with the other functionals regarding the modification of the Pt(110) surface’s d-band. From these results we learn two lessons. First the rPW86-vdW2 functional and, to a lesser extent, the revPBE-vdW functional appear to be poor choices to study the adsorption of pyridine on (110) transition metal surfaces. Second we learn that out of the systems studied in this section the pyridine/Pt(110) system is the hardest for DFT to model. We find the most disagreement among our chosen functionals about the equilibrium geometric and electronic structure of this particular system.

However, the contention we find among our functionals concerning pyridine on Pt(111) is still relatively minor compared to the disagreement we find when we attempted to model pyridine on the (111) reactive metal surfaces. On the (111) reactive metal surfaces many of our chosen functionals, not just rPW86-vdW2, disagree about the equilibrium adsorption geometry, or the electronic structure of the equilibrium adsorption geometry. This highlights the main, albeit subtle, effect the surface coordination has on the pyridine adsorption problem. The higher coordination surfaces present a more difficult adsorption problem to study. Our chosen functionals largely provide a consensus of how pyridine interacts with the (110) transition metal surfaces. Not only do our functionals agree, for the most part, on how pyridine interacts with the (110) transition metal surfaces, but their description of these systems seems to be largely correct. In contrast PBE, optB86b-vdW, optB88-vdW, optPBE-vdW, revPBE-vdW, and rPW86-vdW2 struggle to provide an accurate description of pyridine on the (111) transition metal surfaces, and
often contradict one another. Specifically on the (111) coinage metal surfaces none of our chosen functionals can provide the correct equilibrium geometry. These results suggest we need a better class of functional for this type of adsorption problem. On the (111) reactive metal surfaces our chosen functionals perform a little better with optB86-vdW and optB88-vdW functionals consistently providing the experimentally determined adsorption geometry. Overall, we note that because of the difficulty PBE, optB86b-vdW, optB88-vdW, optPBE-vdW, revPBE-vdW, and rPW86-vdW2 have describing pyridine on (111) transition metal surfaces that pyridine on high coordination surfaces makes for a better test than pyridine on low coordination surfaces for computational methods.

Despite the underperformance of our chosen functionals in their description of pyridine on the (111) transition metal surfaces, there exist broad similarities in our results for pyridine on the (111) and (110) transition metal surfaces. First all of our functionals agree that pyridine always bonds more strongly to our reactive metal surfaces whether we are studying pyridine on (111) surfaces or (110) surfaces. They also agree that no matter the surface coordination the vdW interaction enhances the interaction of pyridine on the coinage metal surfaces. The vdW interaction, predictably, plays an important role in the bonding of pyridine to these less reactive surfaces. On the more reactive surfaces, Pt, Pd, Ni, and Rh, the vdW interaction may either enhance or diminish the interaction of pyridine with the surface with revPBE-vdW and rPW86-vdW2 always diminishing the pyridine/surface interaction. These functionals have been demonstrated in the past to be too repulsive at short range [2], and here too they prove too repulsive to accurately describe pyridine on these reactive metal surfaces, where pyridine frequently bonds close to the surface. Finally all the functionals seem to agree that over all our
transition metal surfaces, regardless of surface coordination, changing the orientation of the molecule on the surface significantly changes the charge distribution of the system. This knowledge may prove useful for future molecular electronic applications that involve pyridine or pyridine derivatives.

3.4 Thiophene on Ni(100) and Cu(100)

Reproduced with permission from W Malone, H. Yildirim, J. Matos and A. Kara, A van der Waals Inclusive Density Functional Theory Study of the Nature of Bonding for Thiophene Adsorption on Ni(100) and Cu(100) Surfaces, J. Phys. Chem. C, 121 (2017) 6090. Copyright 2017 American Chemical Society

Until now we limited our study to the adsorption of pyridine on single crystal transition metal surfaces. Now we move on to study the adsorption of thiophene (C_4H_4S) on single crystal transition metal surfaces. Thiophene shares an aromatic structure with pyridine. However, thiophene possesses one less C and H atom than pyridine and also instead of a N atom has a S atom. By swapping N for S we can, to a certain extent, probe the effect the heteroatom has on the adsorption of small molecules on single crystal transition metal surfaces. Moreover, as stated in the introduction to this chapter the vdW interaction is thought to play a central role in the bonding of organic molecules to transition metal substrates. Thiophene, like pyridine, is a small organic molecule, allowing us another small system where the vdW interaction is thought to be important to rapidly and efficiently seen many computational methods. Finally, thiophene is often the building block of larger oligothiophenes, which are often used in molecular electronic devices such as thin film transistors [139-143], and organic light-emitting diodes [144,145]. Therefore, by studying the adsorption of thiophene on transition metal surfaces we
hope to better our understanding of how the related oligothiophenes interact with substrates. By increasing our knowledge of how oligothiophenes interacts with substrates we hope to contribute to the rational design of organic electronic devices in a small way.

We will start our examination of thiophene on transition metal surfaces by exploring thiophene on Ni(100) and Cu(100). Many studies have explored the adsorption of thiophene on these two surfaces [146-153], giving us a nice benchmark to compare with our own work. Moreover, several of these studies found thiophene to decompose over Ni(100) often breaking a single C-S bond [147-150,153]. The rupturing of thiophene over Ni(100) should provide us with an additional way to screen our computational methods.

In the first subsection we describe our computational details. In the second subsection we present the equilibrium adsorption configurations. In the third subsection we cover the adsorption geometry, adsorption energetics, and other structural information of thiophene in the most stable adsorption site on each surface. In forth subsection we perform an electronic structure analysis including the charge transfer to the molecule and modification of the surface’s d-band for thiophene in the most stable adsorption site on each surface. In the fifth subsection we discuss the change thiophene induces in the average magmatic moment of the atoms composing the first layer of the Ni(100) substrate. In final subsection we present our conclusions.

3.4.1 Computational Details
We perform all calculations in VASP version 5.3.3., which, as stated, uses the PAW method. We again model the exchange-correlation interaction using the PBE, optB86b-vdW, optB88-
vdW, optPBE-vdW, revPBE-vdW, and rPW86-vdW2 functionals. To model the Ni(100) and Cu(100) surfaces we use 5 layers slabs with at least 21 Å of vacuum in between neighboring slabs. Each layer in the slab, which we construct using the theoretical lattice constants in table 1 and table 7, measures 3 atoms long and 3 atoms wide (3x3 unit cell). We relax the substrate and the molecule separately before placing the molecule in 1 of 12 adsorption sites, pictured in figure 17, on either Cu(100) or Ni(100). 6 of these adsorption sites position the molecule with its plane perpendicular to the surface and we label them with a “v”, see figure 17 (a)-(k). The remaining 6 adsorption sites position the molecule with its plane parallel to the surface, see figure 17 (i)-(l). Whether we position the molecule in a flat or a vertical adsorption site we always situate thiophene such that its S atom sits approximately 2.5 Å above the surface. Once we place the molecule over the relaxed substrate we allow all the coordinates of the molecule/substrate system to undergo complete structural relaxation except the bottom two layers of the substrate which we anchor at their positions in the relaxed substrate. To achievement structural relaxation we use the CG method. For Ni(100) we run spin-polarized calculations. Finally we set the force criterion for structural relaxation at 0.01 eV/Å, sampled the BZ with a 6x6x1 Monkhorst-Pack grid, and set the plane wave energy cutoff at 400 eV.
Figure 17: Initial adsorption sites a) v-hollow0, b) v-hollow45, c) v-bridge0, d) v-bridge90, e) v-atop0, f) v-atop45, g) hollow0, h) hollow45, i) bridge0, j) bridge45, k) atop0, and l) atop45 for thiophene adsorbed on the fcc (100) metal surfaces. Yellow atoms represent S atoms, brown atoms represent C atoms, white atoms represent H atoms, silver atoms represent substrate atoms in the first layer, and teal atoms represent substrate atoms in the second layer and lower.
To evaluate the stability of each adsorption site in figure 17 we again defined adsorption energy using equation 61. Using equation 61, as one will remember, a more positive adsorption energy corresponds to a more stable adsorption site. Furthermore, to save computational time, we calculate the adsorption energy of all 12 adsorption sites for only the optB88-vdW and PBE functional. We pick optB88-vdW as our previous studies indicated it as one of the best vdW inclusive functionals. We pick PBE to have one functional that does not properly account for long range dispersion for comparison. Once we isolate the adsorption site with the highest adsorption energy we run calculations of just that one adsorption site with the rest of the functionals.

### 3.4.2 Equilibrium Adsorption Configurations

As stated we only run calculations for all 12 adsorption sites using the PBE and optB88-vdW functionals. Figure 18 plots the adsorption energies for thiophene on Ni(100) and Cu(100) using the PBE and optB88-vdW functionals. In figure 18 we indicate unstable adsorption sites using arrows pointing from the initial adsorption site to the final adsorption site. From figure 18 one may notice that on Cu(100) both PBE and optB88-vdW predict thiophene when placed initially in bridge45 to move to hollow45. On Ni(100) we compute quite a few more unstable adsorption sites than just bridge45. The optB88-vdW functional predicts the bridge0 and atop45 site to be unstable moving to hollow45 site. The PBE functional predicts atop45 to move to hollow45, bridge0 to move to hollow0, v-hollow0 to move to v-bridge0, and v-bridge90 to move to v-atop0.
Figure 18: Adsorption energies for thiophene adsorbed on Cu(100) and Ni(100) as calculated using the PBE and optB88-vdW functionals. Unstable adsorption sites are indicated with an arrow pointing from the initial adsorption site towards the final adsorption site. Note that thiophene in bridge45 on Ni(100) spontaneously broke apart.

From figure 18 we also note that thiophene prefers to bonds flat on the surface. The adsorption energy of flat configurations is notably larger, especially on Ni(100), than the adsorption energy of vertical configurations. This is probably due to thiophene possessing two lone pairs of electrons around its S atom. The two lone pairs of electrons around its S atom, as opposed to just a single pair around pyridine’s N atom, presumably makes it more difficult for thiophene to bond with its plane perpendicular to the surface as a result of both lone pairs competing to bond with the surface.
Finally from figure 18 we also note that both PBE and optB88-vdW predict the most stable adsorption site on Cu(100) to be hollow45. On Ni(100), in contrast, both functionals predict bridge45 to be the most stable adsorption site, or rather they predict bridge45 to be the initial adsorption site, that when relaxed, gives the most stable adsorption geometry. In truth both functionals predict thiophene to spontaneously rupture, in agreement with the literature [147-150,153], over bridge45. We illustrate this fracturing of thiophene, characterized by the breaking of a single C-S bond, in figure 19. The most stable intact configuration on Ni(100), as on Cu(100), is indeed hollow45.

Figure 19: Thiophene broken over the bridge45 site.
### 3.4.3 Adsorption Heights, Energies, and Other Structural Information

Since thiophene breaks apart over Ni(100) we run calculations of thiophene in a broken configuration, see figure 19, and in hollow45, the most stable intact adsorption configuration, for comparison on Ni(100) using the remainder of the functionals. On Cu(100) we ran calculations for just the hollow45 configuration using the rest of the functionals. We list in Table 14 the adsorption energies ($E_{\text{ad}}$), the adsorption heights ($H_s$), the buckling of the first layer of the substrate, and the tilt angle ($\Theta$) of the molecule in the hollow45 adsorption site on Cu(100) and in the hollow45 and the broken configuration on Ni(100). We define the adsorption height as the $S_{z}$-coordinate minus the average of the $z$-coordinates of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate, and we define the tilt angle and buckling of the first layer of the substrate as we have done in previous sections. Starting with the adsorption energy, which we also plot in figure 20 a), we note that all of the functionals unanimously predict thiophene to bond less strongly to Cu(100) than Ni(100). Focusing on Cu(100) we note the adsorption energy goes as $\text{PBE} < \text{revPBE-vdW} < \text{rPW86-vdW2} < \text{optPBE-vdW} < \text{optB88-vdW} < \text{optB86-vdW}$. We note that this was the exact same trend we calculated when we studied pyridine on the coinage metal surfaces. Two other trends also reemerge from when we explored pyridine on the coinage metal surfaces. First the vdW interaction always seems to enhance the molecule/surface interaction. On Cu(100) the vdW interaction enhances the adsorption energy up to 0.78 eV. Second we note that the opt-type functionals always calculate the largest adsorption energies of our vdW inclusive functionals. On Ni(100) also many of the trends we observed when studying pyridine on reactive metals reemerge. The adsorption energy of thiophene on Ni(100) goes as $\text{rPW86-vdW2} < \text{revPBE-vdW} < \text{PBE} < \text{optPBE-vdW} < \text{optB88-vdW} < \text{optB86b-vdW}$. Again as with pyridine
on the reactive metals, we calculate the opt-type functionals to yield the largest adsorption energies, enhancing the overall molecule/substrate interaction over PBE. The revPBE-vdW and rPW86-vdW2 functionals again predict lower adsorption energies than PBE, which we again attribute to their highly repulsive nature at short distances [2]. The fact that the approximate functional trends remain when crossing over from pyridine adsorption on transition metal surfaces to thiophene adsorption on transition metal surfaces indicates that the accuracy of each functional relative to each other functional changes little when transitioning from one organic molecule to another. This suggests that the best functional to study the adsorption of pyridine and thiophene on transition metal surfaces is most likely the best functional to study any number of organic molecules on transition metal surfaces. It indicates that our functionals have transferability. Finally we must mention that we calculate large differences in adsorption energy between intact and broken configurations on Ni(100), indicating that once thiophene breaks over Ni(100) it binds quite strongly to the surface.
Table 14: The adsorption energy ($E_{\text{ads}}$), adsorption height ($H_s$), buckling of the first layer of the substrate, and tilt angle ($\Theta$) for thiophene adsorbed on the Cu(100) and Ni(100).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional</th>
<th>System/Site</th>
<th>$E_{\text{ads}}$ (eV)</th>
<th>$H_s$ (Å)</th>
<th>Buckling (Å)</th>
<th>$\Theta$ (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cu(100)/Hollow45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.73</td>
<td>2.61</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.51</td>
<td>3.05</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ni(100)/Hollow45</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>2.11</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.79</td>
<td>2.10</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>2.12</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.49</td>
<td>2.16</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.22</td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ni(100)/broken</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.18</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.80</td>
<td>1.78</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.71</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>0.45</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moving onto the adsorption height, which we also plot in figure 20 b), we note the adsorption height of thiophene on Ni(100) does not depend heavily one’s choice of functional. This mirrors our results for pyridine on the reactive metal surfaces in which we also noted a lack of a strong dependence of the adsorption height or N-Metal distances on functional. On Ni(100) we also notice much smaller adsorption heights for the broken configuration than for the intact hollow45 configuration. This matches the adsorption energy trend. Broken thiophene adsorbs more strongly to the surface than intact thiophene and therefore, all things being equal, broken thiophene should bond closer to the surface. Thiophene’s adsorption height on Cu(100) is also in line with the established adsorption energy trends. We compute thiophene to interact more weakly with Cu(100) than Ni(100) and accordingly compute thiophene to bond further away.
from Cu(100) than Ni(100). Moving along, on Cu(100), in contrast to Ni(100), we perceive that the adsorption height does vary modestly with respect to functional. The revPBE-vdW and rPW86-vdW2 functionals compute noticeably higher adsorption heights than the rest of the functionals. This, to some extent makes sense, given these two functionals also predict the lowest adsorption energies for thiophene on Cu(100). It is curious though that for our one coinage metal surface, Cu(100), the adsorption heights vary somewhat with functional while for one reactive metal surface, Ni(100), the adsorption heights vary little with functional. Even more curious, we observed this same theme when studying the adsorption of pyridine on transition metal surfaces. The propensity of different functionals to predict organic molecules to bond to coinage metal surfaces at different heights and to reactive metal surfaces at the same height appears to be a universal characteristic of our specific group of functionals.

Figure 20: a) Adsorption energy and b) adsorption height ($H_s$) for thiophene adsorbed on Cu(100) and Ni(100).

Taking a brief respite to compare with the literature, we find good agreement between our results and the available literature. Hu et al. thoroughly studied the adsorption of thiophene on
Cu(100) using various DFT methods [151]. In table 15 we list the values we calculate and Hu and coworkers calculate for the adsorption energy and the S-Cu distance for thiophene on Cu(100) in hollow45. Overall we note excellent agreement between Hu et al.’s results and our own. Any disagreement may be a product of He et al. decision to anchor the S atom with respect to the underlying substrate [151]. Also using DFT, Mittendorfer et al. found thiophene to spontaneously rupture over bridge45. They found the adsorption energy of this broken site to be 2.57 eV and of hollow45 to be 2.23 eV [153] to which we find good qualitative agreement with our results. As this group ran these calculations using the PW91 functional we should not expect exact agreement with our results. In another theoretical study using PBE, Orita et al. also found thiophene to break over bridge45. They calculated the adsorption energy for the broken configuration to be 2.88 eV and adsorption energy of hollow45 to be 2.46 eV [150]. These values deviate moderately from the values we calculate using the PBE functional. We attribute this though to the different coverage Orita and colleagues used. Finally in an experimental study, Imanishi et al. observed a S-Cu bond length of 2.43 Å for thiophene on Cu(100) [146], agreeing well with our PBE and optB88-vdW results (see table 15). On Ni(100) they found the S atom of thiophene to sit close to a bridge site [146], precisely what we calculate when thiophene breaks over bridge45 (see figure 19).

Table 15: Adsorption energy (E_{ads}) and S-Cu distances for thiophene adsorbed on Cu(100) in the hollow45 configuration. Values in circle brackets are taken from reference 151.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional</th>
<th>System/Site</th>
<th>E_{ads} (eV)</th>
<th>S-Cu (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBE</td>
<td>Cu(100)/Hollow45</td>
<td>0.22 (0.21)</td>
<td>2.47 (2.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.00 (1.02)</td>
<td>2.33 (2.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.85 (0.88)</td>
<td>2.43 (2.47)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.73 (0.77)</td>
<td>2.57 (2.54)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.51 (0.51)</td>
<td>3.04 (2.99)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Continuing on with the last two properties listed in table 14, we note that thiophene stays flat on the Ni(100) surface. On Cu(100) too, thiophene stays close to flat on the surface with a maximum tilt angle of 14˚ as calculated using PBE. This differs strikingly from pyridine which tended to pick up large tilt angles on Cu(111) and sometimes on Ni(111). Finally we note that the buckling of the surface goes as Cu(100)/hollow45 < Ni(100)/hollow45 < Ni(100)/broken with thiophene on Ni(100) in a broken configuration resulting in the surface to buckle up to 0.53 Å. The specific buckling trend is altogether unsurprising as the thiophene interacts the most strongly with the surface when broken over Ni(100) and the most weakly with the surface when adsorbed in hollow45 over Cu(100). The buckling of the surface along with the rest of the geometric properties we discussed here allows us to categorize the bonding of thiophene to Ni(100) as strong chemisorption. When thiophene adsorbs on Ni(100) we note a large change to both the structure of the thiophene molecule, evident by thiophene breaking a single C-S bond over Ni(100), and to the surface, evident by the large buckling of the surface. Thiophene on Ni(100) also results in large adsorption energies and small adsorption heights. For Cu(100) we categorize thiophene’s interaction with the surface as ranging from weak physisorption, using the PBE functional, to strong physisorption, using the optB86b-vdW functional. When thiophene interacts with Cu(100) neither the surface’s nor the molecule’s structure changes much. We also calculate relatively small adsorption energies and relatively large adsorption heights for thiophene on Cu(100).

3.4.4 Electronic Analysis
To further explore the nature of the interaction of thiophene with Ni(100) and Cu(100) we perform an electronic structure analysis of thiophene on Ni(100) on Cu(100). Specifically we
calculate, and list in table 16, the charge transfer to the thiophene molecule and the change in the center ($\Delta C$) and width ($\Delta W$) of the d-band of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate for thiophene in hollow45 on Cu(100) and Ni(100) and thiophene in the broken configuration on Ni(100). From table 16 we find little dependence of the charge transfer on the specific functional. Figure 21, which plots the charge transfer to thiophene from Ni(100) or Cu(100), nicely illustrates that the charge transfer is fairly independent of one’s choice of functional. Moving deeper, on Cu(100) we note almost no charge transfer between the thiophene molecule and the Cu(100) surface. In contrast we note thiophene takes a large amount of charge from Ni(100) when placed in either the hollow45 or the broken configuration. Figure 21 nicely illustrates the fact that thiophene takes much more charge from Ni(100) than Cu(100) and that in a broken configuration thiophene draws an especially large amount of charge from Ni(100), up to 0.8 –e. This leads us to conclude that a charge transfer process may mediate the breaking of thiophene over Ni(100). We will further explore this idea in section 4.1 of this dissertation. For now we will make a quick comparison to the literature. Imanishi et al. reported a 1.0 -e and a 1.4 -e charge transfer to thiophene when adsorbed on Cu(100) and Ni(100) respectively[146]. While we agree that more charge is transferred to thiophene when on Ni(100), we do not agree about the exact magnitudes of the charge transfer. This disagreement deserves further study, but will not be covered in this dissertation.
Table 16: Charge transfer to the molecule and change in the center ($\Delta C$) and width ($\Delta W$) of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate upon the adsorption of thiophene.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional</th>
<th>System/Site</th>
<th>Charge Transfer (-e)</th>
<th>$\Delta C$(eV)</th>
<th>$\Delta W$(eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBE</td>
<td>Cu(100)/Hollow45</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>optB86b-vdW</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>optB88-vdW</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>0.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>optPBE-vdW</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>revPBE-vdW</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rPW86-vdW2</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE</td>
<td>Ni(100)/Hollow45 Down/up</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-0.23/0.00</td>
<td>0.67/0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>optB86b-vdW</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-0.21/0.00</td>
<td>0.61/0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>optB88-vdW</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-0.19/0.00</td>
<td>0.63/0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>optPBE-vdW</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-0.17/0.02</td>
<td>0.60/0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>revPBE-vdW</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-0.17/0.02</td>
<td>0.47/0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rPW86-vdW2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-0.24/0.00</td>
<td>0.61/0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE</td>
<td>Ni(100)/broken Down/up</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-0.28/0.02</td>
<td>0.77/0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>optB86b-vdW</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-0.26/0.02</td>
<td>0.79/0.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>optB88-vdW</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-0.26/0.00</td>
<td>0.77/0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>optPBE-vdW</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-0.24/0.02</td>
<td>0.70/0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>revPBE-vdW</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-0.24/0.00</td>
<td>0.61/0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>rPW86-vdW2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-0.24/0.00</td>
<td>0.61/0.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 21: Charge transfer to the thiophene molecule from the Ni(100) or the Cu(100) surface.

Finishing up, we will now discuss the modification of the surface’s d-band upon the adsorption of thiophene. First we will reiterate that for Ni(100) we perform spin-polarized calculations. With that in mind, thiophene widens and shifts the d-band of the first layer of the substrate of both Cu(100) and Ni(100), both spin up and spin down states, away from the Fermi energy. This widening and shift of Cu(100)’s d-band roughly correlates with the strength of the thiophene/Cu(100) interaction. The revPBE-vdW, rPW86-vdW2, PBE, and optPBE-vdW functionals predict the weakest thiophene/Cu(100) interaction and also the smallest modification of the Cu(100) surface’s d-band. In contrast, the optB86b-vdW and optB88-vdW functionals predict thiophene to interact a little more strongly with Cu(100) and also predict a larger modification of the Cu(100) surface’s d-band. On Ni(100), as thiophene interacts much stronger with Ni(100) than Cu(100), we unsurprisingly observe a much larger modification of the surface’s d-band with a maximum widening of 0.79 eV and a maximum shift of 0.28 eV.
Astonishingly though, the modification of the spin down states appears to be much larger than the modification of the spin up states. From table 16 we note that the up states of the atoms that compose the first layer of the Ni substrate experience a small shift or no shift at all, and a small widening compared to the down states. We observed a similar asymmetrical shifting of the spin up and down states when we studied the adsorption of pyridine on Ni(100). Like pyridine, thiophene’s asymmetrical modification of the spin up and spin down states should lead to a change of the average magnetic moment of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate.

3.4.5 Change in the Magnetization of Ni(100)

As the first layer of the Ni(100) substrate experiences an asymmetrical modification of its spin up and spin down states we naturally calculate the change in the average magnetic moment of the atoms that compose the first layer of the Ni(100) substrate, $\Delta \mu$. We list these results in table 17. From table 17 we notice a 0.18 $\mu_b$ to a 0.22 $\mu_b$ decrease in the average magnetic moment of the atoms that compose the first layer of the Ni(100) substrate when we place thiophene in hollow. When we place thiophene in the broken configuration we note a somewhat larger decrease, ranging from 0.25 $\mu_b$ to a 0.28 $\mu_b$, in the average magnetic moment of the atoms that compose the first layer of the Ni(100) substrate. This larger magnitude of the change in the average magnetic moment of the atoms that compose the first layer of the Ni(100) substrate for the broken configuration should be partly expected as thiophene interacts more strongly with Ni(100) and receives more charge from the substrate in a broken configuration than in an intact configuration. Compared to pyridine, we note the functionals come to a relative agreement about the value for the change in the average magnetic moment of the atoms that
compose the first layer of the Ni(100) substrate, illustrating that our chosen functionals have an
easier time describing the adsorption thiophene on Ni(100) than the adsorption of pyridine on
Ni(111). Pyridine, and its lone pair of electrons, again appears to present a challenge to PBE and
our vdW inclusive functionals. Finally we should mention that several studies also found
organic molecules to reduce the magnetic moment of ferromagnetic surfaces [154-157], lending
support to our own results.

Table 17: Change in the average magnetic moment ($\Delta \mu$) of the atoms that compose the first layer
of the Ni(100) substrate upon the adsorption of thiophene.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional</th>
<th>System/Site</th>
<th>$\Delta \mu (\mu_B)$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBE</td>
<td>Ni(100)/Hollow45</td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW</td>
<td>Down/up</td>
<td>-0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE</td>
<td>Ni(100)/broken</td>
<td>-0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW</td>
<td>Down/up</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4.6 Conclusions
Overall we find thiophene to adsorb much more strongly on Ni(100) than on Cu(100). The
adsorption of thiophene on Cu(100) is characterized by relatively weak adsorption energies,
large adsorption heights, minimal perturbation of the geometry of thiophene and surface, a small
modification of the surface’s electronic structure, and almost no charge transfer to the thiophene
molecule. For these reasons we characterize the adsorption thiophene on Cu(100) as ranging
from weak physisorption, using the PBE functional, to strong physisorption, using the optB86b-
vdW functional. In contrast on Ni(100) we observe pyridine to strongly chemisorb. This chemisorption is characterized by large adsorption energies, small adsorption heights, a large perturbation of the geometry of thiophene and the surface culminating in thiophene breaking over the surface, a large modification of the surface’s electronic structure, and a large charge transfer to the thiophene molecule.

As for which functional gives the best description of the thiophene/transition metal surface system we tentatively put forth the optB88-vdW functional. Although we observe fairly homogenous results across all our functionals the optB88-vdW functional correctly predicts the experimental S-Cu metal bond length. We also note that the revPBE-vdW and rPW86-vdW2 functionals, yet again, seem to perform the worse. These two functional again demonstrate their overly repulsive nature by predicting a diminution of the thiophene/Ni(100) adsorption strength compared to PBE. Despite that we may make a few strong statements about the performance of our chosen functionals it is much harder to screen their performance using thiophene on transition metal surfaces. All of our functionals predict the exact same equilibrium adsorption geometry, a nearly identical amount of charge transfer, a similar modification of the surface’s d-band, and a similar change in the average magnetic moment of the first layer of the Ni(100) surface. Compared with pyridine on the reactive metal surfaces, we observe very homogeneous results. This again indicates that the pyridine/reactive metal surface system is especially difficult to describe, or, rather, the thiophene/transition metal surface system is easy to describe.
3.5 Thiophene on Ag, Au, Pt, Pd, and Rh(100)

Reproduced from W. Malone, J. Matos and A. Kara, Adsorption of thiophene on transition metal surfaces with the inclusion of van der Waals effects, Surf. Sci., 669 (2018) 121, with the permission of Elsevier Publishing

As all our functionals predict nearly the same adsorption properties for thiophene on Ni(100) and Cu(100) we decide to see if this is also the case for thiophene on Ag, Au, Pt, Pd, and Rh(100). However, even if our chosen functionals predict considerably different adsorption trends for thiophene on these metals, screening these molecules may prove difficult due to the lack of literature. Researchers have only studied thiophene on Pd(100) [158,159]. Still by studying these systems we can learn more about how thiophene interacts with transition metal surfaces and the role the choice of the element in the surface plays for thiophene adsorption, which both are important due to the use of thiophene derivatives in molecular electronics.

In first subsection we give the details of our calculations. In the second subsection we present the equilibrium adsorption configurations. In the third subsection we detail the adsorption geometry, adsorption energetics, and other structural information of thiophene in the most stable adsorption site on each surface. In forth subsection we perform an electronic structure analysis including the charge transfer to the molecule and modification of the surface’s d-band for thiophene in the most stable adsorption site on each surface. In the last subsection we present our conclusions.

3.5.1 Computational Details

We perform all calculations using VASP version 5.4.1., which as stated many times before uses the PAW method. Again we utilize the PBE, optB86b-vdW, optB88-vdW, optPBE-vdW,
revPBE-vdW, and rPW86-vdW2 functionals to model the exchange-correlation interaction. We model our surfaces, as in the previous section, using 5 layer slabs with each layer measuring 3 by 3 atoms. As VASP uses periodic boundary conditions we place 25 Å of vacuum in between neighboring slabs. Moreover, we built each slab using the theoretical lattice constants listed in table 1 and table 7. We relax the substrate and the molecule separately before placing the molecule on the substrate in one of the 12 adsorption sites illustrated in figure 17. Once we position the molecule on the surface we allow all the coordinates of the molecule/substrate system to undergo complete structural relaxation except the atoms composing the bottom two layers of the substrate, which we hold at their positions in the relaxed substrate.

To achieve structural relaxation we use the CG method with a force criterion of 0.02 eV/Å. We also set the plane wave energy cutoff at 400 eV and sample the BZ with a 6x6x1 Monkhorst-Pack grid. To access the stability of each adsorption sites we define the adsorption energy using equation 61. We will remind the reader when using equation 61 a higher adsorption energy corresponds to a more stable adsorption site.

3.5.2 Equilibrium Adsorption Configurations

All adsorption sites on the coinage metals surfaces, Ag(100) and Au(100), are either stable or metastable, meaning thiophene when placed on either Ag(100) or Au(100) always results in a positive adsorption energy and the thiophene molecule stays in its initial adsorption site. On the reactive metals all vertical adsorption sites are stable or metastable, while some flat adsorption sites are unstable. In contrast to when we placed pyridine on the reactive metal surfaces where the pyridine molecule would, when unstable, move primary to one adsorption site, bB1 (see section 3.2), when we place thiophene on the reactive metal surfaces the thiophene molecule
could, when unstable, move to bridge0, top0, a hollow site between between hollow0 and hollow45, or hollow45. This difference between pyridine and thiophene suggests that the potential energy landscape of the two molecules on reactive metals surfaces can be quite dissimilar.

Moving forward, the hollow45 adsorption site, a flat adsorption site, renders the highest adsorption energy for thiophene on both the reactive and the coinage metal surfaces. This again differs with respect to pyridine on the transition metal surfaces where, depending on the metal and the functional we used, a flat configuration could give the largest adsorption energy or a vertical configuration could give the largest adsorption energy. Not only was hollow45 always the most energetically favorable adsorption site, but in truth all of the flat adsorption sites yield larger adsorption energies than all of the vertical adsorption sites. Figure 22 plots the energy difference, $\Delta E$, between the flat adsorption configuration with the highest adsorption energy, hollow45, and the vertical adsorption configuration with the highest adsorption energy. In essence $\Delta E$ measures how strongly thiophene favors a flat adsorption site on a particular metal surface using a particular functional. From figure 22 we note the thiophene strongly favors a flat adsorption site on the reactive metal surfaces, Rh, Pt, and Pd(100), with optB86b-vdW most strongly favoring a flat adsorption site followed by optB88-vdW, optPBE-vdW, PBE, revPBE-vdW, and rPW86-vdW2. Looking by metal we note $\Delta E$ goes as Pd(100) < Rh(100) < Pt(100), but the difference in $\Delta E$ values between the different reactive metal surfaces is small compared to the difference in $\Delta E$ between the reactive and coinage metal surfaces. On the coinage metal surfaces we still notice thiophene’s preference for a flat adsorption configuration, but this preference is much less pronounced than for the reactive metal surfaces. On the reactive metal
surfaces the largest $\Delta E$ we calculate is 2.14 eV on Pt(100) using the optB86b-vdW functional. On the coinage metal surfaces, in contrast, the largest $\Delta E$ we calculate is 0.43 eV on Au(100) using the optB86b-vdW functional. Clearly thiophene much more strongly prefers to bond flat on the reactive metal surfaces than on the coinage metal surfaces. Finally on the coinage metal surfaces we note that $\Delta E$ increases as PBE < revPBE-vdW < rPW86-vdW2 < optPBE-vdW < optB88-vdW < optB86b-vdW. As PBE gives the lowest $\Delta E$ for thiophene on the coinage metal surfaces it may be that the vdW interaction plays an important role in keeping the molecule with its plane parallel to these surfaces.
Figure 22: Energy difference, $\Delta E$, between the flat configuration (hollow45) with highest adsorption energy and the vertical adsorption configuration (tilt angle =$90^\circ$) with the highest adsorption energy. A larger $\Delta E$ corresponds to a particular functional more strongly favoring a flat adsorption configuration on a given surface.

### 3.5.3 Adsorption Heights, Energies, and Other Structural Information

As stated the configuration with the highest adsorption energy is always hollow45 for these systems. From now on we will focus our analysis on that configuration. Table 18 lists the adsorption energy ($E_{\text{ads}}$), the adsorption height (H), the C-S bond lengths, the buckling of the first layer of the substrate, and the tilt angle of the molecule relative to the surface ($\Theta$) for thiophene on Ag, Au, Pt, Pd, and Rh(100) in the hollow45 configuration. We define adsorption height in this section as the distance from the S atom to the nearest metal atom. Starting with the
adsorption energy we note that the thiophene/substrate interaction strength proceeds as Ag (100) < Au(100) < Pd(100) < Rh(100) < Pt(100) with the adsorption energies on the coinage metals being, unsurprisingly, much smaller than the adsorption energies on the reactive metals. Figure 23 a) plots the adsorption energies of thiophene on the various metal surfaces in the hollow configuration for convenience. Starting with the coinage metal surfaces, if we look by functional we observe that the adsorption energies go as PBE < revPBE-vdW < rPW86-vdW2 < optPBE-vdW < optB88-vdW < optB86b-vdW. As one will notice the vdW interaction always enhances the thiophene/substrate interaction on the coinage metal surfaces with a maximum enhancement of 0.66 eV on Ag(100) and of 0.76 eV on Au(100) using the optB86b-vdW functional. The enhancement of the molecule/coinage metal surface interaction by the vdW interaction is exactly what we observed when studying pyridine on the coinage metal surfaces, and it again suggests the vdW interaction plays an important role in the bonding of organic molecules to coinage metal surfaces. On the reactive metal surfaces we note the adsorption energy proceeds as rPW86-vdW2 < revPBE-vdW < PBE < optPBE-vdW < optB88-vdW < optB86b-vdW. We calculated similar trends when we explored the adsorption of pyridine on the reactive metal surfaces with rPW86-vdW2 and revPBE-vdW both predicting a lower adsorption energy than PBE and the opt-type functionals predicting a higher adsorption energy than PBE. We again attribute revPBE-vdW and rPW86-vdW2’s diminution of the adsorption energy compared to PBE to the overly repulsive nature of these method’s exchange functionals. These trends demonstrate the importance of choosing an appropriate method to model the organic molecule/reactive metal system. Unfortunately due to the lack of experimental studies we cannot definitely state which method gives the correct experimental adsorption energy. However, we can state that we find
good agreement with a theoretical study by Orita and coworkers who found thiophene’s adsorption energy on Pd(100) to be 2.20 eV [159], which is between our PBE and optPBE-vdW results. Moreover, we can also say, based on rPW86-vdW2 and revPBE-vdW’s poor performance describing pyridine on the transition metal surfaces and the highly repulsive nature of these functionals at short range, that the opt-type functionals probably calculate adsorption energies close to what one should observe experimentally.
Table 18: Adsorption energies ($E_{ads}$), adsorption heights (H), C-S bond lengths, buckling of the first layer of the substrate, and tilt angle of the molecule relative to the surface plane ($\Theta$) for thiophene adsorbed on Ag, Au, Rh, Pt, and Pd(100) in the hollow45 configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional/Adsorption Site</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>$E_{ads}$ (eV)</th>
<th>H (Å)</th>
<th>C-S (Å)</th>
<th>Buckling (Å)</th>
<th>$\Theta^\circ$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBE</td>
<td>Ag(111)</td>
<td>0.13</td>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>2.88</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.67</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>3.36</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.50</td>
<td>3.27</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE</td>
<td>Au(111)</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>2.77</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>2.98</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>3.29</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.61</td>
<td>3.22</td>
<td>1.74</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE</td>
<td>Rh(111)</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.47</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>2.30</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.18</td>
<td>2.32</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>2.36</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE</td>
<td>Pt(111)</td>
<td>2.72</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.77</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.15</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>1.84</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>1.86</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>1.87</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBE</td>
<td>Pd(111)</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB86b-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.03</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.73</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>1.80</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optPBE-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>revPBE-vdW</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>1.81</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rPW86-vdW2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.50</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>1.82</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moving on, we note that the trends in the adsorption height on the coinage metal surfaces closely mirrors the trends in the adsorption energies. Figure 23 b) plots the adsorption heights for thiophene adsorbed on our various transition metal surfaces in the hollow45 configuration for
convenience. The opt-type functionals calculate the lowest adsorption heights among the vdW inclusive functionals while the revPBE-vdW and rPW86-vdW2 functionals give the highest adsorption heights among the vdW inclusive functionals. This is exactly what we would expect given the adsorption energy trends put forth in the previous paragraph. The PBE functional is a little odd as it consistently predicts the lowest adsorption energy among all the functionals considered, but calculates an adsorption height close to optPBE-vdW. This may be a result of PBE’s lack of a nonlocal correlation term. Moving further, on the reactive metal surfaces we note that the adsorption height does not depend heavily on the functional or the metal. It is not clear why this occurs. Despite that the adsorption height varies little with respect to functional on the reactive metal surfaces we can still make a comparison with the literature. Terada and colleagues experimentally found thiophene’s S-Pd bond length to be 2.30 +/-0.03 Å [158], which sits in the range of values for the adsorption height calculated by the opt-type functionals and PBE, suggesting again that these functionals provide the best description of the thiophene/Pd(100) system. We should also mention we note good agreement with Orita and coworkers who calculated thiophene’s S-Pd bond length to be 2.32 Å [159].
Moving along with our analysis, we find that the C-S bond lengths of thiophene on the coinage metal surfaces to be roughly the same, ranging from 1.72 Å to 1.74 Å. On the reactive metal surfaces we note the C-S bonds stretch, undoubtedly, due to thiophene’s stronger interaction with these surfaces. Specifically we observe, although the distinction is small, thiophene’s C-S bonds to follow the adsorption energy trend and increase moving from Rh(100) to Pd(100) to Pt(100). The buckling of the first layer of the surface to a large part also mirrors trends in the adsorption energetics. Explicitly we note the buckling of the first layer of the substrate increases as Ag(100) ~ Au(100) < Pd(100) ~ Rh(100) < Pt(100). Finally, the last quantity in table 18, the tilt angle of the molecule, sums up what we stated in the previous section. Thiophene prefers to bond with its molecular plane parallel to these surfaces. We note close to a 0° tilt angle for thiophene on the reactive metal surfaces and a very small tilt angle, > 7°, for thiophene on the coinage metals surfaces. Comparing with the literature, we find fair agreement. In perfect agreement with our results, Terada et al. found thiophene’s tilt angle on Pd(100) to be 0° +/- 10° [158]. They also observed C-S bond lengths of 1.73 Å +/- 0.05 Å [158],
which is a bit short compared to our C-S bond lengths. A proper description of thiophene’s C-S bond lengths on Pd(100) may be an area of future improvement for DFT. Comparing with theory, we find excellent agreement. Orita et al. found thiophene’s C-S bond lengths on Pd(100) to be 1.82 Å and also found, as mentioned, thiophene to bond flat on Pd(100) [159].

Overall, despite the limited amount of available literature, our geometric analysis suggests that the opt-type functionals provide the best description of thiophene on Ag, Au, Pt, Pd, and Rh(100). This matches the results of our calculations of pyridine on various transition metal surfaces where we also concluded that the opt-type functionals perform the best. Other analogues exist between our calculations of thiophene and pyridine on transition metal surfaces. For example, we observe much of the same energetic trends for both molecules. The opt-type functionals always calculate the largest adsorption energies. On the coinage metal surfaces, PBE always yields the lowest adsorption energies, and on the reactive metal surfaces the revPBE-vdW and rPW86-vdW2 functionals yield the smallest adsorption energies. Besides allowing us to draw similarities between thiophene and pyridine on transition metal surfaces and allowing us to distinguish the opt-type functionals as the best performing functionals, these results permit us to categorize the interaction of thiophene with Au(100) and Ag(100) as weak to strong physisorption depending on the functional used. This physisorption is characterized by low adsorption energies, high adsorption heights, and very little perturbation of the molecule’s or the surface’s geometric structure upon adsorption. Moreover, the inclusion of the vdW interaction appears paramount to the description of thiophene’s strong physisorption on these coinage metal surfaces, providing the necessary enhancement in adsorption energy to characterize the interaction as strong physisorption. On the reactive metal surfaces the vdW interaction appears
to play a less prominent role and we categorize the interaction of thiophene with the reactive metal surfaces as chemisorption; a chemisorption characterized by high adsorption energies, low adsorption heights, and a large perturbation of the molecule’s and the surface’s geometric structure upon adsorption.

3.5.4 Electronic Analysis

In order to gain a better understanding of how thiophene interacts with these Ag, Au, Rh, Pt, and Pd(100) we perform an electronic structure analysis of the thiophene/substrate systems including charge transfer to the thiophene molecule and the change in the center ($\Delta C$) and the width ($\Delta W$) of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate. We list these results in table 19. We also plot the charge transfer to the thiophene molecule in figure 24. From figure 24 and table 19 we note little charge transfer from the Ag(100) surface to the molecule with optB86b-vdW and optB88-vdW being the only functionals to predict any charge transfer at all. This small to nonexistent charge transfer probably results from the weak interaction of thiophene with Ag(100), which is even weaker than the interaction of thiophene with Au(100). In contrast to this small to nonexistent charge transfer between thiophene on Ag(100), on Au(100) and Pt(100) we calculate the molecule to donate a modest amount of charge to the surface. Thiophene on Pd(100) also donates a small amount of charge to the surface although the amount is almost always smaller than the charge donated to either Pt(100) or Au(100). Finally on Rh(100) we compute thiophene to take a small amount of charge from the surface instead of donating charge to the surface. Rh(100)’s propensity to donate charge to thiophene may mean thiophene is closer to breaking a C-S bond on Rh(100) than any of the other surfaces as on Ni(100) we noted a large charge transfer from the surface to thiophene that accompanied
thiophene breaking one C-S bond on Ni(100). This relationship between charge transfer and the ability of a surface to break C-S bonds will be explored in detail later in this dissertation. For now we will move onto the change in the width and center of the d-band of the atoms that compose the first layer of the surface.
Table 19: Charge transfer from the surface to the thiophene molecule, and change in the center ($\Delta C$) and width ($\Delta W$) of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate for thiophene adsorbed on Ag, Au, Rh, Pt, and Pd(100) in the hollow configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>Charge Transfer (-e)</th>
<th>$\Delta C$(eV)</th>
<th>$\Delta W$(eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PBE</td>
<td>Ag(100)</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.03</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Au(100)</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.05</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rh(100)</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.14</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pt(100)</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.2</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Pd(100)</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 24: Charge transfer from the surface to the molecule for thiophene adsorbed on Ag, Au, Rh, Pt, and Pd(100) in the hollow configuration.

The change in the width and center of the d-band of the atoms that compose the first layer of the surface are often good indicators of strength of the interaction of an adsorbate with a surface. The larger the change in the width and center of the d-band of the surface layer, the stronger the adsorbate interacts with the surface. From table 19 we note that each functional universally predicts the d-band of each surface to shift away from the Fermi energy, and either remain at the same width or widen. On the reactive metals we calculate large values for the widening and shift of the d-band of the surface layer. On Pt(100) we note the largest magnitudes for the shift of the d-band of the surface layer ranging from 0.30 eV to 0.33 eV. Pd(100) yields the second largest magnitudes for the shift of the d-band of the surface layer ranging from 0.23 eV to 0.30 eV.
Finally on Rh(100) we note the smallest magnitudes for the shift of the d-band of the surface layer for the reactive metals ranging from 0.12 eV to 0.17 eV. For the widening of the d-band, we note that the d-band of all the reactive metal surfaces widen by similar amounts. We note a 0.14 eV to 0.19 eV widening of Rh(100)’s d-band, a 0.16 eV to 0.17 eV widening of Pt(100)’s d-band, and a 0.14 eV to 0.17 eV widening of Pd(100)’s d-band. As the values for the widening of the d-band of the surface layer are so close together they may be a less than ideal way to distinguish the strength of the molecule/substrate interaction for our three reactive metal surfaces. However, both the widening and the shift of the d-band of the surface layer for the reactive metals are much larger than for the coinage metals. On the coinage metals we note a maximum widening of the surface’s d-band of 0.03 eV, which is much lower than the maximum widening of the surface’s d-band for the reactive metals, 0.19 eV, and a maximum shift of the surface’s d-band of 0.10 eV, which is much lower than the maximum shift of the surface’s d-band for the reactive metals, 0.33 eV. This data supports our claim that thiophene physisorbs on the coinage metal surfaces and chemisorbs on the reactive metal surfaces. We would also like to point out the opt-type functionals on each surface often predict the largest magnitudes of both the widening and the shift of the d-band of the atoms that compose the first layer of the surface, which lines up well with their prediction of the largest adsorption energies on each surface.

3.5.5 Conclusions

In the previous subsections we demonstrated thiophene physisorbs on the coinage metal surfaces and chemisorbs on the reactive metal surfaces. Thiophene’s physisorption on the coinage metal surfaces is characterized by small adsorption energies, high adsorption heights, and minor perturbations to the electronic and geometric structure of the adsorbate/substrate
system. In contrast thiophene’s chemisorption on the reactive metals is characterized by large adsorption energies, low adsorption heights, and significant perturbations to the electronic and geometric structure of the adsorbate/substrate system. These trends of thiophene physisorbing on the coinage metal surfaces and chemisorbing on the reactive metal surfaces were also present when we studied the adsorption of thiophene on Cu(100) and Ni(100). While our results allow us to classify the strength of the thiophene/substrate interaction for these surfaces, they do not permit us to say much about the performance of each individual functional mainly due to a lack of experimental results. With the limited experimental results we possess and looking at the description our chosen functionals gave of pyridine on transition metal surfaces, we were able to scrutinize the performance of the revPBE-vdW functional and the rPW86-vdW2 functionals. We were also able to tentatively put forth optB88-vdW as the best functional to model thiophene on these surfaces.

More importantly though, we again noted several similarities between our calculations of thiophene on transition metal surfaces and our calculations of pyridine on transition metal surfaces. For example, for both thiophene and pyridine on transition metal surfaces we observed that the opt-type functionals always calculated the largest adsorption energies. On the coinage metal surfaces we noted that the PBE functional always computed the smallest adsorption energies, and on the reactive metal surfaces the revPBE-vdW and the rPW86-vdW2 functionals always computed the largest adsorption energies. This suggests a certain degree of transferability of our results. The trends we observe for thiophene and pyridine on transition metal surfaces should hold for other organic molecules on transition metal surfaces. As a result,
the screening of our methods in this dissertation may be widely applied to any system of organic molecules on transition metal surfaces.

3.6 Using SCAN+rVV10 to Explore Thiophene on Ag, Rh, and Ir(100)

Until now we have only looked at the same six functionals: PBE, optB86b-vdW, optB88-vdW, optPBE-vdW, revPBE-vdW, and rPW86-vdW2. We now move on and study the SCAN+rVV10 functional. Specifically we utilize the SCAN+rVV10 functional to study the adsorption thiophene on the Ag, Rh, and Ir(100) surfaces. In the previous sections we demonstrated the superior performance of the optB88-vdW and optB86b-vdW functionals. Therefore we compare our SCAN+rVV10 results to results obtained using the optB88-vdW functional. By using SCAN+rVV10, a meta-GGA functional, and comparing its results to the results computed using optB88-vdW, a standard GGA functional, we hope to determine whether meta-GGA functionals can provide a better description of organic molecules on transition metal surfaces and justify their increased computational time. Moreover, as we explored thiophene on Ag(100) and Rh(100) using the optB88-vdW functional we do not need to run any more optB88-vdW calculations for those surfaces. For Ir(100) we have not ran any optB88-vdW calculations and, therefore, need to run calculations of thiophene on Ir(100) using optB88-vdW. Finally, we chose the Ag, Rh, and Ir(100) surfaces to have a mix of both reactive and coinage metal surfaces as our previous results demonstrated two distinct adsorption trends on these two classes of surfaces.

In the first subsection of this section we present our computational details. In the second subsection we discuss the equilibrium adsorption sites and the stability of all the initial adsorption sites. In the third subsection we present an energetic and geometric analysis of the
equilibrium adsorption configurations including adsorption heights and energies. In the fourth subsection we study the electronic properties of the equilibrium adsorption configurations including the change in the surface’s work function, the charge transfer to the molecule, and the change in the surface’s d-band. In the final subsection we present our conclusions.

3.6.1 Computational Details

We perform all calculations using VASP version 5.4.4., which utilizes the PAW method. To model our surfaces we again use 5 layer slabs with each layer measuring 3 by 3 atoms, a (3x3) unit cell. We place at least 20 Å of vacuum in between neighboring slabs to avoid interactions between neighboring slabs in the z-direction. We construct each slab with the theoretical lattice constants listed in Table 20. Furthermore, we allow the molecule and the surface to relax separately before we place the molecule on the surface. Once on the surface we allow all coordinates of the molecule/substrate system to undergo structural relaxation except the bottom two layers of the substrate which we hold at their positions in the relaxed substrate. To achieve structural relaxation we use the CG method. All together we try 12 different adsorption sites which we illustrate in figure 17. When we place the molecule in one of these adsorption sites we make sure that the S atom of the molecule sits approximately 2.7 Å above the surface.

Table 20: Calculated lattice constants for Rh, Ag, and Ir using optB88-vdW and SCAN+rVV10. Experimental lattice constants are also given for comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Rh(Å)</th>
<th>Ag(Å)</th>
<th>Ir(Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW</td>
<td>3.846</td>
<td>4.147</td>
<td>3.887</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAN+rVV10</td>
<td>3.774</td>
<td>4.058</td>
<td>3.784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiment</td>
<td>3.793</td>
<td>4.063</td>
<td>3.832</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[^{29}\text{Ref. 201}\] \[^{71}\text{Ref. 202}\]
Finally to model the exchange-correlation interaction we utilize the optB88-vdW functional and the SCAN+rVV10 functional. We also set the plane wave energy cutoff at 400 eV, set the force criterion at 0.02 eV/Å, and sample the BZ using a 6x6x1 Monkhorst-Pack grid. To access the stability of each adsorption site we again use equation 61. Using equation 61 one will remember that a higher adsorption energy corresponds to a more stable adsorption site.

3.6.2 Equilibrium Adsorption Configurations

After running all of our calculations we find that all of our chosen configurations are stable or metastable on Ag(100), meaning that thiophene sticks to its initial adsorption site on Ag(100). Figure 25 a) plots the adsorption energies of thiophene on each adsorption configuration on Ag(100). From figure 25 a) we note that both SCAN+rVV10 and optB88-vdW predict nearly identical adsorption energies for thiophene on Ag(100). Additionally they both predict hollow45 to be the most energetically favorable adsorption site. They also both predict v-bridge0 to be the most energetically favorable vertical adsorption site, and they both predict flat adsorption sites to be much more stable than vertical adsorption sites.
Figure 25: Adsorption energies for thiophene on a) Ag(100), b) Rh(100), and c) Ir(100) as calculated using the SCAN+rVV10 functional and the optB88-vdW functional. Unstable adsorption sites are denoted with an arrow pointing from the initial adsorption site to the final adsorption site. Unstable adsorption sites that lead to new adsorption sites are labeled with a *.

On Rh(100), see figure 25 b) which plots the adsorption energies of thiophene on each adsorption configuration on Rh(100), we note SCAN+rVV10 and optB88-vdW also agree on these three features. They agree that hollow45 is the most energetically favorable adsorption site, that v-bridge0 is the most energetically favorable vertical adsorption site, and that the flat adsorption sites are much more stable than the vertical adsorption sites. However on Rh(100) SCAN+rVV10 and optB88-vdW now disagree about the overall strength of the thiophene/Rh(100) interaction with the SCAN+rVV10 functional predicting a systematic increase in the adsorption energy over the optB88-vdW functional. In addition to disagreeing about the strength of the thiophene/Rh(100) interaction both functionals now also disagree about the stability of several adsorption sites. We denote unstable adsorption sites in figure 25 b) in one of two ways. If thiophene in the unstable adsorption site moves to an adsorption site illustrated in figure 17 we denote the unstable adsorption site with an arrow pointing from the initial adsorption site towards the final adsorption site. We use a 0.03 eV energy cutoff to determine if the unstable adsorption site moves to an adsorption site illustrated in figure 17; that is the final adsorption site must be within 0.03 eV of one of the adsorption sites illustrated in
From figure 17 b) we note that optB88-vdW predicts atop45 and bridge45 to move to hollow45, and bridge0 to move to atop0. The SCAN+rVV10 functionals agrees with optB88-vdW that bridge45 and atop45 should move to hollow45, but it also predicts bridge0 to move almost to hollow45 and v-bridge0 to move almost to v-atop0. We say almost as these final configurations were relatively close to hollow45 and v-atop0. However they fail the 0.03 eV energy cutoff, and thus we classify them as “new” adsorption sites. The adsorption energy of the v-bridge0 configuration is not within 0.03 eV of the adsorption energy of v-atop0 most likely to thiophene acquiring a 23° tilt angle away from the surface normal during relaxation in the v-bridge0 configuration. The bridge0 adsorption energy is not within 0.03 eV of the adsorption energy of hollow45 most likely due to the molecule acquiring a small amount of rotation about the z-axis compared to hollow45 when initially placed in bridge0.

On Ir(100) too we notice that optB88-vdW and SCAN+rVV10 disagree about the stability of some of the initial adsorption sites. The optB88-vdW functional predicts atop0 to move to bridge0, and atop45 and bridge45 to move to hollow45. The SCAN+rVV10 functional, while agreeing that atop0 moves to bridge0 and atop45 moves to hollow45 predicts v-hollow0 to move to v-bridge0, v-bridge90 to move to v-atop0, and thiophene in bridge45 to spontaneously break a single C-S bond, resulting in the adsorption site pictured in figure 19. SCAN+rVV10 predicts thiophene in this broken adsorption configuration to possess the largest adsorption energy in contrast to optB88-vdW which predicts thiophene in hollow45 to possess the largest adsorption energy. Overall, similar to what we observed on Rh(100), the SCAN+rVV10 functional
calculates much larger adsorption energies for thiophene on Ir(100) than optB88-vdW. Sill both functionals agree that v-bridge0 is the most stable vertical adsorption site and that the flat adsorption sites are much more stable than the vertical adsorption sites.

Clearly some rather large discrepancies exist between the results of SCAN+rVV10 and optB88-vdW for thiophene on our two reactive metal surfaces, Ir(100) and Rh(100). The SCAN+rVV10 functional predicts larger adsorption energies and different adsorptions sites to be unstable on Rh(100) and Ir(100) than optB88-vdW. More impressively though, SCAN+rVV10 predicts thiophene to spontaneously break a single C-S bond over bridge45 on Ir(100) like thiophene ruptured on Ni(100). Moreover, the SCAN+rVV10 functional predicts this new adsorption site to be more stable than hollow45. In order to explore these discrepancies further we discuss, in detail, the adsorption geometry and energetics of the equilibrium adsorption sites.

3.6.3 Adsorption Heights, Energies, and Other Structural Information

In order to further understand the discrepancies between optB88-vdW and SCAN+rVV10 we list in table 21 the adsorption energies ($E_{\text{ads}}$), the adsorption heights (H), the C-S bond lengths, the buckling of the first layer of the surface, and the tilt angle ($\Theta$) of the molecule relative to the surface for thiophene adsorbed on Ag, Rh ,and Ir(100) in the highest adsorption energy configurations. We define the adsorption height in this section as the distance from the S atom to the nearest metal atom. Figure 26 a) also plots the adsorption energies for the highest adsorption energy configurations on each surface plus the adsorption energy of bridge45 on Ir(100) using optB88-vdW and the adsorption energy of hollow45 on Ir(100) using SCAN+rVV10 for comparison. We already discussed adsorption energies qualitatively in the previous section, but now we can discuss exact values. From figure 26 a) and table 21 we note, as was stated in the
previous section, that SCAN+rVV10 and optB88-vdW predict thiophene to have nearly the same adsorption energy on Ag(100), within 0.01 eV. In contrast on Rh(100) and Ir(100), as we again mention in the previous section, SCAN+rVV10 predicts much higher adsorption energies than optB88-vdW. Explicitly we note that SCAN+rVV10 predicts nearly a 20% enhancement of thiophene’s adsorption energy on Ir(100) and nearly a 23% enhancement of thiophene’s adsorption energy on Rh(100). Clearly SCAN+rVV10 handles the adsorption of thiophene on these two reactive surfaces much differently than optB88-vdW.

Table 21: Adsorption energies ($E_{\text{ads}}$), adsorption heights (H), C-S bond lengths, buckling of the first layer of the substrate, and tilt angle of the molecule relative to the surface plane (\(\Theta\)) for thiophene adsorbed in the hollow45 configuration on Ag, Rh, and Ir(100), and in the bridge45 configuration on Ir(100).  * Note optB88-vdW predicts thiophene to move from bridge45 to hollow45 on Ir(100).  ** Note SCAN+rVV10 predicts thiophene to break over bridge45 on Ir(100).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional/Adsorption Site</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>$E_{\text{ads}}$ (eV)</th>
<th>H (Å)</th>
<th>C-S (Å)</th>
<th>Buckling (Å)</th>
<th>(\Theta^{(\circ)})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCAN+rVV10/hollow45</td>
<td>Ag(111)</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>2.84</td>
<td>1.71/1.71</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/hollow45</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>2.95</td>
<td>1.72/1.72</td>
<td>0.03</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAN+rVV10/hollow45</td>
<td>Rh(111)</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>1.80/1.80</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/hollow45</td>
<td></td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>1.82/1.82</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAN+rVV10/bridge45**</td>
<td>Ir(111)</td>
<td>4.09</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>1.80/3.00</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAN+rVV10/hollow45</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>1.82/1.82</td>
<td>0.17</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/bridge45*</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>1.84/1.84</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/hollow45</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>1.84/1.84</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 26: Adsorption energies ($E_{\text{ads}}$), and adsorption heights (H) for thiophene adsorbed in the hollow45 configuration on Ag, Rh, and Ir(100), and in the bridge45 configuration on Ir(100). Note optB88-vdW predicts thiophene to move from bridge45 to hollow45 on Ir(100), and SCAN+rVV10 predicts thiophene to break over bridge45 on Ir(100).

Despite SCAN+rVV10’s prediction of thiophene’s much higher adsorption energies on the reactive metal surfaces, SCAN+rVV10 predicts thiophene to sit only slightly lower on the Ir(100) and Rh(100) surfaces than optB88-vdW. Figure 26 b) plots the adsorption heights of thiophene on Ag, Rh, Ir (100) in the hollow45 configuration and in the bridge45 configuration on Ir(100). From figure 26 b) and table 21 we see that SCAN+rVV10 calculates adsorption heights of 2.25 Å on Rh(100), and of 2.28 Å and 2.29 Å on Ir(100) while optB88-vdW calculates adsorption heights of 2.29 Å on Rh(100), and of 2.33 Å on Ir(100). On Ag(100) too, SCAN+rVV10 predicts slightly lower adsorption heights than optB88-vdW with SCAN+rVV10 predicting an adsorption height of 2.84 Å and optB88-vdW predicting an adsorption height of 2.95 Å. These slightly smaller adsorption heights further indicate the SCAN+rVV10 functional estimates a larger thiophene/substrate interaction than the optB88-vdW functional. Bear in mind though the differences in adsorption height between these two functionals are approaching the
limit of the accuracy of our calculations. The buckling of the first layer of the substrate more potently suggests that SCAN+rVV10 binds thiophene more strongly to the Ir(100) and Rh(100) surface than optB88-vdW. The SCAN+rVV10 functional predicts the Rh(100) and Ir(100) substrates to buckle up to 0.03 Å and 0.14 Å more than the optB88-vdW functional, respectively. As we already discussed though, perhaps the most telling sign of SCAN+rVV10 predicting a larger thiophene/Ir(100) interaction than optB88-vdW is that SCAN+rVV10 predicts thiophene to rupture over Ir(100) in the bridge45 site. This breaking of thiophene is characterized by the breaking of a C-S bond. The distance between the S atom and the cleaved C atom is 3.00 Å compared to the 1.80 Å distance between the S atom and the intact C atom. The rest of the results for C-S bond lengths in table 21 reveal that optB88-vdW, neglecting the case where thiophene breaks over Ir(100), generally predicts longer C-S bond lengths than SCAN+rVV10. This is quite interesting considering all the geometric results we have described thus far indicate SCAN+rVV10 predicts a stronger interaction of thiophene with Rh(100) and Ir(100), and a stronger thiophene/substrate interaction is usually accompanied by longer C-S bonds. The reason for this oddity is unknown and perhaps deserves further study. Finally, we note that both functionals predict thiophene to sit flat on these surfaces with a tilt angle relative to the surface of less than 2°.

So far we have established that SCAN+rVV10 and optB88-vdW provide similar descriptions of thiophene on Ag(100). The similar description these two functionals provide of the thiophene/Ag(100) system may be due to the large distance thiophene sits over Ag(100). At these distances the nonlocal correlation term describing the vdW interaction tends to dominate more. It may be that the vdW and the rVV10 correlation functionals handle the long range
thiophene/Ag(100) interaction in a similar manner. On Ir(100) and Rh(100) thiophene bonds much closer to the surface allowing the SCAN functional to contribute more to the description of the adsorption process. While SCAN+rVV10 definitely supplies a different description of thiophene on Rh(100) and Ir(100) than optB88-vdW, it is difficult to say which functional performs better due to a lack of experimental results. However a recent theoretical study by Patra and colleagues found SCAN to overbind CO on a variety of transition metal surfaces compared to PBE. They suggest this error is a density-driven error [160]. There are two main types of errors one makes when approximating the exact exchange-correlation functional, a functional error and a density-driven error. The functional error is the energy difference between the application of your functional to the exact density and application of the exact functional to the exact density [160]. The density-driven error is the energy difference between applying your functional to its self-consistent density and applying your functional to the true density [160]. For most functionals, functional errors dominate. For SCAN, Patra and coworkers argue SCAN’s error on CO results from a density-driven error. Specifically they claim the error arises from a density-driven self-interaction error. They further assert that this error leads to spurious charge transfer between the CO molecule and the surface [160]. They also claim that this error is most likely present for most to all molecule/transition metal surface systems [160]. We already observe that SCAN+rVV10 binds thiophene more strongly to Rh(100) and Ir(100) than optB88-vdW. If we also observe that SCAN+rVV10 predicts more charge transfer from the surface to the thiophene molecule than optB88-vdW it may be that SCAN+rVV10 provides a poor description of thiophene on Rh(100) and Ir(100). The SCAN+rVV10 functional may overbind thiophene to Rh(100) and Ir(100).
3.6.4 Electronic Analysis

In order to study if SCAN+rVV10 overbinds thiophene to Rh(100) and Ir(100) we perform an electronic structure analysis of the adsorbate/substrate system. We calculate and list in table 22 the charge transfer to the thiophene molecule ($\Delta q$), the change in the center ($\Delta C$) and the width ($\Delta W$) of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate, and the change in the work function of the surface ($\Delta \Phi$) for thiophene adsorbed in the hollow configuration on Ag, Rh, and Ir(100), and in the bridge configuration on Ir(100). For convenience figure 27 plots the charge transfer for thiophene adsorbed in the hollow configuration on Ag, Rh, and Ir(100), and in the bridge configuration on Ir(100). From figure 27 and table 22 we notice that SCAN+rVV10, across all metals, indeed predicts the thiophene molecule to take much more charge from the surface than optB88-vdW. Specifically we observe that SCAN+rVV10 calculates thiophene to take 0.3 (–e) more charge from Ag(100), 0.6 (–e) more charge from Rh(100), and up to 0.7 (–e) more charge from Ir(100) than optB88-vdW. This large amount of charge that SCAN+rVV10 predicts thiophene to take from the surfaces along with SCAN+rVV10’s large adsorption energies for these systems supports the claim made by Patra and coworkers. Just as SCAN predicts an overbinding of CO to transition metal surfaces [160], the SCAN+rVV10 functional probably predicts an overbinding of thiophene to Rh(100) and Ir(100) due to a density-driven self-interaction error. This suggests that the optB88-vdW functional, a GGA functional, outperforms the SCAN+rVV10 functional, a meta-GGA functional, for these types of organic molecule/transition metal substrate systems, which is disappointing considering SCAN+rVV10 is much more computationally expensive than optB88-
vdW. This result also highlights the fact that just because a functional is, in theory, more
accurate does not mean it will outperform less accurate functionals for every system.

Table 22: The charge transfer from the surface to the thiophene molecule ($\Delta q$), the change in the
width ($\Delta W$) and the center ($\Delta C$) of the d-band of the atoms that compose the first layer of the
substrate, and the change in the surface’s work function ($\Delta \Phi$) for thiophene adsorbed in the
hollow45 configuration on Ag, Rh, and Ir(100), and in the bridge45 configuration on Ir(100). * Note
optB88-vdW predicts thiophene to move from bridge45 to hollow45 on Ir(100). ** Note
SCAN+rVV10 predicts thiophene to break over bridge45 on Ir(100).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional/Adsorption Site</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>$\Delta q$(-e)</th>
<th>$\Delta W$(eV)</th>
<th>$\Delta C$(eV)</th>
<th>$\Delta \Phi$(eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCAN+rVV10/hollow45</td>
<td>Ag(111)</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/hollow45</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>-0.07</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAN+rVV10/hollow45</td>
<td>Rh(111)</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>-0.18</td>
<td>-1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/hollow45</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>-1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAN+rVV10/bridge45**</td>
<td>Ir(111)</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>-0.28</td>
<td>0.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAN+rVV10/hollow45</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>-0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/bridge45*</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/hollow45</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-1.23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 27: The charge transfer from the surface to the thiophene molecule (Δq) for thiophene adsorbed in the hollow45 configuration on Ag, Rh, and Ir(100), and in the bridge45 configuration on Ir(100). Note optB88-vdW predicts thiophene to move from bridge45 to hollow45 on Ir(100), and SCAN+rVV10 predicts thiophene to break over bridge45 on Ir(100).

Moving on, the results for the change in the center and width of the d-band of the atoms that compose the first layer of the surface appear to be good indicators of the strength of thiophene’s interaction with each surface. The change in the width and center of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate increase as Ag(100) < Rh(100) < Ir(100), which is the exact same trend for the adsorption energies. Moreover, the results for the change in the width and center of the d-band of each surface also fits into the narrative that SCAN+rVV10 overbinds thiophene to Rh(100) and Ir(100), or least demonstrates again that SCAN+rVV10 bonds thiophene more
strongly to Rh(100) and Ir(100) than optB88-vdW. Both SCAN+rVV10 and optB88-vdW predict the d-band of the Ir(100) and Rh(100) surface to widen and shift away from the Fermi energy. The SCAN+rVV10 functional, however, consistently predicts more widening and a larger shift of the surface’s d-band than optB88-vdW. SCAN+rVV10 predicts the d-band of the Rh(100) surface to widen by 0.21 eV and shift 0.18 eV away from the Fermi energy while optB88-vdW predicts the d-band of the Rh(100) surface to widen by 0.16 eV and shift 0.17 eV away from the Fermi energy. Furthermore on Ir(100), SCAN+rVV10 predicts the d-band of the surface to widen up to 0.38 eV and shift up to 0.28 eV away from the Fermi energy while optB88-vdW only predicts the d-band of the surface to widen by 0.23 eV and shift by 0.21 eV away from the Fermi energy. These results again indicate that SCAN+rVV10 bonds thiophene more strongly to Rh(100) and Ir(100) than optB88-vdW. Finally on Ag(100) we note both SCAN+rVV10 and optB88-vdW predict thiophene causes about the same modification to the d-band of the surface. This is consistent with our previous analysis which also demonstrated SCAN+rVV10 and optBB8-vdW provide a similar description of thiophene on Ag(100).

The last quantity we list in table 22 is the change in the surface’s work function upon the adsorption of thiophene. On Ir(100) we note optB88-vdW predicts a much larger change in the surface’s work function than SCAN+rVV10. This agrees well with results of the charge transfer. If we will remember our discussion in section 3.2 an adsorbate can change the surface dipole, and thus the work function of the surface, in several ways. It can lower the surface dipole through the “pushback” effect where the electron clouds of the adsorbate “pushback” the charge at the surface. The adsorbate can exchange charge with the surface, modifying the surface dipole. Finally if the molecule has a dipole moment oriented perpendicular to the surface or if
the adsorption process induces a geometric distortion in the molecule that creates a dipole moment oriented perpendicular to the surface then the molecule’s dipole can interact with and change the surface dipole. In the case of thiophene the molecular dipole must be induced by the surface as thiophene in the gas phase does not possess a dipole moment perpendicular to its molecular plane. Now SCAN+rVV10 predicts thiophene to take much more charge from Ir(100) than optB88-vdW. This extra charge in the interface region, in theory, would counteract the “pushback” effect and increase the surface dipole leading SCAN+rV10 to predict thiophene covered Ir(100) to have a higher work function than optB88-vdW, which is precisely what we calculate. This simple correlation between charge transfer to the molecule and change in the surface’s work function breaks down, however, when we look at Rh(100) and Ag(100). On these surfaces SCAN+rVV10 again predicts thiophene to take more charge from the surface than optB88-vdW yet both functionals predict nearly the same change in each surface’s work function. Clearly on these surfaces there is a complex competition between the charge transfer, the “pushback” effect, and possibly even a molecular dipole effect. To that end we group the change in the work function of the surface due to the charge transfer and the “pushback” effect into a quantity we label ΔΦchg. Thus the total change in the surface’s work function would be the sum of ΔΦchg and the change in the work function due to any induced molecular dipole moment, ΔΦmol, which we can directly calculate with VASP. VASP gives us a dipole moment, μmol.

Using this dipole moment we can calculate its contribution to the change in the work function using equation 62. Equation 62 is the change in a surface’s work function due to a dipole layer. It comes from the solution to the Helmholtz equation,

\[ \Delta \Phi = \frac{e}{\varepsilon_0 A} \mu \]  

(62)
where $e$ is the charge of an electron, $\varepsilon_0$ is the vacuum permeability, $A$ is the area of our surface, and $\mu$ is the dipole moment. Table 23 lists thiophene’s induced dipole moment perpendicular to the surface ($\mu_{\text{mol}}$), the change in the surface’s work function due to the molecular dipole moment ($\Delta \Phi_{\text{mol}}$), the change in the surface’s work function due to charge transfer and the “pushback effect” ($\Delta \Phi_{\text{chg}}$), as calculated by equation 63, and the total change in the surface’s work function ($\Delta \Phi$).

$$\Delta \Phi_{\text{chg}} = \Delta \Phi - \Delta \Phi_{\text{mol}}$$  \hspace{1cm} (63)

As one can see from table 23, on Ag(100) both functionals predict the “pushback” to contribute the most to the change in Ag(100)’s work function. The adsorption process on Ag(100) fails to induce a dipole moment in thiophene, and there is a small amount of charge transferred from the surface to thiophene. On Rh(100) the surface now induces a notable dipole moment in thiophene which helps to contribute to the decrease in the surface’s work function. Concerning charge transfer, the optB88-vdW functional predicts little charge transfer from Rh(100) to thiophene, and therefore the remaining decrease in the surface’s work function must result from the “pushback” effect. The SCAN+rVV10 functional, in contrast, predicts a large charge transfer from Rh(100) to thiophene. This charge transfer must be competing fiercely with the “pushback” effect, or most of the charge transfer to thiophene as predicted by SCAN+rV10 must be above the molecule as both SCAN+rVV10 and optB88-vdW predict thiophene to decrease Rh(100)’s work function by the same amount. On Ir(100) we note the surface induces an even larger dipole moment in thiophene than Rh(100), which is not surprising given that thiophene interacts more strongly with Ir(100) than Rh(100). The optB88-vdW functional calculates that
the “pushback” effect contributes alongside this induced molecular dipole moment to give the total decrease in Ir(100)’s work function. In contrast, SCAN+rVV10 predicts the large charge from the surface to Rh(100) to completely overwhelm the “pushback” effect, leading to a positive value for ΔΦchg, and a small overall decrease in Ir(100)’s work function.

Table 23: The induced dipole moment of thiophene perpendicular to the surface (μmol), the contribution to the change in the work function of the surface from the induced dipole moment of thiophene perpendicular to the surface (ΔΦmol), the contribution to the change in the work function of the surface from the charge transfer to the thiophene molecule and the “pushback” effect (ΔΦchg), and the total change in the surface’s work function (ΔΦ) for thiophene adsorbed in the hollow45 configuration on Ag, Rh, and Ir(100)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Functional/Adsorption Site</th>
<th>Surface</th>
<th>μmol(-e)</th>
<th>ΔΦmol(eV)</th>
<th>ΔΦchg(eV)</th>
<th>ΔΦ(eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SCAN+rVV10/hollow45</td>
<td>Ag(111)</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
<td>-0.09</td>
<td>-1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/hollow45</td>
<td>Rh(111)</td>
<td>-0.57</td>
<td>-0.53</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCAN+rVV10/hollow45</td>
<td>Ir(111)</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>-0.93</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>optB88-vdW/hollow45</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.6.5 Comparison to optB88-vdW and Conclusions

Overall we have seen that SCAN+rVV10 and optB88-vdW give a similar description of thiophene on Ag(100). This may be due to the weak nature of the interaction of thiophene with Ag(100) and the large adsorption heights associated with that weak interaction. At these large distances the rVV10 and vdW nonlocal correlation functionals, which both describe the long range interactions, may perform similarly. On our two reactive metal surfaces, Rh(100) and Ir(100), thiophene bonds much closer to the surface and we begin to notice significant differences in the performance of these two functionals. The SCAN+rVV10 functional predicts a consistent increase in the adsorption energy of thiophene on these surfaces compared to optB88-vdW. Along with these higher adsorption energies, SCAN+rVV10 predicts slightly
lower adsorption heights and a larger buckling of the surface than optB88-vdW. Perhaps the most telling sign of the difference in the performance of SCAN+rVV10 and optB88-vdW is that SCAN+rVV10 predicts the most energetically favorable adsorption site on Ir(100) to be when thiophene breaks apart over the bridge45 configuration. In contrast optB88-vdW predicts the most energetically favorable adsorption site on Ir(100) to be hollow45. In tandem with predicting a stronger thiophene/reactive metal surface interaction, SCAN+rVV10 also predicts much more charge transfer from the surface to thiophene than optB88-vdW. Moreover, a previous study of CO on various transition metal surfaces pointed out that SCAN is plagued by a density-driven self-interaction error. This error causes SCAN to both overbind CO on transition metal surfaces compared to PBE, and to predict a spurious amount of charge transfer to from the surface to CO. They also suggest that this error is probably present for other molecule/transition metal surface systems [160]. Given this study and our observation that SCAN+rVV10 predicts large adsorption energies and a large amount of charge transfer compared to our GGA type functional, optB88-vdW, we assert that SCAN+rVV10 suffers from the same error found in SCAN, namely SCAN+rVV10 predicts thiophene to overbind to Ir(100) and Rh(100).

This demonstrates again the importance of picking an optimal functional for your system. In the case of thiophene on reactive metal surfaces, opting for the SCAN+rVV10 functional may result in an overbinding of thiophene, spurious charge transfer, and an incorrect prediction of the surface’s work function. Compound these errors with the large computational cost of SCAN+rVV10 and we must strongly suggest using the optB88-vdW functional for any organic molecule/transition metal substrate system.
CHAPTER FOUR:
OTHER APPLICATIONS OF DENSITY FUNCTIONAL THEORY

Until now the focus of this dissertation has been screening the performance of various functionals using systems of small organic molecules on various transition metal surfaces. In this chapter we take the optB88-vdW functional, one of the functionals we found in the previous chapter to perform well, and apply it to systems of technological interest. In the first section of this chapter we study the adsorption of thiophene on various new transition metal surfaces including Cr(100), V(100), Ta(100), W(100), Mo(100), Nb(100), Al(100), and Co(10-10). This time we use these systems to model the hydrodesulfurization (HDS) process, the process used to remove S from petrochemicals and natural gas. This process is extremely important from an economic and environmental point of view. In the next section we look at polythiophenes on Au(111). Polythiophenes are often used in molecular electronic devices. However there is concern these molecules may break apart on substrates like Au, resulting in a less than optimal situation for the creation of a practical device. In the last section we study 5,14-dihydro-5,7,12,14-tetraazapentacene (DHTAP) on Cu(110). We investigate DHTAP, a derivative of pentacene, as an alternative to pentacene in organic electronic devices as pentacene has long-term stability issues under ambient conditions.

4.1 Studying the Initial Steps of Thiophene Hydrodesulfurization
The removal of sulfur from crude-oil feedstocks via HDS leads to cleaner fuels. As mentioned in the introduction of this chapter, the burning of S containing compounds in fuels contributes to smog and acid rain. In order to meet stricter environmental standards improving HDS catalysis has drawn a large amount of attention in recent decades [161]. To improve HDS catalysis many have focused on simple, sulfur containing probe molecules to extract key properties likely to be important to larger, more complicated sulfur containing molecules present in crude oil feedstocks [37, 162-178].

Thiophene, as noted, is one of the simplest sulfur containing compounds, but also one of the hardest to desulfurize [37], making it an ideal candidate to study HDS. Many studies detail the desulfurization of thiophene yet the process is still poorly understood [162-168]. The standard schools of thought predict thiophene can break apart in one of two parallel reaction pathways, the direct desulfurization pathway and the hydrogenative desulfurization pathway. In either case the reactants are thiophene and H₂ and the products are H₂S and other hydrocarbons, mainly butane. We chose to avoid putting H in our system to save computational time and too see if thiophene can spontaneously rupture over any other surfaces besides Ni(100). While industrially available catalysts are usually oxide supported multi-metallic sulfides many have chosen to study HDS reactions using single-crystalline systems such as Mo [173-181]. The rationale behind such a choice is to allow a more rapid screening of different materials while minimizing the impact to the results; the active sites in industrially available catalysis are often metal sites or S vacancies [173], which are exactly the sites available for study on single-crystalline surfaces.
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For the above reasons in this section we study the adsorption of thiophene on Cr(100), V(100), Ta(100), W(100), Mo(100), Nb(100), Al(100), and Co(10-10) in hopes of better understanding the HDS process. In the first subsection we provide the details of our calculation. In the second subsection we cover the adsorption energetics and geometry of any adsorption site/metal surface combinations that broke thiophene apart, and the most stable adsorption site on each metal surface that keeps thiophene intact. In the third subsection we discuss the charge transfer to the thiophene molecule for the same adsorption sites discussed in the last subsection. In the fourth subsection we delve into the change in the surface’s work function and the modification of the d-band of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate for the same adsorption sites discussed in the last two subsections. In the fifth subsection we try to map our data to known periodic HDS trends, and in the last subsection we present our conclusions.

### 4.1.1 Computational Details

We perform all calculations employing VASP version 5.4.4., which uses the PAW method. To model the exchange-correlation interaction we use the optB88-vdW functional, the functional we found in the previous chapter of this dissertation to give the best description of organic molecules on transition metal surfaces. Furthermore, we model our surfaces using 5 layer slabs with each layer measuring 3 by 3 atoms. To avoid slab/slab interaction in the z-direction we place at least 20 Å of vacuum in between slabs. We construct each slab using the theoretical lattice constants listed in table 24. We also list the experimental lattice constants in table 24 for comparison. After constructing the substrate and the molecule, we allow both systems to undergo complete structural relaxation before placing the molecule on the substrate. As the body-centered cubic (BCC)(100) and face-centered cubic (FCC)(100) surfaces share the same
symmetry we use the same adsorption sites on these surfaces. Specifically after the molecule and substrate relax separately, we place the molecule approximately with its S atom 2.7 Å above the surface in one of the 12 adsorption sites illustrated in figure 17. The hexagonal close packed (HCP) (10-10) surface, possessing a completely different geometry than both the FCC(100) surface and the BCC(100) surface, necessitates the inclusion of new, different adsorption sites.

As the first two layers of the HCP(10-10) surface boast the same symmetry as the FCC(110) surface, on Co(10-10) we place thiophene with its S atom 2.7 Å above the surface in one of the 20 adsorption sites pictured in figure 13. As in the rest of this dissertation, we neglect accounting for the substrate’s geometry beyond the second layer in our choice of adsorption sites as the geometry of the third layer and beyond should only have minimal effects on the adsorption properties of the organic molecule.

Table 24: Calculated lattice constants for Al, Ir, W, Mo, Cr, Ta, Nb, V, and Co using the optB88-vdW functional. Experimental lattice constants, taken from reference 91, 182, or 183, are given for comparison.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal</th>
<th>optB88-vdW</th>
<th>Experimental</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>4.053</td>
<td>4.019182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ir</td>
<td>3.887</td>
<td>3.83291</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>3.178</td>
<td>3.161182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo</td>
<td>3.154</td>
<td>3.141182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr</td>
<td>2.834</td>
<td>2.880182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta</td>
<td>3.306</td>
<td>3.299182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb</td>
<td>3.317</td>
<td>3.293182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V</td>
<td>2.969</td>
<td>3.024182</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co</td>
<td>2.489,4.095</td>
<td>2.492,4.069183</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Finally, to achieve structural relaxation we use the CG method. We set the force criterion at 0.02 eV/Å, set the plane wave energy cutoff at 400 eV, and sample the BZ using a 6x6x1
Monkhorst-Pack grid. To access the stability of each adsorption site we use equation 61. With equation 61 a higher adsorption energy corresponds to a more stable adsorption site.

**4.1.2 Adsorption Energetics and Geometry**

In this subsection we explore the adsorption energetics and geometry of any adsorption site/transition metal surface combination that broke thiophene apart, and the most energetically favorable adsorption site on each transition metal surface that keeps thiophene intact. In fact thiophene breaks at least 1 C-S bond on Mo(100), W(100), Cr(100), Ta(100), Nb(100), and V(100). These broken configurations result in the highest adsorption energies on these surfaces. For the remainder of the surfaces, thiophene remains intact and the hollow45 configuration or the bridgeS1 configuration on Co(10-10) results in the largest adsorption energy. Figure 28 illustrates the adsorption geometry of any adsorption site/transition metal surface combination that broke at least one C-S bond. From figure 28 we note that thiophene breaks 1 C-S bond over Mo(100), 1 or 2 C-S bonds over W(100) and Cr(100), and 2 C-S bonds over V, Nb, and Ta (100). We also note the presence of 4 active sites. Thiophene could break a single C-S bond over bridge0, 1 or 2 C-S bonds over bridge45 or hollow0, and 2 C-S bond over atop45. In addition to specific active sites, thiophene assumes only a few final configurations after losing 1 or 2 C-S bonds. When thiophene breaks one C-S bond it may end up with its S atom and cleaved C atom straddling a single metal atom with the center of the molecule over a bridge site. We have already seen this site when thiophene breaks over Ni(100), and among the surfaces we study here it is the most popular configuration in which thiophene breaks only 1 C-S bond. The second configuration that results when thiophene breaks one C-S bond is that it may end up with its S atom and cleaved C atom straddling a single metal atom with the center of the molecule over a
hollow site. This configuration only occurs when thiophene breaks over Mo(100) in the hollow configuration. The last configuration that results when thiophene breaks one C-S bond is that it may end up with its S atom and cleaved C atom straddling a hollow site with the center of the molecule approximately over a metal atom. This configuration only occurs when thiophene breaks over W(100) in the bridge configuration. Moving further, when thiophene breaks two C-S bonds it usually results in atomic S and C_4H_4 on the surface. These products can assume several configurations on our (100) surfaces. First thiophene may break apart such that the S atom bonds to a hollow site and remaining hydrocarbon fragment bonds across a bridge site. Thiophene can assume this configuration on Cr(100), Ta(100), and W(100). Second thiophene may break apart such that the S atom still bonds to a hollow site but now the remaining hydrocarbon fragment bonds across a hollow site instead of a bridge site. This configuration only occurs when thiophene breaks apart over Ta(100) in the bridge45 configuration. Third thiophene may break apart such that the S atom bonds to a locally deformed 3-fold hollow site with the remaining hydrocarbon fragment bonded across a bridge site. Thiophene can assume this configuration on Nb(100) and Ta(100) after initially being placed in the atop45 configuration. Finally, thiophene may break apart to S and 2C_2H_2 on V(100). When the hydrocarbon fragment, C_4H_4, further degrades on V(100) the S atom and the two C_2H_2 molecules prefer to bond to hollow sites.
Figure 28: An illustration of any adsorption configurations that result in thiophene breaking at least one C-S bond.

As thiophene breaks a number of ways over these surfaces we list in table 25 the adsorption energies ($E_{ads}$), the S-Metal distances, the z-coordinate of the S atom minus the average of the z-coordinates of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate ($S_z$-Surface$_z$), and the buckling of the first layer of the substrate for each configuration that broke at least one C-S bond and the hollow45 configuration. As mentioned, for the surfaces that keep thiophene intact hollow45 or bridgeS1 for Co(10-10) yields the highest adsorption energy or in the case of thiophene Al(100) hollow45 ties for the highest adsorption energy with bridge0 and bridge45. From table 25, we note that among the transition metal surfaces that result in thiophene breaking
1 or 2 C-S bonds, adsorption sites that break more C-S bonds lead to a higher adsorption energy. This makes sense given that a larger thiophene/substrate interaction should be necessary to break more C-S bonds. For transition metal surfaces that result in multiple adsorption sites breaking one C-S bond we note the preferred final adsorption site is when thiophene ends up with its S atom and cleaved C atom straddling a single metal atom with the center of the molecule over a bridge site. For transition metal surfaces that result in multiple adsorption sites breaking two C-S bonds we note the preferred final adsorption site is when the S atom bonds to a hollow site and the remaining hydrocarbon fragment bonds across a bridge site. If we look at the adsorption energies by metal, figure 29 a) plots the adsorption energy for the highest adsorption energy configuration on each surface, we note the adsorption increases as Al(100) < Co(10-10) < Ir(100) < Nb(100) < Mo(100) < Ta(100) < Cr(100) < V(100) < W(100). From this trend we see that surfaces that left thiophene intact result in the lowest adsorption energies. This again makes sense given that a larger thiophene/substrate interaction should be necessary to break more C-S bonds. The Nb(100) results, however, challenge this notion. On Nb(100) thiophene breaks two C-S bonds and the resulting adsorption energy is lower than when thiophene only breaks a single C-S bond on Mo(100).
Table 25: Adsorption energy ($E_{\text{ads}}$), S-Metal distances, the z-coordinate of the S atom minus the average of the z-coordinates of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate ($S_z$-Surface$_z$), and the buckling of the first layer of the substrate for each configuration that broke at least one C-S bond and the hollow45 configuration on each transition metal surface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal/Adsorption Site</th>
<th>$E_{\text{ads}}$(eV)</th>
<th>S-Metal (Å)</th>
<th>($S_z$-Surface$_z$) (Å)</th>
<th>C-S(Å)</th>
<th>Buckling (°)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al(100)/hollow45</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>1.72/1.72</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co(10-10)/bridgeS1</td>
<td>1.90</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>1.81/1.81</td>
<td>0.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ir(100)/hollow45</td>
<td>3.42</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>1.84/1.84</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb(100)/atop45</td>
<td>4.27</td>
<td>2.37</td>
<td>1.97</td>
<td>3.13/3.13</td>
<td>0.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V(100)/atop45</td>
<td>7.17</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>1.18</td>
<td>3.15/3.16</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr(100)/bridge45</td>
<td>5.48</td>
<td>2.31</td>
<td>1.85</td>
<td>1.82/3.11</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr(100)/hollow0</td>
<td>6.87</td>
<td>2.34</td>
<td>1.44</td>
<td>3.27/3.90</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo(100)/bridge45</td>
<td>5.16</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>1.88</td>
<td>1.82/3.29</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo(100)/hollow0</td>
<td>4.59</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>1.81/2.93</td>
<td>0.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta(100)/atop45</td>
<td>4.37</td>
<td>2.35</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>3.11/3.11</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta(100)/bridge45</td>
<td>6.03</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>3.89/5.29</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta(100)/hollow0</td>
<td>6.14</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>3.75/3.75</td>
<td>0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W(100)/bridge0</td>
<td>4.66</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>2.06</td>
<td>1.82/3.11</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W(100)/bridge45</td>
<td>5.76</td>
<td>2.48</td>
<td>1.89</td>
<td>1.84/3.30</td>
<td>0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W(100)/hollow0</td>
<td>7.34</td>
<td>2.50</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>3.56/3.57</td>
<td>0.26</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To further explore this inconsistency we plot the S-Metal distances in figure 29 b) for the adsorption sites with the highest adsorption energy on each surface. Configurations that broke one C-S bonds are denoted by a dot. Configurations that broke two C-S bonds are denoted by two dots. We will again remind the reader we list these values in table 25 for a larger assortment of adsorption sites. From figure 29 b) and table 25 we note a relatively narrow range of S-Metal distances. With the exception of Al(100), where we observe very large S-Metal distances, we observe S-Metal distances ranging from 2.27 Å to 2.56 Å. This is reminiscent of when we explored thiophene on Rh, Pt, and Pd(100) where we observed similar S-Metal distances across all three substrates. For those systems, and these systems too, there appears to be some optimal S-Metal distance that does not change readily with the element in the surface. For that reason,
we also plot \((S_z\text{-Surface}_z)\) in figure 29 b) for the adsorption sites with the highest adsorption energy on each surface. We will again remind the reader we list these values in table 25 for a larger assortment of adsorption sites. \((S_z\text{-Surface}_z)\) as one will remember is the \(z\)-coordinate of the S atom minus the average of the \(z\)-coordinates of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate, meaning it measures how close the S atom approaches the surface plane. Unlike the values of S-Metal the values of \((S_z\text{-Surface}_z)\) vary heavily with surface composition, and much more closely follow the adsorption energy trends. Thiophene on Al(100) and Ir(100) both give the highest values for \((S_z\text{-Surface}_z)\) and also the lowest adsorption energies. Our four surfaces that thiophene interacts the most strongly with, W(100), Ta(100), Cr(100), and V(100), are also the surfaces where the S atom sinks the closest to the surface plane. The values for \((S_z\text{-Surface}_z)\) also nicely explains why we calculate a relatively small adsorption energy on Nb(100). The S atom on Nb(100), with a \((S_z\text{-Surface}_z)\) value of 1.97 Å, remains relatively far from the surface. Why does the S atom on Nb(100) remain relatively far from the surface? We believe it is because thiophene, when it breaks apart on Nb(100), deforms the surface such that the S atom rests on a 3-fold hollow site instead of a 4-fold hollow site with the more compact geometry of the 3-fold hollow site preventing the S atom from further approaching the surface. The results of thiophene on Ta(100) in atop45 support this claim. On Ta(100) in atop45 thiophene breaks 2 C-S bonds, and deforms the surface such that the S atom sits on a deformed 3-fold hollow site. In this configuration the adsorption energy is much lower and the \((S_z\text{-Surface}_z)\) distance much higher than when thiophene breaks 2 C-S bonds over Ta(100) such that the S atom sits over a 4-fold hollow site. This effectively solves our mystery of the low adsorption energy of thiophene on Nb(100). Finally we should mention that the only surface in which the values of \((S_z\text{-Surface}_z)\)
and adsorption energy do not correlate well is Co(10-10). This almost certainly occurs because of the open nature of the (10-10) surface which allows the S atom to approach the surface without a strong interaction with the substrate.

![Figure 29: a) The adsorption energies , and b) (S-Surface, distances and S-Metal distances of thiophene adsorbed on Al(100), Co(10-10), Ir(100), Nb(100), V(100), Cr(100), Mo(100), Ta(100), and W(100) in the adsorption site that led to the highest adsorption energy. A single dot over a bar means that thiophene broke one C-S bond in the highest adsorption energy configuration on that specific transition metal surface. A double dot over the bar means that thiophene broke two C-S bonds in the highest adsorption energy configuration on that specific transition metal surface.](image)

Moving on to the rest of the data in table 25, we observe short C-S bond lengths for thiophene on Al(100). This fits the narrative already established by the small adsorption heights and large adsorption energies we observe on this surface, namely that thiophene interacts weakly with Al(100). On Co(10-10) and Ir(100) we calculate much larger C-S bond lengths, 1.81Å to 1.84Å, which is indicative of thiophene’s stronger interaction with these surfaces. Moving on, when thiophene breaks 1 C-S bond the remaining C-S bond takes on this range of values too, 1.81Å to 1.84Å. In contrast the severed C-S bond distance sits in a much larger range of values, 2.93 Å to 3.30 Å. We calculate an even larger range of C-S distances when thiophene breaks 2 C-S bonds,
3.11 Å to 5.29 Å. This large flexibility in the C-S distances when thiophene breaks 2 C-S is to be expected though as when thiophene completely breaks apart we are measuring the distances between atomic sulfur and parts of a hydrocarbon fragment instead of measuring distances between atoms in the same molecule. Moreover, the final resting place of S atom and the hydrocarbon fragment may vary greatly from adsorption site to adsorption site given our low coverage. Moving on to the buckling of the first layer of the substrate, we observe a buckling of the first layer of the substrate in the range of 0.05 Å to 0.16 Å when thiophene remains intact, 0.16 Å to 0.22 Å when thiophene breaks 1 C-S bond, and 0.17 Å to 0.57 Å when thiophene breaks 2 C-S bonds. If it was not for thiophene on Cr(100) in the hollow0 configuration where thiophene breaks 2 C-S bonds and the first layer of the substrate only buckles 0.17 Å, all the adsorption sites that broke 2 C-S bonds would buckle the surface more than the adsorption sites that broke only 1 C-S bond. This indicates that the buckling of the first layer of the substrate is a good indicator of the molecule/surface interaction strength.

From the small buckling of the surface, unperturbed C-S bonds, large \((S_z-\text{Surface}_z)\) distances, and small adsorption energies, we note that thiophene interacts quite weakly with Al(100). We attribute this weak interaction of thiophene with Al(100) to Al’s lack of d-orbitals, which interact strongly with thiophene’s molecular orbitals. We also demonstrate that thiophene can indeed break apart over these transition metal surfaces. When thiophene breaks apart over these surfaces we note very large adsorption energies, up to 7.34 eV. This would indicate that once thiophene breaks apart over these transition metal surfaces it is quite hard to remove the S atom and remaining hydrocarbon fragment from the surface. This suggests, in agreement at the very least with the available literature documenting the interaction of thiophene on Mo [177,178], that
after the initial layer of thiophene decomposes over these surfaces further thiophene desulfurization occurs over an adsorbed overlayer of S and C.

4.1.3 The Desulfurization of Thiophene as a Process Mediated by Charge Transfer Process

To gain even more insight about the desulfurization process we calculate the charge the thiophene molecule gains upon adsorption. Table 26 lists the charge thiophene gains in the highest adsorption energy configuration and the hollow45 configuration on each transition metal surface, $\Delta q_{\text{mol}}$. From table 26 there appears to be a weak correlation between the charge transfer to the thiophene molecule and the number of C-S bonds broken, meaning the desulfurization process may be triggered by charge transfer. The configurations that keep thiophene intact result in thiophene gaining at most 1.6 (-e) from the surface. The configuration in which thiophene breaks one C-S bond results in thiophene gaining 1.7 (-e) from the surface, and the remaining configurations in which thiophene breaks completely apart result in the remnants of thiophene acquiring at least 2.1 (-e) from the surface. To explore this apparent trend in detail, in figure 30 a) we plot the average of the two C-S distances vs. the charge transfer to the thiophene molecule for each flat configuration. In figure 30 we also include the data for thiophene on Ni(100) as thiophene breaks one C-S bond on Ni(100). The green circle in figure 30 a) groups all the configurations in which thiophene breaks two C-S bonds, the red circle in figure 30 a) groups all the configurations in which thiophene breaks one C-S bond, and the purple circle in figure 30 a) groups all the configurations in which thiophene remains intact. From figure 30 a) we note that there is indeed a weak correlation between the charge transfer to the thiophene molecule and the number of C-S bonds broken. The adsorption sites that break two C-S bonds transfer more charge to the thiophene molecule, or rather the remnants of the thiophene molecule, than
adsorption sites that only break a single C-S bond. However, also evident from figure 30 a) is that there is significant overlap in the charge transfer to the thiophene molecule when thiophene breaks one C-S bond or remains intact. When thiophene gains ~0.7(-e) to ~1.7(-e) it may or may not break one C-S bond. As this demonstrates that the charge transfer to the thiophene molecule cannot perfectly predict whether or not thiophene will remain intact or break one C-S bond, we list in table 26 the charge the S atom gains in the highest adsorption energy configuration and the hollow45 configuration on each transition metal surface, \( \Delta q_s \). From table 26 we see that the values for the charge transfer to the S atom hint at a strong correlation between the charge the S atom gains and how many C-S bonds thiophene breaks. For the intact configurations thiophene’s S atom only gains at most 0.3 (-e), for our one configuration where thiophene breaks a single C-S bond the S atom gains 0.6 (-e), and for the rest of the configurations, where thiophene breaks two C-S bonds, the S atom takes over 1 (-e) from the surface. To further explore this possible trend in figure 30 b) we plot the average of the two C-S distances vs. the charge the S atom gains. In figure 30 b) three zones exist denoting intact thiophene, thiophene with one broken C-S bond, and thiophene with two broken C-S bonds. These three zones are now almost completely separated. If the S atom gains at least 1 (-e) then thiophene breaks two C-S bonds. Neglecting Ni(100), if the S atom gains at least 0.6 (-e) but less than 1 (-e) then thiophene breaks one C-S bond, and finally if the S atom gains less than 0.6 (-e) thiophene remains intact. As alluded to, thiophene on Ni(100) is the one outlier to this trend. If we place thiophene on Ni(100) the S atom only needs 0.4 (-e) before thiophene breaks one C-S bond. The reason thiophene on Ni(100) bucks the trend set by the other metal surfaces is unknown. Still even with the result of thiophene on Ni(100) we can make some strong
statements concerning the relationship between desulfurization and the charge transfer to the S atom. A charge transfer of approximately 1.0 (-e) to the S atom is both a sufficient and necessary condition for thiophene to break two C-S bonds. A charge transfer of 0.4 (-e) to the S atom is a necessary condition for thiophene to break one C-S bond. The desulfurization of thiophene, characterized by the breaking of C-S bonds, appears to be a process triggered by charge transfer. This framing of the desulfurization of thiophene as a process mediated by charge transfer agrees well with the literature. Previous studies claim that a C-S bond session is triggered by charge transfer from the substrate to thiophene’s lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), situated around its S atom [179,184].

Table 26: The charge transfer to the thiophene molecule ($\Delta q_{\text{mol}}$), and the charge transfer to the S atom ($\Delta q_s$) for thiophene on Cr(100), V(100), Ta(100), W(100), Mo(100), Nb(100), Al(100), and Co(10-10) in the highest adsorption energy configuration and in the hollow45 configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal/Adsorption Site</th>
<th>$\Delta q_{\text{mol}}$ (eV)</th>
<th>$\Delta q_s$ (Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al(100)/hollow45</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co(10-10)/bridgeS1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ir(100)/hollow45</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb(100)/atop45</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb(100)/hollow45</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V(100)/atop45</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V(100)/hollow45</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr(100)/hollow0</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr(100)/hollow45</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo(100)/bridge45</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo(100)/hollow45</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta(100)/hollow0</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta(100)/hollow45</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W(100)/hollow0</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W(100)/hollow45</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 30: a) The average of the two C-S distances vs. the charge transfer to the thiophene molecule, and b) the average of the two C-S distances vs. the charge transfer to the S atom for thiophene adsorbed on Ni(100), Cr(100), V(100), Ta(100), W(100), Mo(100), Nb(100), Al(100), and Co(10-10) in all the flat configuration. In b) thiophene takes only 0.4 (-e) from Ni(100), putting it in the “intact” section, yet thiophene breaks one C-S bond over Ni(100). Therefore, an arrow exists pointing from our one Ni(100) point to the single broken C-S bond section.

4.1.4 Work Function and Density of State Calculations

To further understand the nature of the desulfurization of thiophene on these surfaces we perform additional electronic structure analysis. Specifically, we calculate and list in Table 27 the change in the width ($\Delta W$) and center ($\Delta C$) of the d-band (p-band for Al(100)) of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate, and the change in the surface’s work function upon the adsorption of thiophene in the configuration with the highest adsorption energy and in the hollow configuration. From Table 27 we note that for Co(10-10) and Al(100) the change in the width and center of the d-band (p-band for Al(100)) are minimal. As thiophene interacts the most weakly with Al(100) and Co(10-10) it makes sense that we accordingly observe the p-band of Al(100) and the d-band of Co(10-10) to change only slightly. Turning our attention to Co(10-10), our one ferromagnetic surface, we note the spin up states and the spin down states widen by
approximately the same amount. However, the spins up states shift towards the Fermi energy while the spin down states shift away from the Fermi energy. The different values of the shift of the spin up states and the spin down states leads to an average decrease of the magnetic moment of the Co(10-10) surface of 0.16 μ₀/atom. We observed this same decrease of the average magnetic moment of the atoms that compose the first layer of Ni(100) surface upon the adsorption of thiophene. Thiophene appears to lower the average magnetic moment of ferromagnetic surfaces, which could prove useful for applications in organic electronic devices in the future. Moving on to the rest of the transition metal surfaces, we note that the d-band of the rest of the surfaces widens. This agrees well with our studies of thiophene on Ni(100) and Cu(100), and on Rh(100), Pt(100), Pd(100), Ag(100), and Au(100) where we observed thiophene to widen the d-band of those surfaces too. For the shift of the d-band of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate, we note the d-band of some of the surfaces shift away from the Fermi energy, Ir(100), Nb(100), W(100), Cr(100), and Mo(100), while the d-band of the rest of surfaces, V(100) and Ta(100), shift towards the Fermi energy. The reason for these differences among the different transition metal surfaces is unknown and perhaps deserves further study. Finally we note, among adsorption sites on the same transition metal surface, that adsorption sites that keep thiophene intact result in about the same amount of widening and shift of the surface’s d-band as adsorption sites that broke C-S bonds with perhaps the exception of W(100) and Mo(100). On these surfaces sites that broke C-S bonds result in a much larger shift of the surface’s d-band. Even with the results from Mo(100) and W(100), the change of the d-band of the atoms composing the first layer of the surface, interestingly, appears to be relatively insensitive to the state thiophene is in on the surface.
Table 27: Change in the width ($\Delta W$), and center ($\Delta C$) of the d-band (p-band for Al(100)) of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate, and the change in the work function ($\Delta \Phi$) for thiophene on Cr(100), V(100), Ta(100), W(100), Mo(100), Nb(100), Al(100), and Co(10-10) in the highest adsorption energy configuration and in the hollow45 configuration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal/Adsorption Site</th>
<th>$\Delta W$ (eV)</th>
<th>$\Delta C$ (Å)</th>
<th>$\Delta \Phi$ (eV)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al(100)/hollow45</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>-0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co(10-10)/bridgeS1 (Up/down)</td>
<td>0.10/0.09</td>
<td>0.09/-0.12</td>
<td>-0.66</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ir(100)/hollow45</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-1.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb(100)/atop45</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>0.23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nb(100)/hollow45</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>-0.12</td>
<td>-0.16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V(100)/atop45</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V(100)/hollow45</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>-0.26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr(100)/hollow0</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>-0.17</td>
<td>-0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr(100)/hollow45</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>-0.19</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo(100)/bridge45</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-0.30</td>
<td>-0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mo(100)/hollow45</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>-0.21</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta(100)/hollow0</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>0.14</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta(100)/hollow45</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W(100)/hollow0</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>-0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W(100)/hollow45</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>-0.24</td>
<td>-0.41</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Moving on, we also list the change in the surface’s work function ($\Delta \Phi$) upon the adsorption of thiophene in the configuration with the highest adsorption energy and in the hollow45 configuration. Among the transition metal surfaces that keep thiophene intact we note the change in the surface’s work function follows the trend in adsorption energy. Thiophene interacts the most weakly with Al(100) and we also observe the smallest change in Al(100)’s work function. Thiophene interacts the most strongly with Ir(100) and we also observe the largest change in Ir(100)’s work function. There exists no such trend on transition metal surfaces where thiophene breaks apart. For all the adsorption sites listed in table 27 where thiophene breaks apart we note either a small increase in the surface’s work function, in the case of Ta(100), V(100), and Nb(100), or a small decrease in the surface’s work function, in the case of
W(100), Mo(100), and Cr(100). The fact that the work function of these surfaces remains close to unchanged when thiophene breaks apart probably results from the large charge transfer from the surface to thiophene. This large charge transfer reduces the surface dipole and counteracts any initial change in the surface’s work function due to the “pushback” effect. Further evidence for this idea comes from the change in these surfaces’ work function when thiophene remains intact in the hollow configuration. In these cases we calculate a moderate decrease in the surface’s work function accompanied by a smaller charge transfer to the thiophene molecule. In any case, this difference in the calculated work function for thiophene broken on the substrate and intact on the substrate could be used as a powerful experimental tool to check if thiophene does indeed break apart over these surfaces.

4.1.5 Charge Transfer & Adsorption Energy vs Periodic HDS Trends

Thus far we have observed that the d-band of the atoms that compose the first layer of the substrate is relatively insensitive to whether thiophene remains intact or breaks apart over the surface. We have also framed the desulfurization of thiophene, as characterized by the breaking of C-S bonds, as a process mediated by charge transfer. Now we try to draw correlations between our data presented in the previous subsections to experimental HDS turnover rates. To that end in figure 31 we plot the experimental thiophene HDS turnover rates on transition metal sulfides, taken from reference 171, vs. our calculated charge transfer to thiophene’s S atom and the adsorption energy of thiophene, creating a so-called 3-D volcano plot. We divide our plot into four regions bounded by the lines $q \approx 0.05$ (-e) and $q \approx 0.5\times E - 0.625$ (-e). In region IV we note that thiophene suffers from a weak interaction with the surface, resulting in very low HDS turnover rates. In region III we note that thiophene induces too much charge transfer relative to
the strength of the thiophene/substrate interaction, resulting in low HDS turnover rates. Region I and II appear to be the optimal regions where we observe high HDS turnover rates. In these regions we also see both a strong correlation between the activity and, the adsorption energy and charge transfer. The HDS turnover rates appear to increase with decreasing adsorption energy, and decrease with respect to the amount the charge transfer to the S atom strays from the horizontal boundary line separating the two regions. These trends suggest the S atom hydrogenation or desorption may limit the overall HDS reaction rate. Finally the difference between region I and region II is that region I is an area steeply limited by charge transfer, which is why Pd(100), located in region I, exhibits both a lower adsorption energy and HDS turnover rate than either Rh(100) or Ir(100). Region II, in contrast, is characterized by a gradually charge-transfer inhibited area.

Figure 31: Previously reported thiophene HDS activities, taken from reference 171, plotted as a function of both adsorption energy and charge transfer to the S atom. Activities are represented using log-scaled, color-contrasted, contoured features.
In the past several groups have created similar “super-volcanoe-surfaces” by comparing the adsorption energies of several key steps in a given reaction pathway [185,186]. Our three-dimensional relation has the advantage of being much more computationally efficient. Instead of running multiple calculations on each different surface for each different reaction step we need, in theory, run only one structural relaxation per surface. We can extract both the adsorption energy and charge transfer to the molecule in one calculation. We also save computational time by exploring bare metal surfaces instead of the transition metal sulfides in their reaction environments. In this advantage also resides our method’s greatest weakness. Our method is only valid to the extent our vastly simplified systems relate to the “real” experimental systems. None the less, our method presents a refreshing approach to looking at the HDS process and possibly other reactions utilizing heterogeneous catalysis. Further testing is needed though to firmly establish whether our approach of using charge transfer and adsorption energy to model turnover rates can be used to predict new, more active catalysis.

4.1.6 Conclusions

Overall we have demonstrated thiophene can break apart over Cr(100), Nb(100), Ta(100), W(100), Mo(100), and V(100). This was the very first time it was shown, computationally, that thiophene can break C-S bonds on most of these transition metal surfaces. Furthermore, on V(100) this is the first time anyone has calculated thiophene to spontaneously break apart into atomic S and 2C₂H₂. Moreover our 3-D volcano plot of the experimental thiophene HDS turnover rates on transition metal sulfides, taken from reference 171, vs. our calculated charge transfer to thiophene’s S atom and adsorption energy of thiophene offers a possible new, efficient way to screen for active HDS catalysis. Further testing is needed though to confirm that
the charge transfer to the S atom and the adsorption energies of the thiophene on bare metal surfaces are related to the experimental HDS turnover rates on supported transition metal sulfides. Never the less we have confidently established a relationship between the charge transfer to the S atom and thiophene’s propensity to break C-S bonds on these surfaces. Thiophene’s desulfurization on these metals is triggered by a charge transfer process. Thiophene’s S atom needs at least 0.4 (-e) to break one C-S bond, and at least 1.0 (-e) to break two C-S bonds. In “real” HDS, thiophene on supported transition metal sulfides thiophene must, at some point, also break C-S bonds. Therefore, charge transfer is likely an integral part of the “real” HDS process. We have also demonstrated, in agreement with the available literature, that on bare metal surfaces further thiophene desulfurization, after the initial layer of thiophene is desulfurized, probably occurs on a layer of adsorbed S and C. Evidence for this statement comes from the large adsorption energies that occur when thiophene breaks apart on these surfaces. These large adsorption energies would make it difficult to remove thiophene from the surface once its C-S bonds break.

4.2 Polythiophenes on Au(111)

As stated previously, thiophene, in addition to being a HDS target, is a building block of larger, more complex molecules. These larger thiophene derivative π-conjugated systems show promise for use in molecular electronic applications [187-198]. Critical to the performance of these devices are the electron transport properties of the system, which are, in turn, determined
by the characteristics of the thiophene/electrode interface. If thiophene was to rupture on the electrode surface it could hinder the charge transport, which would be undesirable in a molecular electronic device. Now we have already demonstrated that thiophene can rupture over transition metal surfaces like Ni(100) or Mo(100). However recent studies have indicated that thiophene may also break apart on the less reactive coinage metals [196,197, 199-206] including Au, a popular electrode material.

In order to explore the possibility of Thiophene breaking over Au we perform calculations of thiophene (1T), bithiophene (2T), and terthiophene (3T) adsorbed on Au(111) in collaboration with our experimental associates. Our experimental associates use X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) to study the adsorption of a series of polythiophene molecules (nT, n = 1-4, 6), α, ω-diquaterthiophene (DH4T), and dihexylsexithiophene (DH6T) on Au(111) and Au films grown on mica. As we only study polythiophenes up to 3T, as a consequence of limited computational time, we will only focus on the experimental results of 1T, 2T, and 3T on Au(111) and Au films grown on mica. In order to facilitate a more direct comparison of our DFT results to the experimental XPS results we calculate the core level binding energy (CLBE) of the S 2p state. We also calculate the adsorption energy of each polythiophene on Au(111) and the geometrical properties of each substrate/adsorbate system.

In subsection one of this section we discuss our computational details. In the second subsection we discuss our results, both experimental and computational, for 1T. In the third subsection we discuss our results for 2T. In the fourth subsection we discuss our results for 3T, and in the last subsection we present our conclusions.
4.2.1 Computational Methods

We perform all calculations using VASP version 5.3.5., which utilizes the PAW method. Furthermore for all our calculations we use a 400 eV plane wave energy cutoff, sample the BZ using a 6x6x1 Monkhorst-Pack grid, and use a 0.02 eV/Å force criterion for structural relaxation, which we achieve using the CG method. To model the exchange-correlation interaction we use the optB88-vdW functional.

For our 1T calculations we construct our thiophene molecule and place it in several adsorption sites with its plane perpendicular or parallel to the Au(100) surface. To explore the possibility that thiophene breaks over Au(111) we study several systems in which the thiophene molecule assumes a possible broken configuration. First we study a broken thiophene alkene chain, (CH$_2$(CH$_3$)$_3$-SH). Then we study, for comparison, a short chain alkanethiol, (CH$_3$(CH$_2$)$_3$-SH). Finally we also study a broken thiophene metallocycle, a thiophene molecule with a broken C-S bond with an Au adatom incorporated into the ring structure. We illustrate all of these molecules in figure 32. For all these systems we run calculations in both a 4x4 and $\sqrt{7}x\sqrt{7}$ unit cell. In the $\sqrt{7}x\sqrt{7}$ unit cell, due to its small size, we only run calculations in which the molecule is standing vertical on the surface. Moreover in the $\sqrt{7}x\sqrt{7}$ unit cell we also model Au(111) using 6 layer slabs while in the 4x4 unit cell we model Au(111) using 5 layer slabs. In both unit cells we relax the molecule and the substrate separately before we place the molecule on the substrate except the broken thiophene metallocycle, which we cannot relax in the gas phase as it could reform back to thiophene. Finally, we allow all the coordinates of the molecule/substrate system to relax except the bottom two layers of the substrate which we hold at their values in the relaxed substrate.
For our 2T calculations we try several adsorption sites with the plane of the molecule perpendicular to the surface. To explore the possibility of bithiophene breaking over Au(100) we simply break a single one of bithiophene’s C-S bonds and allow it to relax. Given bithiophene’s large size we only allow it to relax in the 4x4 unit cell. Again we relax the molecule, with the exception of broken bithiophene as the molecule may reform during gas phase relaxation, and surface separately before placing the molecule on the surface. Once we place the intact molecule on the surface we allow all the atomic coordinates of the system to undergo full structural relaxation except the bottom two layers of the substrate which we hold at their values in the relaxed substrate. For broken bithiophene, in addition to holding the atomic coordinates of the bottom two layers of the substrate at their relaxed values, we also only let the
molecule relax in the z-direction to prevent the molecule from reforming and to save computational time.

For our 3T calculations we run all calculations on a 5x5 4 layer slab or a 2x6 4 layer slab. In both unit cells we explore configurations where the plane of the molecule is perpendicular to the surface. We only study flat configurations, configurations in which the plane of the molecule is parallel to the surface, in the 5x5 unit cell. For configurations where the plane of the molecule is perpendicular to the surface we look at two different kinds of configurations. In the 2x6 unit cell we look at configurations where the long axis of the molecule is either parallel or perpendicular to the surface. In the 5x5 unit cell we only look at configurations where the long axis of the molecule is parallel to the surface, see figure 33 which illustrates some of the initial terthiophene configurations we explore. Moreover, when we place terthiophene with its long axis parallel to the surface we explore configurations where one S atom points towards the surface or two S atoms point towards the surface, see figure 33 again. Moving on, in both unit cells we relax the molecule and the substrate separately before placing the molecule on the substrate. Once we place the molecule on the substrate we allow the top two layers of the substrate to undergo structural relaxation, and the molecule to undergo structural relaxation in only the z-direction to save time. To explore the possibility of terthiophene breaking apart we simply break one C-S bond and allow broken terthiophene to relax, also only in the z-direction, on the surface with its molecular plane perpendicular to the surface and its long axis parallel to the surface. Finally throughout this section we calculate the adsorption energies again using equation 61. With equation 61 a higher binding energy corresponds to a more stable adsorption site.
4.2.2 1T

In general our experimental collaborators find their XPS spectra could be fit with multiple doublet components. Specifically they find 2P<sub>3/2</sub> peaks lying approximately at (A) 161.10 eV, (B) 162.05 eV, (C) 163.75 eV, (C') 163.35 eV, and (D) 164.05 eV. Figure 34 displays the S2P XPS spectra for thiophene on Au evaporated on mica for two samples prepared under identical conditions. Figure 35 displays the S2P XPS spectra for thiophene on Au(111). From figure 34 and figure 35 we note that components A and B dominate the S2P XPS spectra for thiophene. For Au grown on mica the relative intensities of A and B can vary a great deal from sample to
sample, but in general component A seems to be of higher intensity. We also note the presence of a small C’ component in the spectra. When we move to thiophene on Au(111) the spectra is again dominated by components A and B, but this time with component B being more dominate than component A. Furthermore, a small C’ component is also present in the spectra. Finally, our experimental collaborators find that increasing the photon flux by 50 times leads to a steady increase in the C’ peak, indicating that this peak may be the result of X-ray damage to the sample.

Figure 34: XPS spectra with fits for 1T, 2T, and 3T on Au grown on mica.
In order to determine the origin of each component in the spectra we calculate and list in table 28 the S2P binding energies, adsorption energy, and the S-Au distances for thiophene and thiophene derivatives that could form from thiophene dissociation on Au(111). From table 28 we note that the adsorption energies for the metallocycle are quite low. In fact some configurations we put the metallocycle in leads to negative adsorption energies, indicating an unstable adsorption site. For this reason the presence of a broken thiophene metallocycle on the surface may be unlikely. As far as the adsorption energies of the other molecules, we note the adsorption energies increase going from the $\sqrt{7\times7}$ unit cell to the 4x4 unit cell, and increase going from vertical to flat adsorption sites. We also note that the alkene chain and the alkane chain yield, by far, the largest adsorption energies. Moving on to the S2P binding energies, we note a wide array of values for the S2P binding energies. Along with listing the values for the S2P binding energies in table 28, we also plot the S2P binding energies in figure 36. Each hash in figure 36 corresponds to a different adsorption site. From figure 36 and table 28 we note the magnitude of the S2P binding energies are higher when the molecule is in the presence of an adatom, and lower when the molecule is in the less compact 4x4 unit cell. We also note the S2P binding energies can vary modestly with adsorption site. More striking though, is that with the
exception of the case of thiophene standing up in the presence of an adatom the S2P binding energies for intact thiophene, broken thiophene, and alkanethiol overlap. To compare with experiment we rely on a 20 eV shift of the S2P binding energies. The absolute values of the calculated CLBEs have no meaning, and, therefore, we must rely on shifts and differences in the calculated CLBEs to compare with experiment. Using a 20 eV shift of the S2P binding energies so that a 182 eV energy corresponds to the experimental 162 eV energy, we see that peaks A and B from the XPS data may be caused by both intact and broken thiophene molecules.

Table 28: Adsorption energy (E_{ads}), S2p Binding Energy, and S-Au distances for intact thiophene, broken thiophene, and an alkane chain adsorbed on Au(100) in the 4x4 and √7x√7 unit cell.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>Unit Cell</th>
<th>E_{ads}(eV)</th>
<th>S2p Binding Energies (eV)</th>
<th>S-Au(Å)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Alkane chain</td>
<td>4x4</td>
<td>2.39-2.55</td>
<td>-180.96 to -181.27</td>
<td>2.43-2.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>√7x√7</td>
<td>1.93-2.18</td>
<td>-181.20 to -181.98</td>
<td>2.40-2.49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alkene chain</td>
<td>4x4</td>
<td>1.68-1.86</td>
<td>-180.84 to -181.40</td>
<td>2.46-2.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broken 1T</td>
<td>√7x√7</td>
<td>1.43-1.51</td>
<td>-181.68 to -182.19</td>
<td>2.44-2.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metalloccycle</td>
<td>4x4</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>-180.98</td>
<td>2.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broken 1T</td>
<td>√7x√7</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>-181.76</td>
<td>2.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thiophene</td>
<td>4x4</td>
<td>0.50-0.59</td>
<td>-180.86 to -181.26</td>
<td>2.77-3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>√7x√7</td>
<td>0.35-0.38</td>
<td>-181.97 to -182.26</td>
<td>2.82-3.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4x4(flat)</td>
<td>0.83-0.98</td>
<td>-181.08 to -181.54</td>
<td>2.95-3.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thiophene with an</td>
<td>4x4</td>
<td>0.48-0.89</td>
<td>-180.69 to -182.04</td>
<td>3.46-4.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adatom</td>
<td>√7x√7</td>
<td>0.61-0.72</td>
<td>-182.87 to -183.17</td>
<td>3.42-4.54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4x4(flat)</td>
<td>0.89-1.21</td>
<td>-181.61 to -182.10</td>
<td>4.10-5.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 36: CLBEs for, from bottom to top, intact thiophene with an adatom, intact thiophene without an adatom, broken thiophene metallocycle, broken thiophene alkene chain, and an alkane chain. The 4x4 unit cell calculations are denoted by a 4. The $\sqrt{7}x\sqrt{7}$ unit cell calculations are denoted by a $\sqrt{7}$, and L corresponds to configurations where thiophene is flat on the surface. Each hash corresponds to the CLBE of a S atom in a molecule in a particular adsorption site. Hashes are located horizontally from the S atom they belong to.

4.2.3 2T

Figure 34 plots the XPS spectra for bithiophene on Au grown on mica, while figure 35 plots the XPS spectrum for bithiophene on Au(100). From figure 34 we notice that for bithiophene on Au grown on mica, in addition to observing a strong A and B component, we also now observe a strong C‘ and C component in the XPS spectra. Just like for thiophene, the relative intensity of each peak we observe in the spectrum can change from sample to sample. Finally, the bithiophene on Au(111) spectrum is similar to the bithiophene on Au grown on mica spectrum except instead of peak C we observe peak D in the spectrum of bithiophene on Au(111).

Again in order to determine the origin of each component in the spectra we calculate and list in table 29 the S2P binding energies, adsorption energy ($E_{ads}$), and the S-Au distances for intact
and broken bithiophene. For the S2P binding energies and the S-Au distances we list the data for both S atoms in the bithiophene molecule. From table 29 we note that broken bithiophene is unstable, meaning bithiophene with a single broken C-S bond on Au(100) gives a negative adsorption energy. In contrast intact bithiophene yields small positive adsorption energies on Au(100). As broken bithiophene on Au(111) gives negative adsorption energies it may be an intermediate step in the process of bithiophene breaking apart into other molecules on the surface such as thiophene and thiophene fragments. Moving on, we also calculate the S atom in broken bithiophene to bond somewhat closer to the Au in the surface than the S atom in intact bithiophene. Looking at CLBEs for intact bithiophene, which we plot in figure 37, we note magnitudes somewhat higher than those we found for thiophene. Specifically we note CLBEs from -183.39 eV to -182.99 eV. Breaking the bithiophene molecule shifts the CLBE of the S atom with the broken C-S bond to lower values. The CLBE of the unmodified S atom also shifts to lowers values, but the magnitude of the shift is smaller than the shift the S atom with the broken C-S bond experiences. Given this data it may be reasonable to attribute peak C in the bithiophene on Au grown on mica spectra to intact bithiophene, and peaks A and B to broken thiophene derivatives.
Table 29 Adsorption energy ($E_{\text{ads}}$), S2p binding energies for each S atom in the molecule, and S-Au distances for each S atom in the molecule for intact bithiophene and broken bithiophene on Au(111) in a 4x4 unit cell.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>First S (broken S in broken 2T)</th>
<th>Second S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$E_{\text{ads}}$ (eV)</td>
<td>S2p (eV)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2T gas phase</td>
<td>-185.64</td>
<td>-185.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2T</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>-182.99 to 183.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.71</td>
<td>3.29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broken 2T</td>
<td>-4.73</td>
<td>-181.76 to 182.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>-3.06</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 37: CLBEs of, from bottom to top, broken bithiophene and intact bithiophene in the 4x4 unit cell. Each hash corresponds to the CLBE of a S atom in a particular adsorption site. Hashes are located horizontally from the S atom they belong to.

Finally we must mention that when we place bithiophene on Au(111) occasionally the molecule would drag an Au atom partially out of the surface, resulting in a large buckling of the
first layer of the substrate, 1.0 Å to 1.6 Å. Figure 38 illustrates two adsorption configurations where bithiophene would drag an Au atom partially out of the surface. This large distortion of the surface may be part of the reason why broken bithiophene is unstable.

![Figure 38: Two adsorption configurations where broken bithiophene dragged an Au atom out of the surface.](image)

**4.2.4 3T**

In the 3T spectrum, both for 3T on Au grown on mica and 3T on Au(111), we note the presence of peaks A through C, see figure 34 and figure 35. However, peaks A and B can be very small with peak C dominating the 3T spectrum. To compare with these experimental results, we calculate and list in table 30 the S2P binding energies, adsorption energy ($E_{ads}$), and the S-Au distances for intact and broken terthiophene with its long axis parallel to the surface. We first note that the CLBEs of the central and side S atoms differ by 0.35 eV in the gas phase with the magnitude of the central S atom’s CLBE being higher than the magnitude of the CLBE of the side S atoms. Moreover, putting the 3T molecule on the surface seems to increase the difference in the CLBEs between the central and side S. In the 5x5 unit cell we calculate CLBEs
ranging from -182.68 eV to -182.62 eV for central S atom and CLBE ranging from -182.30 eV to -182.14 eV for the side S atoms when terthiophene is sitting upright on the surface. The energy difference of the CLBEs of the side S atoms and central S atoms vary from approximately 0.3 eV to 0.5 eV. For all the S atoms we calculate S-Au distances ranging from 3.37 Å to 3.91 Å or 5.46 Å to 5.77 Å depending if the S atom belongs to a thio unit that points to or away from the surface. Overall for intact terthiophene standing up in the 5x5 unit cell we observe that the CLBEs are rather insensitive to whether the S atom points towards or away from the surface, and the position of the terthiophene molecule on the surface. Instead the CLBEs of the S atoms are much more sensitive to the position of the S atom in the terthiophene molecule. Moving along, when we place terthiophene flat on the surface we note slightly higher magnitudes of the CLBEs. However, we still note that the magnitudes of the CLBEs of the central S atom are higher than the magnitudes of the CLBEs of the side S atoms. Furthermore, when we break terthiophene the CLBEs of all three S atoms change slightly. The magnitude of the CLBE of the unmodified exterior S atom in broken terthiophene may be higher than the magnitude of the CLBE of the exterior S atoms in intact terthiophene. The magnitude of the CLBE of the interior S atom in the broken terthiophene molecule may be a little higher or about the same as the magnitude of the CLBE of the interior S atom in intact terthiophene. For the S atom with the broken C-S bond we note that the magnitude of the CLBE may be slightly lower than that of the exterior S atoms in intact terthiophene. Finally breaking the terthiophene molecule does not change the S-Au distances significantly. Moving on, when we place terthiophene in the smaller 2x6 unit cell we note larger adsorption heights than when we place terthiophene in the large 5x5 unit cell. Along with these higher adsorption heights we note CLBEs with much higher magnitudes. The larger
magnitudes of the CLBEs, which are much closer to the gas phase CLBEs of terthiophene, probably result from terthiophene’s S atoms being, on average, further away from the surface. Even though the magnitudes of the CLBEs are larger in the 2x6 unit cell, we still observe that the magnitude of the CLBE of the central S atom is somewhat higher than the magnitude of the CLBEs of the side S atoms.
Table 30: Adsorption energy ($E_{ads}$), S2p Binding Energies for each S atom in the molecule, and S-Au distances for each S atom in the molecule for intact terthiophene and broken terthiophene on Au(111) in the 5x5 and 2x6 unit cell. In these configurations terthiophene has its long axis parallel to the surface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>$E_{ads}$ (eV)</th>
<th>First S</th>
<th>Second S</th>
<th>Third S (broken S in 3T)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>S2p (eV)</td>
<td>S-Au(Å)</td>
<td>S2p (eV) S-Au(Å)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3T gas phase</td>
<td>0.58-0.64</td>
<td>-184.66</td>
<td>-182.20 to 3.38-3.61</td>
<td>-185.01 to 5.50-5.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3T 5x5 (up)</td>
<td>0.21-0.55</td>
<td>-182.27</td>
<td>-182.64 to 3.53-3.91</td>
<td>-182.60 to 5.55-5.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3T 5x5 (down)</td>
<td>-1.91 to -1.86</td>
<td>-182.41</td>
<td>-182.68 to 3.53-3.91</td>
<td>-182.18 to 5.46-5.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Broken 3T 5x5 (up)</td>
<td>1.68-1.84</td>
<td>-182.52</td>
<td>-182.99 to 3.32-3.89</td>
<td>-182.71 to 3.60-3.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3T 5x5 L</td>
<td>1.10-1.13</td>
<td>-184.28</td>
<td>-184.82 to 3.82-4.18</td>
<td>-184.27 to 5.87-6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3T 2x6 (up)</td>
<td>1.06-1.07</td>
<td>-184.27</td>
<td>-184.86 to 3.82-4.18</td>
<td>-184.27 to 5.87-6.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3T 2x6 (down)</td>
<td>1.10-1.13</td>
<td>-184.28</td>
<td>-184.86 to 3.82-4.18</td>
<td>-184.27 to 5.87-6.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As for adsorption energies, we note the following general trends. Terthiophene interacts with Au(111) more strongly when two S atoms are pointing towards the surface. Terthiophene also interacts more strongly to the surface when sitting flat on the surface. These trends reflect what we have observed so far in this dissertation. Thiophene and thiophene derivatives prefer to bond flat on transition metal surfaces with as many atoms as possible in close contact with the surface. For broken terthiophene, we calculate, just as we calculated for broken bithiophene, a negative adsorption energy. This suggests that terthiophene with one broken bond may be an intermediate state to a completely dissociated terthiophene molecule. Finally, reducing the coverage of terthiophene, moving from a 5x5 unit cell to a 2x6 unit cell, increases the adsorption energy for vertical adsorption configurations. This may result from an increase in the intermolecular forces when one reduces coverage.

Thus far we have only discussed terthiophene with its long axis parallel to the surface, now we take a brief respite to discuss terthiophene with its long axis perpendicular to the surface, see figure 33 a). In table 31 we list the S2P binding energies, adsorption energy (E_{ads}), and the S-Au distances for intact and broken terthiophene with its long axis perpendicular to the surface. We note from table 31, perhaps unsurprisingly, that positioning terthiophene with its long axis perpendicular to the surface reduces its adsorption energy. Moving the S atoms, on average, further away from the surface again appears to reduce the adsorption energy. We also note for terthiophene with its long axis perpendicular to the surface a large difference in the CLBE of the central S and the CLBEs of the side S atoms. This differences amounts to 1 eV for terthiophene in the compact 2x6 unit cell, and 1.8 eV for terthiophene in the larger 5x5 unit cell, which is much greater than the difference in the CLBEs of the central S atom and side S atoms for
terthiophene with its long axis parallel to the surface in either a flat or a vertical adsorption configuration.

Table 31: Adsorption energy ($E_{\text{ads}}$), S2p Binding Energies for each S atom in the molecule, and S-Au distances for each S atom in the molecule for intact terthiophene with its long axis perpendicular to Au(111) in the 5x5 and 2x6 unit cell.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Molecule</th>
<th>First S</th>
<th></th>
<th>Second S</th>
<th></th>
<th>Third S</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>$E_{\text{ads}}$(eV)</td>
<td>S2p (eV)</td>
<td>S-Au(Å)</td>
<td>S2p (eV)</td>
<td>S-Au(Å)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3T gas phase</td>
<td></td>
<td>-184.66</td>
<td></td>
<td>-185.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3T 2x6</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>-183.07</td>
<td>12.18</td>
<td>-184.82</td>
<td>8.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3T 5x5</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>-181.40</td>
<td>12.18</td>
<td>-182.34</td>
<td>8.35</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As we are primarily interested in comparing our theoretical results with experimental XPS spectra, we plot in figure 39 the CLBEs of terthiophene. Each hash on the graph corresponds to a CLBE of a S atom in intact or broken terthiophene in a particular adsorption site. Hashes are located horizontally from the S atom they belong to. The inserted scale at the bottom corresponds to the shifted scale we use to compare with experimental XPS values. Figure 39 demonstrates the two largest factors that can cause variability in the CLBE: the position of the S atom in the terthiophene molecule and whether the molecule is sitting flat or vertical on the surface. The two distinct CLBEs of the side S atoms and central S atom, which exist in every terthiophene calculation we perform, cannot be mapped to just one peak, peak C. Therefore, in figure 40, we try to fit the XPS spectrum of terthiophene using two components. We found the best fit using peaks at 163.67 eV and 164.03 eV. The fit actually reproduces the high-energy tail of the spectrum better than the fit dominated by one component. Thus we can attribute the two dominate components in the 3T spectrum to the different S atoms, either side or central S atoms,
in the terthiophene molecules. We can also attribute the A and B peaks to either a completely broken terthiophene molecule, with the same features as thiophene, or atomic S on the surface.

Figure 39: CLBEs for, from bottom to top, broken terthiophene, intact terthiophene with two S atoms pointing towards the surface, intact terthiophene with one S atom pointing towards the surface, and terthiophene sitting flat on the surface. Each hash corresponds to the CLBE of a S atom in a particular adsorption site. Hashes are located horizontally from the S atom they belong to.

Figure 40: Fit of the 3T XPS spectra on Au(111) taking into account the difference in CLBEs between the central S atom the side S atoms.
4.2.5 Conclusions

Overall our CLBE calculations are able to provide valuable insight into the origin of the various peaks present in the XPS spectra of thiophene, bithiophene, and terthiophene on Au(111) and on Au grown on mica. We calculate the CLBE of intact and various dissociated versions of thiophene to overlap, indicating the possible presence of dissociated thiophene on Au(111) and on Au grown on mica. In the bithiophene XPS spectra we observe many of the same peaks present in the thiophene spectra indicating that bithiophene too may dissociate over Au. For terthiophene we consistently calculate different CLBEs for the interior S atom and the exterior S atoms. This provides the inspiration to fit the 3T spectrum using two peaks instead of one. For terthiophene we also compute the highest adsorption energy when the molecule sits flat on the surface, and the lowest adsorption energy when the molecule stands with its long axis perpendicular to the surface, demonstrating S’s propensity to remain close to the Au(111) surface. For all three molecules, 1T, 2T, and 3T, we observe that the CLBEs vary little with respect to adsorption site. In contrast, changing the packing density of the molecule on the surface can significantly alter the CLBEs.

The presence of dissociated thiophene on Au has important implications for molecular electronics. It may significantly affect the charge transfer along the chains of intact molecules, affecting the performance of the device. This ability of Au to dissociate thiophene and its derivatives may significantly be effected by the morphology of the surface. We observed a high degree of variability in our XPS spectra from sample to sample under seemingly identical sample preparation conditions. The presence of a large varying number of defects or adatoms may be responsible for the variability of our experimental results.
In the context of this dissertation these results present a delightful example of a practical use of DFT. Using DFT we have illuminated the possible origin of various peaks in the XPS spectra of thiophene and thiophene derivatives on Au, which is a system relevant in the field of molecular electronic devices. This also illustrates the importance of testing new computational methods. In a system where the interpretation of the experimental results remains shrouded, one must make sure they are using a high quality computational method in order to come to the correct interpretation. A method can only be confirmed to be of the highest quality after extensive testing on systems well-studied experimentally. We only decided to use the optB88-vdW functional after extensive testing much of which was completed in the previous chapter of this dissertation.

4.3 DHTAP on Cu(110)

As mentioned in the previous section, much research has been devoted to study organic semiconductors with the ultimate goal of producing high-quality OLED, O-LEFTs, OFETs, and OTFT for the commercial market. Pentacene films, due to their charge carrier mobility which is similar to that of amorphous Si, have often been used as a benchmark [207]. Pentacene films exhibit poor long-term stability under ambient conditions though [208], which began the search for pentacene alternatives. Of all the alternatives explored to date, nitrogen-containing oligoacene derivatives, such as DHTAP, stand out because of their high stability under ambient conditions [209,210]. In this section we study the adsorption of DHTAP on Cu(110) using DFT.
Our calculations are guided by our experimental collaborators study of the DHTAP/Cu(110) system using scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) and low-energy electron diffraction (LEED). Our hope is that we can sufficiently illuminate the adsorption properties of DHTAP on Cu(110) to determine if this system would be ideal for use in molecular electronic devices. We expect, due the presence of DHTAP’s imine groups, the molecule to strongly chemisorb through Cu-N bonds.

4.3.1 Computational Details
We perform all calculations using VASP version 5.4.1, which the reader will be aware of uses the PAW method. To account for the exchange-correlation interaction we utilize the optB88-vdW functional. We model the Cu(110) surface using five layer slabs. Between slabs we place at least 19 Å of vacuum. As our experimental collaborators found several different superstructures for the DHTAP/Cu(110) system, we construct three different unit cells described by the matrices (6 0 | 1 2), (7 0 | 1 2), and (6 -1 | 1 2). For the lattice constant of our Cu(110) surface we use the calculated value given in table 1. Moreover, we relax the substrate and the molecule separately before placing the molecule on the substrate. Once we place the molecule on the substrate we allow all the atomic coordinates to undergo complete structural relaxation except the bottom two layers of the substrate. We hold the atomic coordinates of the atoms in the bottom two layers of the substrate at their positions in the clean, relaxed substrate.

Furthermore, we achieve structural relaxation using the CG method. We set the force criterion at 0.02 eV/Å, use a 400 eV plane wave energy cutoff, and sample the BZ using a 6x6x1 Monkhorst-Pack grid.
To find the equilibrium adsorption configuration we try four different adsorption sites illustrated in figure 41. These adsorption sites position the molecule with its center over the closely packed rows, a) and b), or over the troughs, c) and d), on the Cu(110) surface. To access the stability of DHTAP we again define adsorption energy using equation 61. With equation 61 a higher adsorption energy corresponds to a more stable adsorption site.

Figure 41: Initial adsorption configurations a) C1, b) C2, c) C3, and d) C4 for DHTAP adsorbed on Cu(110). White atoms correspond to H atoms, red atoms correspond to C atoms, orange atoms correspond to N atoms, blue atoms correspond to Cu atoms in the first layer, and silver atoms correspond Cu atoms in the second layer and lower.
4.3.2 STEM and LEED measurements

The highest experimental packing density of DHTAP on Cu(110) our collaborators could achieve corresponds to a unit cell described by the matrix $(6 \ 0 \mid 1 \ 2)$, or a packing density of $0.904 \text{ molecules/nm}^2$. With that coverage corresponding to 1 ML, we show in figure 42 the STM images of DHTAP deposited at room temperature on Cu(110) at a coverage of 0.1 ML. From figure 42 we note individual DHTAP molecules or small clusters of DHTAP on Cu(110). We also observe DHTAP to adsorb flat on the surface as evident by the low apparent height in the images, 110 pm. At a 0.1 ML we also observe DHTAP molecules to adsorb on Cu(110) with its long molecular plane along the (-110) direction. Moreover it is evident from these images that the molecules are laterally displaced (along the (-110) direction) by 0.255 nm or exactly one Cu lattice spacing, which leads to a stacking direction that is tilted by an angle of +/-19.5° relative to the (100) direction. Moreover, evident from figure 42 b), which shows an STM image with the atomically resolved substrate, is that the molecules sit over the trenches as opposed to the closely-packed rows on the Cu(110) surface.
Figure 42: a) STM image of DHTAP deposited at room temperature on Cu(110). DHTAP molecules appear as bright yellow rods. Panel b) illustrates an STM image of the atomically resolved substrate with a DHTAP trimer. The coverage for both images was 0.1 ML. Overlaid on the STM image is a ball-and-stick model of DHTAP. Tunneling parameters: a) It = 50 pA, Vsample = +0.5 V and b) It = 6 nA, Vsample = -0.10 mV.

Increasing the coverage of DHTAP on Cu(110) leads to two superstructures defined by the matrices (7 0 | 1 2) and (6 -1 | 1 2). Figure 43 illustrates the STM images of DHTAP deposited on Cu(110) at room temperature at a coverage of a) 0.35 ML and b) 0.50 ML. At 0.35 ML we observe one-dimensional stacks of molecules wandering along the (001) direction. There does not appear to be aggregation along the (-110) direction, suggesting the intermolecular forces along this direction are weak to negligible. Moving to 0.5 ML we see that two-dimensional islands begin to form. Zooming into these two-dimensional islands, see figure 43 c) and d), we note the presence of the superstructures defined by the matrices (7 0 | 1 2) and (6 -1 | 1 2). Just as at 0.1 ML, the stacking of molecules along the (001) direction is offset by the distance of one Cu nearest neighbor distance in the (-110) direction. Finally we notice that increasing the
coverage increases the average length of the molecular rows. At 0.35 ML the average length of the molecular rows is 2.30 nm. At 0.50 ML the average length of the molecular rows is 4.60 nm.

Figure 43: STM images of DHTAP deposited on Cu(110) at room temperature at a coverage of a) 0.35 ML and b) 0.50 ML. The images in c) and d) are high-resolution zooms of the image in b), and reveal two structures that can be described by the matrices \((7 \ 0 \ | \ 1 \ 2)\) and \((6 \ -1 \ | \ 1 \ 2)\), respectively. Tunneling parameters: \(I_t = 100\) pA, \(V_{\text{sample}} = +0.5\) V.

To explore the effect of the deposition temperature our colleagues deposit DHTAP at three different temperatures, 240K, 300K, and 430K, at a coverage of 0.8 ML. Figure 44 illustrates the STM images of these three different experiments. At low deposition temperature, 240 K, we observe no long-range order. At deposition temperature of 300 K, as for DHTAP deposited at room temperature at a coverage of 0.5 ML, we begin to see the formation of two-dimensional
islands. Inside these two-dimensional islands we again observe the superstructures defined by the matrices \((7 \ 0 \ | \ 1 \ 2)\) and \((6 \ -1 \ | \ 1 \ 2)\). Finally at a deposition temperature of 430 K we observe long-range order. The DHTAP molecules form a highly order structure that can be describe with a \((7 \ 0 \ | \ 1 \ 2)\) matrix. The packing density for this highly ordered structure is 0.775 molecules/nm\(^2\).

Figure 44: STM of 0.8ML of DHTAP deposited on Cu(110) at temperatures of a) 240 K, b) 330 K, and c) 430 K. Tunneling parameters: \(I_t = 100\) pA, \(V_{\text{sample}} = +0.5\) V.

Even though the DHTAP deposited at 430 K at a coverage of 0.8 ML appears rather compact, we could achieve an even higher coverage. We illustrate the STM images and LEED patterns of DHTAP deposited on Cu(110) at 240K, 330K, and 430 K at the highest coverage in figure 45. For all three deposition temperatures we observe an inclination of +/- 19.5° of the short superstructure axis relative to the (100) direction. At a deposition temperature of 240 K the DHTAP molecules condense mostly in to a phase that can be described by a \((6 \ -1 \ | \ 1 \ 2)\) matrix. In this phase the DHTAP molecules exhibit a lot of stacking defects and the long range order is limited to a few nanometers. At our high deposition temperature, 430 K, we observe much more order. At a deposition temperature of 430 K most of the DHTAP molecules condense into a
structure defined by the matrix $(6 \ 0 \ | \ 1 \ 2)$, which is the most compact structure we could observe and the packing density we define as 1 ML. In this phase we can see a slightly undulation of the molecules along the (-110) direction. At an intermediate deposition temperature we could observe both $(6 \ 0 \ | \ 1 \ 2)$ and $(6 \ -1 \ | \ 1 \ 2)$ superstructures with about 80% of the surface being covered with the $(6 \ 0 \ | \ 1 \ 2)$ superstructure. All our structures were confirmed by LEED. Figure 45 d)-f) illustrate the LEED patterns for DHTAP deposited at 240 K, 330 K, and 430 K, respectively, at a coverage of 1ML. The simulated LEED patterns, which we created using LEEDpat using the superstructure matrices determined by STEM, are overlaid in figure 44 d)-f). Green ellipsoids correspond to areas of the $(6 \ -1 \ | \ 1 \ 2)$ superstructure, and red ellipsoids correspond to areas of the $(6 \ 0 \ | \ 1 \ 2)$ superstructure.
Figure 45: STM of 1 ML of DHTAP deposited on Cu(110) at temperatures of a) 240 K, b) 330 K, and c) 430 K. Tunneling parameters: $I_t = 100$ pA, $V_{sample} = +0.5$ V. The panels d)-f) illustrate the LEED patterns of the surfaces in panels a)-c) respectively. LEED patterns were acquired using an electron beam energy of 17.6 eV. Overlaid in panels d)-f) are the simulated LEED patterns for the $(6 \, 0 \, 1 \, 2)$ and $(6 \, -1 \, 1 \, 2)$ structures. Red and blue arrows correspond to the unit cell vectors of the two mirror domains.

4.3.3 DFT calculations

In agreement with all the STM images we find the most stable adsorption geometry, regardless of coverage, to be when DHTAP sits over the trough on the Cu(110) surface with its N atoms bonded to the Cu atoms of the surface, or rather adsorption site C3. Furthermore, we also observe that DHTAP, when we would place it in adsorption site C4, would relax to adsorption site C3, illustrating the N-Cu interaction seems to be the driving force for the final
adsorption configuration. Figure 46 illustrates the final adsorption configuration of DHTAP when initially placed on adsorption site C3 in the (6 0 | 1 2), (7 0 | 1 2), and (6 -1 | 1 2) unit cells.

Figure 46: Calculated equilibrium adsorption geometries for DHTAP on Cu(110) in the, a) and d), (6 -1 | 1 2) unit cell, b) and e), the (7 0 | 1 2) unit cell, c) and f), and the (6 0 | 1 2) unit cell. Orange atoms correspond to N atoms, red atoms correspond to C atoms, white atoms correspond to H atoms, blue atoms correspond to first layer Cu atoms, and silver atoms correspond to second layer and lower Cu atoms. Pictures a) through c) are top views of the systems. Pictures d) through f) are side views of the systems which illustrate the buckling of the molecule.

Table 32 lists the adsorption energy ($E_{\text{ads}}$), the surface adsorption energy (Surface $E_{\text{ads}}$), the adsorption height ($H_{\text{ads}}$), the N-Cu distances, the buckling of the first layer of the surface ($B_s$), the buckling of the molecule ($B_m$), and the charge transfer from the surface to the molecule ($\Delta q$) for DHTAP adsorbed on Cu(110) in our three different unit cells. Starting with adsorption energy ($E_{\text{ads}}$), we note large adsorption energies, 2.93 eV to 3.08 eV. Comparing to pentacene, which is known to chemisorb on Cu(110), we note our adsorption energies are much higher than the calculated adsorption energy for an isolated molecule of pentacene on Cu(110), 1.59 eV [211], or
the experimentally determined adsorption energy of a monolayer of pentacene on Cu(110), 2.1 eV [212]. This large adsorption energy we observe would suggest DHTAP chemisorbs on Cu(110). Along with this large adsorption energy we note short N-Cu distances, roughly 2 Å. Again these values are much lower than the C-Cu distances observed for pentacene on Cu(110) [213], 2.29 Å. These low N-Cu distances further support the notion that DHTAP chemisorbs on Cu(110). Comparing the N-Cu distances with adsorption heights, which we define as the average z-coordinate of the atoms composing the DHTAP molecule minus the average z-coordinate of the Cu atoms composing the first layer of the substrate, we note the adsorption heights in each unit cell are moderately higher than the N-Cu distances. Part of the reason the adsorption heights are large compared to the N-Cu distances is that the DHTAP molecule experiences significant buckling on Cu(110). Pentacene has also been reported to buckle on Cu(110) [213,214], Cu(111) [215], and Al(100) [216]. Specifically, we observe a 0.92 Å buckling of the molecule in the (7 0 | 1 2) unit cell with N atoms of the molecule closest to the surface, see figure 46 d). This buckling is consistent with the STM images. Figure 47 overlays the calculated final adsorption configuration of DHTAP on Cu(110) in each unit cell on the corresponding STM image. From figure 47 b) we note the STM image suggests the lowest apparent height corresponds to the N atoms in the (7 0 | 1 2) unit cell. For DHTAP on Cu(110) in the (6 -1 | 1 2) unit cell we note slightly more buckling of the molecule, 0.98 Å, with the extremities of the molecule further from the Cu(110) surface than the center portion of the molecule. The STM images again support the DFT calculations. From Figure 47 a) we note the extremities of the molecule appear the brighter than the center of the molecule. Finally for DHTAP in the (6 0 | 1 2) unit cell we calculate the molecule to assume a s-shape with one end of
the molecule pointing towards the surface and the other end of the molecule pointing away from the surface leading to a large buckling of the molecule, 1.50 Å. This final adsorption geometry is again supported by the STM images. In figure 47 c) we note bright protrusions between neighboring molecules. We attribute this interesting s-shape the molecule takes to steric hindrance between the molecules, which must be avoided to achieve the high packing density seen in the (6 0 | 1 2) unit cell. The large buckling of the molecule, no matter the unit cell, suggests DHTAP chemisorbs on Cu(110). Finally, the large charge transfer from the substrate to the DHTAP molecule during relaxation, 0.6 to 0.8 (-e), also suggests a strong DHTAP/Cu(110) interaction which in turn suggests DHTAP chemisorbs on Cu(110). Altogether, we categorize the interaction of DHTAP with Cu(110) as chemisorption due to the small N-Cu distances, high adsorption energies, low adsorption heights, large buckling both of the substrate and the molecule, and large charge transfer from the molecule to the substrate.

Table 32: Adsorption energy \( (E_{ads}) \), surface adsorption energy \( (Surface \ E_{ads}) \), adsorption height \( (H_{ads}) \), N-Cu distances, buckling of the first layer of the substrate \( (B_s) \), buckling of the molecule \( (B_m) \), and charge transfer to the DHTAP molecule \( (\Delta q) \) for DHTAP adsorbed on Cu(110) in the \((7 0 \mid 1 2)\), \((6 -1 \mid 1 2)\), and \((6 0 \mid 1 2)\) unit cells.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Unit Cell</th>
<th>( E_{ads} ) (eV)</th>
<th>Surface ( E_{ads} ) (eV/nm²)</th>
<th>( H_{ads} ) (Å)</th>
<th>N-Cu (Å)</th>
<th>( B_s ) (Å)</th>
<th>( B_m ) (eV)</th>
<th>( \Delta q ) (-e)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(7 0</td>
<td>1 2)</td>
<td>3.08</td>
<td>2.39</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>2.04</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6 -1</td>
<td>1 2)</td>
<td>2.93</td>
<td>2.45</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(6 0</td>
<td>1 2)</td>
<td>3.04</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>2.59</td>
<td>2.02</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>1.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 47: The STM images of DHTAP on Cu(110) in the a) (6 -1 | 1 2) structure, the (7 0 | 1 2) structure, and the (6 0 | 1 2) structure. Overlaid on the STM images are the calculated adsorption configurations. Tunneling parameters: \( I_t = 100 \text{ pA}, V_{sample} = +0.5 \text{ V}, \) scale: \((2.2 \times 4.2) \text{ nm}^2\).

Besides indicating that DHTAP chemisorbs on Cu(110) our results illuminate a number of other important features of the DHTAP/Cu(110) system. For the buckling of the first layer of the substrate along with the buckling of the molecule we note that DHTAP in the (7 0 | 1 2) unit cell gives the lowest values. This small buckling may be explained by the fact that (7 0 | 1 2) unit cell is the least compact structure yielding the smallest amount of steric hindrance. If we look at the adsorption energy, we note that DHTAP in the (7 0 | 1 2) and (6 0 | 1 2) unit cells have roughly the same adsorption energy, and DHTAP in the (6 -1 | 1 2) unit cell has the smallest adsorption energy. This is a little surprising given DHTAP in the (6 -1 | 1 2) experiences the most structural deformation. This discrepancy disappears though when we look at the surface adsorption energy, which we define as the adsorption energy per unit surface area and list in table 32 as Surface \( E_{ads} \). Using surface adsorption energy we see that the (7 0 | 1 2) and (6 -1 | 1
2) unit cells are roughly energetically equivalent with values of 2.39 eV/nm² in the (7 0 | 1 2) unit cell and 2.45 eV/nm² in the (6 -1 | 1 2) unit cell. This nicely explains the coexistence of these two structures when we deposit DHTAP at 300 K at a coverage 0.8 ML. The surface adsorption energy also informs us that the (6 0 | 1 2) unit cell is the most energetically stable with a surface adsorption energy of 2.75 eV/nm². The reason we fail to observe this structure at low deposition temperatures could be an activation barrier related to the steric hindrance between the molecules that must be overcome to active this dense packing density.

4.3.4 Conclusions

We have studied the adsorption of DHTAP on Cu(110) using STM, LEED, and DFT. Our experimental results indicated the presence of three different superstructures: (6 -1 | 1 2), (7 0 | 1 2), and (6 0 | 1 2). We used this experimental insight to guide our DFT calculations. We ran DFT calculations of DHTAP in each one of the three experimentally observed superstructures. Overall we found great agreement between our DFT calculations and our experimental results. We found, in agreement with experiment, that DHTAP absorbs flat on Cu(110) with its long molecular axis parallel to the (-110) direction. Specifically we calculated DHTAP to adsorb over the trenches in between the close-packed Cu rows with its N atoms bonded to the Cu atoms in the first layer of the surface. We also calculated, in agreement with the STM images, the DHTAP molecule to buckle significantly upon adsorption. In light of this large buckling of the molecule in conjunction with the large adsorption energies, the low adsorption heights and N-Cu distances, and the large amount of charge transfer between the DHTAP molecule and the substrate we characterize the interaction of DHTAP with Cu(110) as chemisorption.
Overall, our results demonstrate the power of theory. Our calculations illuminated many of the properties of the DHTAP/Cu(110) system that our STM and LEED experiments could not, and could explain the coexistence of the \((6 -1 \mid 1 2)\), and \((7 0 \mid 1 2)\) phases. As with the polythiophene/Au(111) system in the previous section, we were only able to get good results because we were sure of the competence of the optB88-vdW functional, which again illustrates the importance of screening recently developed methods. We need to properly test new methods to ensure they can provide an adequate description of systems of interest to experimentalists.
CHAPTER FIVE: CONCLUSIONS

In the third chapter of this dissertation we screened several computational methods by exploring the adsorption of pyridine and thiophene on many transition metal surfaces. We found the PBE, vdW-DF, and vdW-DF2 methods provide a poor description of pyridine on Cu, Ag, and Au(111). All the functionals we studied failed to predict thiophene’s experimentally determined adsorption site on these coinage metal surfaces. Specifically our chosen functionals predicted thiophene to adsorb with its molecular plane perpendicular to the surface at low coverage while experiment finds thiophene to adsorb with its molecular plane parallel to the surface at low coverage. Our chosen functionals fared a little better on the pyridine/reactive transition metal systems. Explicitly, we found the optB86-vdW and optB88-vdW functionals gives the best description of pyridine on Rh, Pt, Pd, and Ni(111), consistently calculating pyridine to adsorb, in agreement with experiment, with its molecular plane parallel to the surface. The remaining functionals predicted pyridine to prefer to adsorb with its molecular plane perpendicular to at least one of the reactive transition metal surface. Our results further improved when moving to the less coordinated (110) surfaces. When studying pyridine on Cu, Ag, Au, and Pt(110) only the rPW86-vdW functional gave an incorrect description of pyridine on Pt(110), calculating the molecule to prefer to adsorb with its plane perpendicular to the surface when, experimentally, it adsorbs with its molecular plane parallel to the surface. Finally, on each of these transition metal surfaces changing the orientation of the molecule significantly changed the charge distribution of the system probably as a result of the difference in the electronic properties of a flat π-bonded system and a vertical N lone pair electron bonded system. These results suggested that pyridine on transition metal surfaces presents a challenge
for quantum mechanical modeling with the adsorption of pyridine on less reactive transition metal surfaces with a higher coordination number presenting the greatest challenge. It can be difficult for DFT to distinguish between the flat, π bonded phase and the upright, N lone pair bonded phase of pyridine on transition metal surfaces. The reason DFT struggles with the problem of pyridine on transition metal surfaces is unknown and warrants further investigation especially as N containing organic compounds gain more prevalence in the field of organic molecular electronics.

In contrast to pyridine on transition metal surfaces, thiophene on transition metal surface was more easily described by DFT. All of the functionals predicted, in agreement with the available experimental literature, that thiophene adsorbs with its plane parallel to the surface. This result demonstrated the important role the heteroatom plays for these organic molecule/transition metal systems. Making a simple change from N to S in our aromatic molecule drastically affected both the difficulty of our problem and the behavior of the adsorbate on the surface. In contrast to pyridine, for thiophene we never observed a vertical phase at low coverage.

Despite the differences, we did observe some similarities between our results for the adsorption of pyridine on transition metal surfaces and for the adsorption of thiophene on transition metal surfaces. First, PBE’s calculated adsorption energy on the coinage metal surfaces, regardless of the molecule, was always the lowest, indicating the vdW interaction is important for these systems, enhancing the overall organic molecule/coinage metal interaction. On the reactive metal surfaces the revPBE-vdW and rPW86-vdW2 functionals yielded the lowest adsorption energies. Only the opt-type functionals provided an enhancement of the adsorption
energy over PBE. This illustrated the importance of one’s choice of exchange functional. Choosing either the revPBE-vdW or rPW86-vdW2 method, with their overly repulsive exchange functionals, led to an underbinding of the molecule to the surface.

In the last part of this chapter we studied the adsorption of thiophene on transition metals surfaces using the popular meta-GGA SCAN+rVV10 functional. For thiophene on Ag(100), SCAN+rVV10 and optB88-vdW gave similar results. In contrast, for thiophene on Ir(100) and Rh(100) SCAN+rVV10 predicted a larger adsorption energy than optB88-vdW. The SCAN+rVV10 functional also predicted a much larger charge transfer to occur from the surface to thiophene than optB88-vdW. This charge transfer, in fact, was many times the amount predicted by optB88-vdW. In light of this data we suggest that SCAN+rVV10 overbinds thiophene to Rh(100) and Ag(100) due to a density driven self-interaction error. The reason we suspected SCAN+rVV10 overbinds thiophene to transition metal surfaces came from a study that utilized SCAN to explore the adsorption of CO on transition metal surfaces. Compared to PBE, they found SCAN to overbind CO to transition metal surfaces, and attributed this error to a density driven self-interaction error. Furthermore, they theorized this error should also be present for the adsorption of other molecules on transition metal surfaces. Our results confirmed the results of this study.

Finally in the last part of this dissertation we switched our focus to more practical systems. First we studied the adsorption of thiophene on transition metal surfaces from the perspective of HDS. We found that thiophene can rupture one or two C-S bonds over many of the group V and VI transition metal surfaces. We found a strong correlation between the breaking of C-S bonds
and the charge transfer to thiophene’s S atom. Guided by this observation we tried to map the charge transfer to thiophene’s S atom and adsorption energy of thiophene to the experimentally determined HDS rates of thiophene on transition metal sulfides under realistic reaction conditions. With this approach, which is definitely limited by how well thiophene on transition metal sulfides under realistic reaction conditions correlates to thiophene on bare metal single crystal surfaces, we found a modest correlation between the charge transfer to thiophene’s S atom, adsorption energy, and the experimentally determined HDS rates. Further research is needed though to confirm this correlation, and then to apply it to the search for more active HDS catalysis.

Next we moved onto the adsorption of polythiophene and DHTAP on Au and Cu(110) respectively. Both systems could be of interest for use in molecular electronic devices. For the polythiophenes on Au(111) and Au grown on mica we compared the calculated CLBEs to the XPS S2P peaks. We found the CLBE of intact thiophene and broken thiophene to overlap, indicating the possible presence of broken thiophene on Au, a popular electrode material. If thiophene and its derivatives are capable of dissociating over Au it could disrupt the electron transport properties of the system, rendering the system less than ideal for use in molecular electronic devices. We also for terthiophene, interestingly, found the CLBE of the interior S atom to differ significantly from the CLBE of the exterior S atoms. For DHTAP on Cu(111) we found excellent agreement with experiment. Both the calculated position of the molecule on the substrate and the large buckling of the molecule could be observed in the STM images. Moreover our calculations could nicely explain the coexistence of two different DHTAP
structures on Cu(110), and give a possible reason why a third DHTAP structure could only be observed at high coverage.

These studies which possess both experimental and theoretical components illustrate the power of theory. Theoretical calculations can be used to examine the properties of systems that may be difficult to explore experimentally, or they may be used to explain why one obtains a particular experimental result. Regardless, before one investigates a system of interest to experimentalists one must first thoroughly test one’s proposed method, especially in an age where the number of methods available to researchers is ever expanding. To effectively screen a method one must test their method, as we have done here, using systems with a large benchmark of both experimental and high-level computational data.
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